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Summary
Problem. In order to limit global warming to below 2°C, better 1.5°C, in accordance with the Paris
Agreement, global net greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced drastically. The aviation sector,
which has been expanding rapidly for decades, is a challenging site for emission reductions based on
technology or regulation at the national level, which makes demand reduction an important pillar of
sustainable aviation. A number of universities and academics have therefore begun to reduce the
emissions associated with their air travel through changing social norms and institutional travel
policies. A central hurdle faced by these initiatives is the deep entrenchment of aeromobility in
modern academia, which parallels similar mobility dependence in other areas of many contemporary
societies. Studying the way these initiatives engage with this and other challenges provides insights
for the application of similar institutional approaches across academia and, potentially, in other
sectors. However, empirical studies of institutional air travel projects are scarce, and have to date
neglected both international comparison of projects and in-depth investigation of how members of
an institution react to their implementation.
Aim. This dissertation investigates universities’ efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
associated with the air travel of their members. Analyzing the case of ETH Zurich, Switzerland, I
examine how the social system of the university is reacting to the initiative “Stay grounded, keep
connected”, which aims to reduce the university’s air travel related greenhouse gas emissions in an
approach that combines top-down and bottom-up elements. Specifically, I look at how the initiative
is received internally, and how it is challenged by the notion of mobility as central to academic work,
while the social process surrounding the project challenges that notion in turn. Looking beyond ETH
Zurich in an international survey, I chart the state of practice among pioneering universities
addressing the issue of business air travel. I also explore how the climate impact of aviation is
discussed in Swiss mainstream media and street protest, which is part of the social context in which
institutional efforts to reduce air travel related emissions unfold.
Methods. I employ different quantitative and qualitative methods for data collection and analysis to
answer the different research questions of this dissertation. The central analytical method is
qualitative analysis guided by the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse (SKAD). SKAD takes
a methodologically flexible approach to the study of how actors construct discursive realities while
constrained by structures and existing discourses. I apply this approach to visual and textual extant
data as well as to textual data I elucidated in interviews and surveys. In addition, I apply comparative
quantitative content analysis to visual and textual data, and analyze data from various surveys
(involving different groups at ETH Zurich and beyond) quantitatively using descriptive and inferential
statistics. Its theoretical framework, selected methods and research questions locate the present
work within the field of critical psychologies of climate change (Adams, 2021).
Results. This dissertation shows that members of ETH Zurich, Switzerland, are responding mostly
positively to the air travel initiative “Stay grounded, keep connected”, albeit with more project
support among non-professorial scientific staff than among professors. There is an ongoing discursive
struggle over social norms regarding travel at ETH Zurich; in particular, this dissertation shows how
the dominant narrative of a trade-off between air travel reduction and excellent science is
challenged by alternative narratives, according to which scientific excellence is independent from air
travel, or even benefits from less air travel. The dissertation further provides an empirical overview
of existing policy measures used by universities and similar institutions to reduce air travel related
greenhouse gases. It also suggests a framework for categorizing these measures, which shows that
universities favor relatively low-coercive policy measures that encourage virtual communication and
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travel by ground-based modes of transport. Finally, this dissertation shows that the climate impact of
air travel is a topic of discussion in Swiss mainstream media and climate protests, with protesters
suggesting behavior change, expansion of rail travel, and financial incentives as solutions to this
problem, while the media additionally discuss carbon offsetting and technological innovation.
Conclusions. Taken together, the contributions enfolded in this dissertation characterize institutional
initiatives to reduce air travel related greenhouse gas emissions in academia as a rising and relatively
popular, although still controversial, type of institutional sustainability effort. These initiatives can
expect some resonance in wider society because they are well aligned with the ideas of climate
protesters as well as mainstream media on how to address the climate impact of aviation. While the
initiatives themselves stand to profit from this compatibility, it may also enable them to support
wider social trends toward reduced air travel demand, for example if academics act as role models.
There are many possible policy measures at the disposal of policymakers seeking to reduce air travel
related greenhouse gas emissions in academia. However, empirical evaluation of their effectiveness
is still missing and will be delayed further by the COVID-19 pandemic. Beyond this delaying effect, the
pandemic has both reinforced and challenged the notion that aeromobility is central to modern
academic work. Accordingly, it has had both negative and positive effects on support for institutional
air travel reduction efforts in universities.
Contributions. The case study of ETH Zurich provides an estimate of the internal acceptance of
similar institutional initiatives to reduce air travel emissions. This knowledge can encourage and
improve institutional air travel projects both within and outside of academia. This dissertation
further provides practical guidance to policy makers in universities, by offering an overview of
available policy measures to reduce air travel emissions, including their popularity among academic
institutions. It includes as well some empirical insights into the treatment of air travel as an
ecological issue in Swiss public discourses. Conceptually, the dissertation contributes a framework for
policy measures to reduce air travel emissions at the institution level. It also offers an overview of
arguments made in favor of and against the reduction of air travel emissions in academia, and
outlines competing narratives around the (non)centrality of mobility in academia. Finally, it offers
methodological and theoretical advancements in the study of visual protest materials.
Keywords: air travel, academic air travel, flying less, air travel reduction, business travel,
aeromobility, academic mobility, university management, campus sustainability, critical psychologies
of climate change, critical environmental psychology, Kritische Umweltpsychologie, discourse
analysis, SKAD, protest discourse, visual discourse, Switzerland, Fridays for Future, visual protest
materials
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Zusammenfassung
Problemstellung. Um die globale Erderwärmung auf weniger als 2°C, besser 1.5°C, zu begrenzen, wie
es das Pariser Abkommen vorsieht, müssen die Treibhausgasemissionen weltweit drastisch sinken.
Der seit Jahrzehnten schnell wachsende Luftfahrtsektor kann verhältnismäßig schwierig Emissionen
mittels Technologie oder nationaler Regulierung einsparen, weshalb eine Verringerung der
Nachfrage nach Flugreisen ein wichtiger Pfeiler eines nachhaltigen Luftverkehrs ist. Eine Reihe von
Universitäten und Wissenschaftler/innen haben daher begonnen, die mit ihren eigenen Flugreisen
verbundenen Emissionen zu reduzieren, indem sie soziale Normen und institutionelle Reisevorgaben
verändern. Eine zentrale Herausforderung, mit der diese Initiativen konfrontiert sind, besteht in der
tiefen Verankerung von Flugmobilität im modernen Wissenschaftsbetrieb, analog zu ähnlichen
Abhängigkeiten von Mobilität in anderen Gesellschaftsbereichen. Zu erforschen, wie diese Initiativen
dieser und anderen Herausforderungen begegnen, ist für die Anwendung ähnlicher institutioneller
Veränderungsansätze im Wissenschaftsbetrieb sowie potenziell in anderen Sektoren hilfreich. Es gibt
jedoch nur wenige empirische Untersuchungen institutioneller Flugreisenprojekte. Bisher fehlen
sowohl internationale Vergleiche zwischen solchen Projekten also auch eine tiefergehende
Untersuchung dazu, wie die Mitglieder einer Institution auf die Implementierung eines solchen
Projekts reagieren.
Ziel. Die vorliegende Dissertation untersucht die Anstrengungen von Universitäten, die
Treibhausgasemissionen zu verringern, die durch geschäftliche Flugreisen ihrer Mitglieder verursacht
werden. Anhand des Falls der ETH Zürich erforsche ich, wie das soziale System der Universität auf die
Initiative «Stay grounded, keep connected» reagiert. Diese hat zum Ziel, die flugbezogenen
Treibhausgasemissionen der Universität in einem partizipativen Prozess zu verringern. Insbesondere
beschreibe ich, wie die Initiative intern aufgenommen wird, welche Herausforderung aus dem
Verständnis von Mobilität als zentralem Element wissenschaftlicher Arbeit resultiert, und wie der
Prozess rund um die Initiative «Stay grounded, keep connected» dieses Verständnis selbst
herausfordert. Mittels einer internationalen Studie analysiere ich die Praktiken einer Gruppe von
Universitäten, die sich aktiv des Themas geschäftlicher Flugreisen annehmen. Schließlich untersuche
ich, wie die Klimarelevanz der Luftfahrt in Schweizer Medien und Demonstrationen diskutiert wird,
denn diese Diskurse sind Teil des sozialen Kontexts, in welchen institutionelle Bemühungen,
flugbezogene Emissionen zu reduzieren, eingebettet sind.
Methodik. Um diese verschiedenen Forschungsfragen zu beantworten, finden in der vorliegenden
Dissertation verschiedene quantitative und qualitative Methoden der Datenerhebung und
Datenanalyse Anwendung. Als zentrale Analysemethode dient die qualitative Datenanalyse auf der
Basis der Wissenssoziologischen Diskursanalyse (WDA). WDA ist ein methodisch flexibler Ansatz, mit
dem untersucht werden kann, wie Akteure diskursive Wirklichkeiten konstruieren, während sie
ihrerseits durch Strukturen und existierende Diskurse beeinflusst sind. Diesen Ansatz wende ich in
dieser Dissertation auf einen Korpus spontan im Diskurs aufgetretener visueller und textbasierter
Daten an, sowie auf eigens mittels Interviews und Umfragen erzeugten textbasierte Daten. Zusätzlich
führe ich eine vergleichende quantitative Inhaltsanalyse zwischen visuellen und textbasierten Daten
durch und werte Daten aus mehreren Umfragen (jeweils eine andere Personengruppen innerhalb
oder außerhalb der ETH Zürich betreffend) mittels deskriptiver Statistik und Inferenzstatistik
quantitativ aus. Der theoretische Rahmen der Dissertation, die gewählten Methoden und
Forschungsfragen verorten sie im Forschungsbereich der kritischen Umweltpsychologie.
Ergebnisse. Die Dissertation zeigt, dass Mitglieder der ETH Zürich auf das Flugreisenprojekt «Stay
grounded, keep connected» mehrheitlich positiv reagieren, wobei jedoch die Unterstützung für das
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Projekt unter nicht-Professor/innen stärker ausgeprägt ist. Die sozialen Normen des Reisens an der
ETH Zürich sind diskursiv umstritten. Insbesondere zeigt diese Dissertation, wie das dominante
Narrativ eines Zielkonflikts zwischen weniger Flugreisen und exzellenter Wissenschaft durch
alternative Narrative herausgefordert wird, denen zufolge wissenschaftliche Exzellenz vom Reisen
unabhängig ist oder sogar von weniger Flugreisen profitiert. Die Dissertation liefert außerdem einen
empirischen Überblick über existierende Maßnahmen, die von Universitäten und ähnlichen
Einrichtungen eingesetzt werden, um flugbezogene Treibhausgase zu reduzieren. Sie schlägt ein
System zur Kategorisierung solcher Maßnahmen vor, anhand dessen deutlich wird, dass
Universitäten wenig bindende Maßnahmen bevorzugen, die virtuelle Kommunikation und Reisen
mittels Transportmitteln am Boden fördern. Schließlich zeigt die Dissertation, dass die Klimarelevanz
der Luftfahrt sowohl in Schweizer Medien als auch Klima-Demonstrationen diskutiert wird, wobei
Demonstrant/innen Verhaltensänderungen, eine Ausweitung des Schienenverkehrs und finanzielle
Anreize als Lösungen vorschlagen, während die Medien zusätzlich CO2-Kompensation und
technologische Innovation diskutieren.
Fazit. Zusammengenommen zeichnen die in dieser Dissertation zusammengefassten Beiträge
institutionelle Initiativen zur Reduktion flugbezogener Treibhausgasemissionen im
Wissenschaftsbetrieb als eine wachsende und relativ beliebte, obwohl noch immer kontroverse,
Form institutioneller Nachhaltigkeitsbemühungen. Diese Initiativen können damit rechnen, in der
breiteren Gesellschaft Resonanz zu finden, denn sie sind anschlussfähig an die Ideen von
Klimademonstrierenden und Mainstream-Medien bezüglich der Frage, wie mit der Klimarelevanz der
Luftfahrt umgegangen werden soll. Von dieser Kompatibilität können die Initiativen selbst
profitieren; sie könnten dadurch aber auch in die Lage versetzt werden, breitere gesellschaftliche
Trends hin zu weniger Flugreisen zu unterstützen, indem zum Beispiel Wissenschaftler/innen als
Vorbilder agieren. Entscheidungsträger/innen im Wissenschaftsbetrieb haben viele verschiedene
Maßnahmen zur Auswahl, um flugbezogene Treibhausgasemissionen zu reduzieren. Wie effektiv
diese Maßnahmen sind, ist jedoch bisher nicht bekannt, und empirische Untersuchungen dieser
Frage werden vermutlich durch die COVID-19-Pandemie weiter verzögert werden. Abgesehen von
dieser Verzögerung hat die Pandemie die Vorstellung von Flugmobilität als zentral für moderne
wissenschaftliche Arbeit sowohl verstärkt als auch herausgefordert. Dementsprechend wirkt sie sich
sowohl positiv als auch negativ auf die Unterstützung für institutionelle Flugreisenprojekte in
Universitäten aus.
Beiträge. Am Fall der ETH Zürich lässt sich die interne Beliebtheit institutioneller Initiativen zur
Reduktion flugbezogener Emissionen abschätzen. Dieses Wissen ist ermutigend für vergleichbare
Projekte innerhalb und jenseits des Wissenschaftsbetrieb und kann helfen, diese Projekte zu
optimieren. Die vorliegende Dissertation liefert zudem praktische Anhaltspunkte für
Entscheidungsträger/innen in Universitäten in Form eines Überblicks über mögliche Maßnahmen zur
Reduktion flugbezogener Treibhausgasemissionen sowie deren Beliebtheit bei anderen
wissenschaftlichen Einrichtungen. Sie enthält auch einige empirische Einblicke in die Thematisierung
von Flugreisen als ökologisches Problem in öffentlichen Schweizer Diskursen. Konzeptuell trägt die
Dissertation ein System zur Kategorisierung der behandelten Maßnahmen bei. Sie liefert einen
Überblick über normative Argumente, die für und wider institutionelle Einsparung flugbezogener
Emissionen im Wissenschaftsbetrieb Anwendung finden, sowie über konkurrierende Narrative rund
um die (nicht-)Zentralität von Mobilität für den Wissenschaftsbetrieb. Schließlich enthält sie
methodische und theoretische Fortschritte in der Analyse visueller Protestmittel.
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Remarks
This cumulative dissertation includes four original and independent research contributions.
Contribution I, III and IV are academic articles, of which Contribution III and IV have been published in
peer-reviewed journals (Contribution III: Travel Behaviour and Society; Contribution IV: Annals of
Tourism Research Empirical Insights) and Contribution II is in preparation for resubmission after an
initial rejection. Contribution II on the other hand is a research report comprising two empirical
studies conducted for and published by ETH Zurich. Additional outputs to which I contributed as coauthor or main author, such as a world map of academic air travel reduction and offsetting projects,
are included in the introduction and discussion for background.
The dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 1 provides necessary background information
about the role of aviation in climate change, possibilities for reducing its impact, and the recent
emergence of an academic community committed to reducing air travel related emissions in
academia through individual and institutional action. It also describes the case of ETH Zurich, on
which two of the contributions focus.
Chapter 2 explains the conceptual framework which connects the individual questions and
contributions, how each contribution relates to this concept and the other contributions, and how
each is different in terms of methodology and conceptual basis.
Chapter 3 reflects on the methods employed in the contributions, as well as the overarching research
strategy, researcher positionality, and construction of the research questions, in light of particular
challenges involved in this doctorate project.
Contributions I, III and IV are then included in full. The contributions have not been altered except to
allow for consistent formatting of the thesis. Contribution II, which differs significantly in style from
the others because it is a report rather than a journal article, has been adapted more noticeably,
with, for example, the addition of an abstract and keywords, several figures replaced by tables and
additional information about the distribution of data (standard deviations). As each contribution is or
is intended to be published as a stand-alone piece, each speaking to a different audience and
embedded in ongoing conversations in their specific publishing venues, some repetitiveness of
content and difference in writing style could not be avoided.
Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation by synthesizing the main findings of the four contributions and
linking them to each other. It discusses the practical and theoretical implications of the results, the
dissertation’s limitations, and relevant questions for future research.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The role of aviation in causing and mitigating climate change
Human activity is altering the physical, chemical and biological makeup of the surface and
atmosphere of Earth, causing changes of a magnitude that surpasses anything observed during the
last 10,000 years (IPCC, 2021). Four out of nine planetary boundaries, which mark the degree of
disruption to the Earth system beyond which the state of the planet could shift so drastically as to
make human civilization on it impossible, have already been crossed (Steffen et al., 2015), indicating
immense danger to humans as well as many other species. In particular, the climate system and
biosphere, both of which are fundamental for the functioning of the Earth system, are severely
disturbed (Steffen et al., 2015).
Earth’s climate has been disrupted to the extent that global mean temperatures were elevated 1.2°C
in 2020 compared to a baseline of 1850-1900 (World Meteorological Organization, 2021).
Recognizing the danger posed by this change, most of the world’s countries have agreed to limit
global warming to well below 2°C, and to undertake efforts to limit it to 1.5°C (UNFCCC, 2015).
Achieving this goal requires that the emission of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O), which are released into the atmosphere through activities
such as fossil fuel combustion, the keeping of livestock, and the destruction of forests, are
immediately and drastically reduced, with the particularly long-lived CO2 emissions reaching zero
(IPCC, 2014). This is not an easy task, because the activities which release greenhouse gases are
central to the functioning of many modern societies. The pressing challenge facing humanity is to
determine how critical functions can be maintained while emitting drastically fewer greenhouse gas
emissions.
Broadly speaking, three approaches have been suggested for limiting climate change: Humans can
change their high-emitting practices; they can develop technologies which operate more efficiently
and release fewer greenhouse gases per unit of generated output; and they can develop
technologies which absorb greenhouse gases already emitted into the atmosphere to prevent their
warming effect, essentially expanding Earth’s capacity to absorb greenhouse gases. All three
approaches will be needed to bring humanity in line with global climate goals (IPCC, 2014). In order
to limit climate change, every sector of human activity must transform in order to reduce its
emissions to almost zero, or even to become a carbon sink. In line with the pressing question
formulated above, we must therefore determine how each sector can achieve this transformation
given its particular nature and available mitigation options, and by how much each sector should
reduce its emissions given its importance for human civilization.
The present dissertation was developed in this context. It focuses on the aviation sector, in particular
commercial passenger air travel. The aviation sector is estimated to have contributed roughly 2.4% of
the CO2 emitted by human activity (including land use change) in 2018, with an average of 2.1% for
the last two decades (Lee et al., 2021). However, this number underrepresents the sector’s
importance for mitigating climate change for three reasons:
First, the global warming associated with these direct CO2 emissions is only a part of aviation’s true
climate impact, which is estimated to be three times as high as the CO2 numbers would suggest (Lee
et al., 2021). This has to do with non-CO2 greenhouse gases emitted from aviation (IPCC, 1999; Lee et
al., 2021). Historically, up to 2019, aviation has contributed 0.04°C, or 4%, to the 1.2°C anthropogenic
warming that has already occurred (Klöwer et al., 2021).
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Second, demand for aviation is rising rapidly, growing more than twice as fast as the industry is
managing to reduce its emissions per output through increased fuel efficiency (Becken & Pant, 2019;
Graver, Zhang, & Rutherford, 2019). As a result, if the sector resumes its pre-pandemic growth of 3%
per year after the pandemic, and moderate technological efficiency gains continue to be realized,
aviation will warm the planet by another 0.05°C (Klöwer et al., 2021). This means that aviation will
use up 17% of the ‘wriggle room’ of 0.3°C still permissible for all human activities after 2019 under a
1.5°C target, and 6% under a 2°C target. This development is exactly what the aviation industry
expects to happen, planning on 2.9%-4.2% annual growth until 2050 (ICAO, 2021). Scientific studies
have similarly projected that the pandemic will only put a temporary dent of 2.4 years in the growth
curve of aviation (Gudmundsson, Cattaneo, & Redondi, 2020).
Third, an argument can be made that aviation should deliver even larger reductions than some other
sectors because it is not as central to human survival and flourishing (Pargman, Laaksolahti, Eriksson,
Robért, & Biørn-Hansen, in press). This is an inverse of the view, voiced by the aviation industry itself,
that the industry’s economic importance, and its alleged benefits in particular for developing
countries, should exempt it from having to drastically cut back on emissions (Gössling & Peeters,
2007). Gössling and Peeters (2007) counter that view by comparing the economic impact of aviation
to that of other sectors, such as railway transportation, and by pointing out the ways in which
revenue generated by aviation-related tourism often fails to fully benefit local populations in
developing countries.
To this economic critique, Pargman et al. (in press) add the perspective of necessity: Much air travel
is deemed not really necessary even by the person undertaking it (Gössling, Hanna, Higham, Cohen,
& Hopkins, 2019). Fast and relatively affordable long-distance mobility is certainly embedded in the
practices and life-worlds of many privileged citizens in contemporary developed societies (Randles &
Mander, 2009), creating significant lock-ins (such as an international network of friends and family)
that make it difficult for previously mobile individuals to divest themselves of air travel. There are
also certainly emergencies when air travel is very necessary. Still, when viewed in perspective to the
magnitude of the threat of climate change, and when placed in direct competition with other critical
goods and services like housing and food, maintaining the availability of air travel at its current
extent is ultimately not among the highest priorities in the impending transformation of the global
economy (Pargman et al., unpublished). This point becomes even clearer when taking into account
the fact that air travel remains a highly unequal practice, with at most 11% of the world population
travelling by air in any given year, and only 1% responsible for half of the global greenhouse gas
emissions associated with air travel (Gössling & Humpe, 2020).
On the basis of these considerations, the perspective taken in this dissertation is that aviation is an
important arena in which transformation toward climate sustainability must occur. The following
section discusses which options are available for reducing the greenhouse gas emissions associated
with aviation.

1.2 Pathways to sustainability in aviation
Aviation is a difficult sector to regulate due to its international nature. Historic agreements between
states thus resulted in the creation of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), which is
tasked with standardizing aviation across borders. For this reason, the Kyoto Protocol in 1997
assigned responsibility for reducing greenhouse gas emissions from aviation to the ICAO itself
(UNFCCC, 1997).
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The development of a comprehensive climate policy was very slow (Lindenthal, 2014) but eventually
resulted in the proposition of the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation
(CORSIA) twenty years later (ICAO, 2019). This scheme would require airlines to purchase carbon
offsets (i.e., to purchase emission rights from other sectors able to reduce their emissions faster than
required, or from projects removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere) for any CO2 emissions
exceeding their own 2019 baseline, which could incentivize investments into the development of
sustainable technologies. However, until 2027 this only applies to flights between states that have
volunteered to participate in CORSIA. A similar emission trading scheme has already existed in the EU
since 2012 under the EU Emissions Trading System (Bartels, 2012).
However, several studies have concluded that both the EU-ETS for aviation and CORSIA are
insufficient to achieve needed reductions for several reasons (e.g., Gössling & Lyle, 2021; Larsson,
Matti, & Nässén, 2020). For example, since CORSIA only requires offsetting of any future growth, not
the status quo, it may not actually result in fewer emissions. A further complication arises from the
many shortcomings of carbon offsets, which include the difficulty of proving that a reduction would
not otherwise have occurred (a challenge known as additionality; see for example Schneider, 2009),
and the difficulty of guaranteeing that the sequestered carbon is not later re-released into the
atmosphere (known as carbon leakage; see for example Rosendahl & Strand, 2011).
Besides emission trading, the aviation industry also promotes technological, operational and
management innovation as solutions to its climate impact
(https://www.iata.org/en/programs/environment/climate-change). Ample research is devoted to the
development of a large variety of possible innovations (see, for example, Ranasinghe, Guan, Gardi, &
Sabatini, 2019), with particular emphasis placed on the potential for sustainable aviation fuels to
replace the fossil fuel kerosene (Ng, Farooq, & Yang, 2021; Santos & Delina, 2021). However, the
concept of ‘sustainable aviation’ is highly contested (Walker & Cook, 2009). The industry’s efforts to
increase efficiency through incremental improvements to technology and operation are yielding
increasingly smaller results (Ranasinghe et al., 2019) and are not sufficient to cancel out the rising
emissions from growing demand (Becken & Pant, 2019; Graver et al., 2019), much less bring the
sector closer to net zero emissions.
One can always hope for disruptive technologies that might drastically change what is possible in the
future if encouraged by large investments (Ranasinghe et al., 2019). But such developments are
uncertain and cannot be relied upon, especially when taking into account the fact that promises of
the aviation industry around technological advancement have continuously fallen short for decades
(Peeters, Higham, Kutzner, Cohen, & Gössling, 2016). Even in the best case, these advancements will
take time, during which emissions would continue to rise as usual if no other measures are taken to
reduce them. Several researchers have therefore concluded that demand reduction in aviation is
crucial even in the light technological innovation and policy changes (Bows-Larkin, 2015; Sharmina et
al., 2021).
For example, a demand reduction of 2.5% per year from 2024 until 2050 would mean that aviation
would not contribute to additional global warming in this time period beyond what it has already
caused (Klöwer et al., 2021). This is because the warming induced by non-CO2 effects of aviation is
twice as large as that of aviation-related CO2, and because these non-CO2 components are much less
long-lived than CO2 (which can remain in the atmosphere for thousands of years). Therefore, under a
2.5% annual reduction pathway, cuts to non-CO2 components would take effect immediately,
balancing out the continued warming effect of CO2.
In line with this recent research highlighting the importance of demand reduction in aviation,
environmental activist groups (e.g., www.terran.ch, www.ambodenbleiben.de, www.stay17

grounded.org, www.flightfree.org, www.stayontheground.org, www.planestupid.com), the media
and the public (Friedrich et al., 2020; Wormbs & Söderberg, 2021) in Europe and North America have
been turning their attention to the positive climate impact of flying less. After decades of air travel
first being perceived mainly as a coveted luxury and a celebrated technological achievement, and
then as a normalized consumption good, the practice is now coming under attack as environmentally
damaging (Ullström, Stripple, & Nicholas, in press). Indeed, traveling by airplane is one of the most
carbon-intensive activities in which individuals usually participate (Wynes & Nicholas, 2017).
A conclusion commonly drawn from this fact is an imperative to stay on the ground, to “kick [one’s]
addiction to flying”, and the difficulty of doing so is framed as a “Flyers’ dilemma” between morals
and personal interests or comfort (Rosenthal, 2010). However, this perspective obscures the
structural conditions that underlie individual behavior, and therefore also the necessary structural
changes. The perspective taken in this dissertation is therefore that demand reduction in aviation
must be approached in a way that takes into account both individual choices and structural
conditions, as is explored further in the following section.

1.3 Reducing aviation demand through workplace interventions
Framing air travel – or other kinds of environmentally damaging activities – as a personal moral issue
in the style of the ‘Flyers’ dilemma’ is a case of individualization of responsibility (Maniates, 2001),
which overlooks the powerful structures constraining and enabling the choices of individuals. Such an
approach diverts attention away from necessary structural changes and the responsibility of big
emitters like the fossil fuel industry – which is why it is unsurprising that the concept of the personal
‘carbon footprint’, a prime example of the individualization of climate responsibility, was popularized
by oil company BP in 2004 (Kaufman, 2020). An individualizing approach also risks overburdening
people with exaggerated feelings of guilt and responsibility, which can then trigger
counterproductive defense mechanisms of denial (Lertzman, 2012).
A more holistic approach to decarbonizing aviation that still concentrates on demand reduction is
offered by the activist group Stay Grounded (Haßler et al., 2019): The group pushes for a range of
structural changes that ultimately would result in reduced demand for air travel, such as banning
airline advertisements, taxing air travel tickets, implementing policies that regulate demand, and
investing into other modes of transport. Voluntary behavior change is here treated as only one
component in a mix of interventions. Such a combined approach targeting behavior and structures
simultaneously is most appropriate for attempting to change complex social-ecological systems
(Naito, Zhao, & Chan, 2021).
The multipronged approach suggested by Stay Grounded also includes the introduction of
sustainable travel policies within workplaces (Haßler et al., 2019). Sustainability-oriented behavior
change interventions in workplaces have existed for quite some time for example in the domains of
saving energy, reducing waste, or reducing car use (e.g., Staddon, Cycil, Goulden, Leygue, & Spence,
2016; Young et al., 2015). Located at the juncture of individual behavior and economic and
institutional structures, such interventions can elegantly combine a number of advantages:
First, as Uzzell and Räthzel (2009) point out, a frequent shortcoming of environmental psychological
approaches that seek to understand and alter individuals’ environmentally relevant behaviors is that
they focus exclusively on the sphere of consumption. This neglects the important role that the
production of goods and services plays both in the deterioration of the environment, and in shaping
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the views and practices of individuals. Choosing the workplace as the setting for sustainability
interventions shifts the focus to the processes and relations of production, contributing to a more
holistic approach to the sustainability transition.
Second, workplace-based interventions engage dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of people at
once. Working with a group of people who are socially connected to each other can take advantage
of the strong influence of a person’s social context (Pongiglione, 2014): Being surrounded by others
engaged in the same behavior change can help people feel that they are not alone in their efforts to
behave more sustainably, which sustains motivation. Rather than struggle against unchanging social
norms which can incentivize a return to the old behavior pattern, the employees can reinforce each
other’s efforts by constructing new descriptive (Thomas et al., 2017) or injunctive (Salmivaara &
Lankoski, 2021) social norms (Ajzen, 1991).
Third, people’s social identities are powerful predictors of their willingness to engage in collective
action (Fritsche, Barth, Jugert, Masson, & Reese, 2018). Because members of an organization often
already partially share a social identity based on that organization, workplace-based sustainability
interventions can tap into this existing motivator and use it to drive change (Neill, Men, & Yue, 2020).
Conversely, if people perceive their organization to be pro-environmental, this strengthens their own
pro-environmental self-identity, which can spill over into pro-environmental behavior outside the
workplace (Werff, Steg, & Ruepert, 2021).
Fourth, it is easier in the workplace setting than in private life to combine behavior intervention with
structural changes supporting the desired behavior (Naito et al., 2021), at least if an organization’s
leadership is involved in the sustainability intervention. By engaging with a community of people who
collectively have considerable power over how they conduct their work, it can also be possible to
challenge more fundamentally the social practices in which environmentally damaging behavior is
embedded, rather than treating each specific behavior as an isolated phenomenon to be substituted
with a different behavior or technology (Moloney & Strengers, 2014).
Finally, the effects of workplace-based interventions can be evaluated relatively easily by utilizing
often pre-existing accounting and reporting systems. This permits adjustments and learning both
within the initiative and for application in other change programs elsewhere. A particularly wellsuited type of organization for such systematic evaluation and development of workplace-based
interventions are universities and other academic institutions, whose employees already possess the
necessary skills as well as access to publication channels for the distribution of findings and best
practices. The remainder of this dissertation will therefore focus on academic institutions engaged in
efforts to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions associated with their members’ air travel.

1.4 Institutional attempts to reduce business air travel in academia
It is commonly remarked in discussions about academic air travel that academia and higher
education carry a special responsibility for sustainability. This perception goes back to the 1990
Talloires Declaration (University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, 1990). In that document,
signatories from more than 500 universities confirmed that educational institutions are role models
for society and have a responsibility to demonstrate sustainable ways of working. Therefore, they
must incorporate sustainability not only into teaching and research, but also into campus operations,
as has indeed been put into practice in many institutions in the form of “green campus” initiatives. In
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recent years, this ambition to conduct academic business in a sustainable way has been applied also
to the domain of business travel.
Physical mobility – often across long distances, for which air travel is often the default (Le Quéré et
al., 2015) – is perceived as a necessary (Nursey-Bray, Palmer, Meyer-Mclean, Wanner, & Birzer, 2019)
and normal (Glover, Strengers, & Lewis, 2017; Hopkins, Higham, Tapp, & Duncan, 2016) part of
modern academic working lives. It is also perceived as an indicator of excellence (C. Grant, 2018),
despite empirical evidence failing to identify a strong link between excellence and travel (Wynes,
Donner, Tannason, & Nabors, 2019).
The immense amount of greenhouse gas emissions generated by academic business travel has been
documented over the last two decades by academics calling themselves out on their high travelrelated emissions (Achten, Almeida, & Muys, 2013; Fox et al., 2009; C. Grant, 2018; Grémillet, 2008;
Høyer, 2009). For example, an individual researcher in the disciplines of marine biology and
oceanography causes an average of 6.2 tons of CO2 (range: 0 to 14.2 t) annually simply from flying to
conferences (Seuront, Nicastro, & Zardi, 2021). The travel-related emissions associated with
academic conferences (Nathans & Sterling, 2016; Ponette-González & Byrnes, 2011; Stroud & Feeley,
2015; Wenner, Caset, & De Wit, 2019), research projects (Waring et al., 2014), institutes (Burian,
2018; Jahnke et al., 2020; Le Quéré et al., 2015), and universities (Arsenault, Talbot, Boustani,
Gonzalès, & Manaugh, 2019; Ciers, Mandic, Toth, & Op 't Veld, 2018; Wynes & Donner, 2018) have
also been shown to be substantial.
These emissions are however distributed very unequally across academia: A small number of
researchers within an institution (10-15%) are responsible for a large percentage of emissions (5060%) according to two studies (Ciers, Mandic, Toth, & Veld, 2018; N. Grant et al., 2019). Researchers
who are further along the academic career path are responsible for far more air travel related
emissions per person than early-career researchers (Arsenault, Talbot, Boustani, Gonzalès, &
Manaugh, 2019; Ciers et al., 2018; Medhaug, 2021). Mobility is also more difficult for researchers
from some countries or regions (Glover, Lewis, & Strengers, 2019; Hopkins et al., 2016; McInroy,
Lichten, Ioppolo, Parks, & Guthrie, 2018; Roelofs, 2019), with care obligations (Aguiléra & Proulhac,
2015; Cohen, Hanna, Higham, Hopkins, & Orchiston, 2020; Storme, Beaverstock, Derrudder,
Faulconbridge, & Witlox, 2013), disabilities (Storme et al., 2013), or who lack the necessary funds
(McInroy et al., 2018; MoChridhe, 2019), likely causing these groups to travel less.
The mobility patterns of those academics who do participate in frequent air travel have been
criticized by academics (Higham & Font, 2020; Høyer & Næss, 2001; Nevins, 2014) and nonacademics (Goodwin, 2020) alike as unsustainable, with the implication being that academic mobility
should be reduced. This view does not resonate with all academics, with some important
counterarguments covered by Goodwin (2020): For example, opponents of a movement for (climate)
academics to fly less argue that flying is necessary, and that focusing on it distracts from more
important action and plays into the hands of climate sceptics.
Some academics have however begun to strive to reduce their own travel related ecological
footprints. Communities have formed online that bring these individuals together (e.g., on the
websites https://noflyclimatesci.org, https://sites.tufts.edu/flyingless, and on twitter under the
hashtag #flyingless). Academics have also been gathering forces to lobby their institutions on this
issue, for example by launching petitions (https://academicflyingblog.wordpress.com/2015/10/17/apetition-calling-upon-universities-and-professional-associations-to-greatly-reduce-flying and
https://unter1000.scientists4future.org/de/verzicht-auf-dienstlichekurzstreckenfluegeunterschreiben), or by developing adaptable tools designed to help people engage their universities
(https://www.timetoexplane.com).
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A growing number of universities and similar research institutions have indeed become aware of the
climate impact of their members’ air travel, and are developing institutional efforts to reduce the
resulting emissions. Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of these institutions, in a flattened
representation of an interactive online map which I compiled over the course of this dissertation
project (Kreil, 2019a). In its interactive online form, the map showcases the approaches of more than
90 individual institutions, differentiating between institutions engaged in actively reducing air travel
related emissions, institutions only engaged in offsetting these emissions, and institutions interested
in addressing these emissions but as of yet lacking a comprehensive approach. Many of these
institutions monitor and report their air travel related emissions publicly. They often make use of
carbon offsetting, issue recommendations to their staff and/or students on making more sustainable
travel choices (e.g., taking the train instead of flying if possible), and expand the technical and human
capacity for virtual communication.
Akin to the previously described community building among individual academics who are interested
in reducing air travel related emissions in academia, universities that actively address these
emissions have formed networks for the purpose of sharing knowledge, experiences, and materials.
On an international level, the International Roundtable of Sustainable Academic Travel
(https://businesstravelroundtable.ac) has over 100 member institutions at the time of writing. In
parallel, national networks have developed in some countries including Switzerland, where the Swiss
Network for Sustainable University Business Travel brings together interested administrative staff or
researchers from almost every Swiss university. Beyond simply exchanging information, this network
enables otherwise isolated projects to develop comparable methods for monitoring, calculating, and
reporting air travel emissions, boosts the visibility of the issue within the universities, and lends more
power to the network members for communication with external stakeholders like the rail service.
There are examples of municipalities – including the city of Zurich (https://www.nau.ch) – and
businesses (for some examples, see Haßler et al., 2019) undertaking similar efforts to reduce air
travel related emissions. However, the academic sector appears to be particularly active in this area
compared to other sectors. This is fortunate because, as noted above, universities are well suited to
host living labs – sites of user-driven innovation and simultaneous research (Verhoef et al., 2020) –
on their campuses. University employees have the skills needed to conduct robust studies of the
effectiveness of behavioral interventions, and the results of these studies can be made publicly
available either through open-access academic publishing or through institutional sustainability
reports, which many universities already compile as part of their responsibility as publicly funded
institutions. This public sharing of information enables other institutions to harness the innovations
tested within the pioneering universities, in a more direct way than might be the case for innovations
that occur within for-profit companies.
However, at this point in time, crucial information for the planning and execution of institutional
projects to reduce air travel related emissions is still missing. While communities of shared learning
and exchange on this matter exist and are a valuable resource, there are some barriers to knowledge
exchange even in those networks: First, the community is expanding rapidly, making it difficult for
each person tasked with managing an institution’s air travel project to keep track of the activities of
other institutions alongside their own work. Second, regulations for the disclosure of universityinternal data may limit the ability of networked persons to share relevant information outside their
institution. Against the backdrop of national and international competition for staff, students, and
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Figure 1. Geographic distribution of universities and other academic institutions either
engaged in reducing air travel related emissions, offsetting them, or investigating how to address
them. Map data @ 2021 GeoBasis-DE/BKG (©2009), Google.

funding, universities may not want to share sensitive information, especially regarding failures or
unintended side effects of policies. Finally, most institutional efforts to reduce air travel related
emissions in academia are not accompanied by systematic research as sketched above, meaning that
much information is lost.

1.5 The participative air travel project of ETH Zurich
To remedy this lack of systematic research on air travel emission reduction projects in universities,
this doctorate project was carried out as concomitant research to an ongoing air travel project (‘Stay
grounded, keep connected’) at ETH Zurich, Switzerland. The dissertation has a social science focus
and is not directly concerned with the project’s CO2 impact or with the specific measures which were
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employed therein, but rather with the way in which the social system of ETH Zurich has reacted to
the introduction of the air travel project.
To this end, two of the contributions combined in this dissertation directly study the case of ETH
Zurich, and one studies the social context of this case in terms of the public discourse on air travel
and climate change in Zurich and the German speaking part of Switzerland. In order to facilitate the
appropriate transfer of findings and conclusions from the studied case to other institutions, the case
study and its specific characteristics are described in this section.
ETH Zurich is located in Zurich, the largest city of Switzerland. It is a polytechnic university, which
means that its focus is on technical, mathematical and natural scientific subjects. It counts roughly
23,000 students, 10,000 employees (full-time equivalents), and 550 professors. It is very well funded,
with access to two billion US dollars annually, and enjoys great international esteem (currently
ranked 14th in the THE World University Rankings, as the highest-ranking university outside of the US
and UK). Along with the university EPF Lausanne and four other research institutions, ETH Zurich
forms the ‘ETH-Bereich’, which is in turn an organizational unit of the federal administration of
Switzerland, albeit largely self-governed.
In 2006, ETH Zurich launched a first effort to reduce air travel related greenhouse gases, by declaring
a top-down decision to reduce these emissions by 50% within three years. This goal was not
achieved, but the data basis regarding air travel which was created for this initial effort laid the
foundations for a second air travel initiative, named ‘Stay grounded, keep connected’, which was
launched ten years later. This second initiative, learning from the first attempt, followed a far more
participative approach. It is this second initiative on which this dissertation places its focus
(https://ethz.ch/air-travel). It will be referred to throughout the dissertation by its name and by the
term ‘the ETH Zurich air travel project’.
In 2015, an administrative responsible for part of the university’s sustainability management and
reporting began to highlight the rising emissions associated with the air travel of ETH Zurich’s
members, and the weakness of the reporting system in place for these emissions. In response, an
external consulting firm was charged in 2016 with developing a framework concept for how ETH
Zurich’s air travel related emissions could be reduced. The finished concept (Robledo Abad &
Althaus, 2016) coincided with increased inquiries from external media about mobility at ETH Zurich,
and with a letter from the official student representation of ETH Zurich to the university’s leadership
which criticized the lack of reduction plans for the institution’s growing travel emissions.
Under these circumstances, an institutional effort to reduce air travel related emissions
systematically was officially launched in 2017. This effort was led by the same administrative staff
member who had raised the issue in 2015, and who will be referred to as the ‘project lead of the ETH
Zurich air travel project’ throughout this dissertation. The organizational form and placement of this
project varied over time, but was always associated with the Vice President for Personnel and
Resources (now Vice President for Infrastructure).
In line with the framework concept, the project placed great importance on facilitating a bottom-up
process, in order to generate commitment to reducing air travel related emissions throughout the
university. The Executive Board declared the reduction of air travel related emissions an explicit goal
of ETH Zurich. Based on this common ground, each of the 16 departments of the university, as well
as many central administrative units, was asked to develop its own reduction target to be achieved
by 2025 (compared to a baseline of 2016-18), and to decide how it would achieve that target.
This bottom-up process was coordinated and supported by the central air travel project, which
provided information regarding air travel, organized exchanges between the departments, and
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offered guidance for deliberative processes within the departments. The project team also used and
created opportunities to foster debates regarding business air travel throughout the university and
beyond by giving interviews, hosting information events, attending a panel discussion on the topic
during the annual student-organized Sustainability Week
(https://www.nachhaltigkeitswoche.ch/2018/aktuell/tagesruckblick-dienstag17/index.html), and
networking with other institutions interested in reducing their own air travel related emissions.
In order to enable sophisticated target setting, as well as data-driven planning and evaluation of
reduction measures, new monitoring processes were set in place that improved the data basis
regarding business travel at ETH Zurich significantly. The university now monitors all flights taken by
students for curriculum purposes, by researchers for business trips, and by guests invited to ETH
Zurich if their air travel is paid by the university (Althaus & Cox, 2019).
The initial reduction targets defined in 2018 by the departments fell in the range of 3%-20%,
averaging 11% reductions across ETH Zurich. Between 2019 and 2025, these reductions must be
achieved without carbon offsets and in addition to any emission reductions resulting from
increasingly efficient aviation technology (estimated at 10% over the project’s lifetime of six years).
Some departments raised their targets in 2021, resulting in a range of 5%-50% and an average of 15%
across the university.
The measures by which the departments decided they would try to achieve their reduction targets
include guidelines and recommendations for sustainable travel choices (e.g. train travel for shortdistance journeys; economy class travel), carbon tax schemes, measures to support virtual
communication, and the highlighting of role models within the university (Görlinger, 2019).
Meanwhile, ETH Zurich also engaged in centralized actions to help the organizational units reduce air
travel related emissions. Virtual participation of co-examiners in doctorate exams was permitted, and
the requirement to use the cheapest flight available for business trips was replaced by a requirement
to choose the most ecologically sustainable option given financial and temporal constraints. A
decision tree was created to guide employees’ travel choices (Fabiani, 2020) and a practical tool was
developed in cooperation with an external company to help employees compare different
transportation modes and connections for the same trip concerning travel time, financial cost, and
carbon emissions (https://ethz.ch/services/en/organisation/executive-board/vice-presidentinfrastructure/mobilitaetsplattform/air-travel/routerank.html).
The midterm evaluation of the project is to take place in 2022 and the end term evaluation in 2025,
which is the year the organizational units are required to meet their reduction targets. However,
some information is already available on the effects of the project. Some of this information is found
in Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) in this dissertation, which charts the internal reception of the
project among members of ETH Zurich. That study finds that the majority of survey respondents
approve of the project, are willing to change their own behavior in accordance with it, and consider
the climate impact of academic air travel an important topic, while professors also report being
personally affected by the project in their behavior and/or attitudes. A comparable survey also finds
very high levels of support of the ETH Zurich air travel project among students (Wenger, 2021). In
terms of measurable emission reductions, ETH Zurich’s total air travel related emissions already
dropped by 9.6% (with emissions per full-time equivalent dropping even more by 14.4%) in 2019
compared to the baseline period, and several departments have already met their reduction targets
(Medhaug, 2021).
With regard to the ETH Zurich air travel project’s international reach, Contribution I (top-down
action) in this dissertation shows that the project is influential among other universities aiming to
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reduce their air travel related emissions. The project lead was also involved in the creation of both
the Swiss Network for Sustainable University Business Travel and the International Roundtable of
Sustainable Academic Travel (see section 1.4).
At the time of writing this dissertation, the ETH Zurich air travel project is undergoing organizational
changes following the resignation of the project lead in September 2021.
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2. Problem, framework, and research questions
This chapter describes the conceptual framework underlying this dissertation, a systemic perspective
based on which the individual contributions were designed. Although each contribution is directly
concerned with only a small part of the framework, and many aspects and connections will be
touched upon only briefly in this dissertation, the research questions of each contribution are
contextualized with reference to this framework.

2.1 Conceptual framework

Figure 2. Directions of influence between various actors regarding the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions associated with business air travel in academia. Contributions I-IV of this
dissertation are located in this framework using colored circles.

Figure 2 is a visual representation of the conceptual framework underlying this dissertation regarding
how academic air travel comes to pass, and how it could therefore be reduced. This framework
emerged from active engagement with practitioners at ETH Zurich and other universities, and was
developed in parallel with the research questions of this dissertation in an ongoing iterative process
during the first year of my doctorate project. It is informed by a critical psychological understanding
of the interconnections between individual people and their various environments (Adams, 2021).
The framework does not cover all actors that might influence academic air travel, but depicts those
actors which I consider particularly relevant based on my field experience, and which are therefore
given attention in this dissertation. Similarly, it does not include all possible directions of influence
between the depicted actors, only those that were observed at ETH Zurich or other universities. Its
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purpose is to explicate the assumptions and ideas that underlie this dissertation, and to connect its
separate contributions by locating them within the framework. The precise focus of each
contribution, and the connections between them, will be explored further in the next section.
Because the focus of this dissertation is the reduction of business air travel in academia, academia as
a subsystem is differentiated further in Figure 2 than other subsystems (e.g. the media, politics)
which are more marginal to this dissertation. This is not to say that these subsystems do not have
relevant internal complexity, only that it is ignored here for reasons of simplification. For the same
reason, Figure 2 only includes individual human entities as components of “the public” and
“academia”, although every other subsystem depicted is also populated, constructed, and operated
by individuals. This is to draw attention to a crucial point concerning the role of individual
researchers in creating and reducing academic air travel:
Ultimately every flight is taken by an individual, and decided on by one or more individuals – in
academia, this is often the same person who also takes the flight. While there are ways to reduce
emissions caused by academic air travel that barely involve these individuals’ decisions – such as
efficiency gains in aircraft technology and operation, or binding regulations – we have seen in
Chapter 1 that expected reductions from technological advancement are not sufficient to align the
aviation sector with global climate targets, and that the process of regulating aviation is also unlikely
to produce demand reduction at the necessary scale. This dissertation is therefore concerned with
strategies that involve the individuals making travel decisions in academia. In the case of travel
undertaken by researchers, these decisions are usually made by the travelers themselves, by their
principal investigators, or by a combination of the two. In the case of student travel, decisions are
made on one hand by the group of people responsible for designing curricula, and on the other hand
by students who can often opt in or opt out of particular courses or even entire programs.
Crucially, these relevant individuals interact with each other within the academic subsystem, but
they also interact with other individuals outside of academia, and with the wider social system in
which they live: As citizens, not merely academics (or students), they are influenced by others,
exposed to media and other public discourses, and subject to political decisions. They are also
subjects with agency to influence other people, politics, and discourse, and as consumers, they make
private travel decisions as well. Insofar as people are free to make their own choices, their “private”
attitudes will likely impact their decisions in the workplace (Dittmer & Blazejewski, 2017); conversely,
workplace practices and discourses can influence their “private” attitudes and choices outside the
workplace (Uzzell & Räthzel, 2009). A change in the workplace context can therefore spill over into
private and public contexts (Frezza, Whitmarsh, Schäfer, & Schrader, 2019; Verfuerth, Gregory-Smith,
Oates, Jones, & Alevizou, 2021). This shows that workplace air travel initiatives are not suspended in
a world of their own, but are embedded in a wider social context, which they also influence.
This interaction with the social context also functions in other ways. Figure 2 shows in particular how
the powerful structures of the media and of politics influence academia as well as the individuals
who make up the public, but can in turn also be influenced by these same actors. For example, ETH
Zurich experienced direct political influence in 2019, when the Swiss government obligated federal
institutions (including ETH Zurich) to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions in general by 50% within
11 years, including an explicit mention of the necessity to reduce air travel emissions (Bundesrat,
2019). Media influence is also evident in the case of the ETH Zurich air travel project, with attention
from public media having contributed to the formation of an institutional initiative to reduce air
travel related emissions (see section 1.5). Finally, the Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protests, which
among other things problematized air travel as an ecologically unsustainable practice, are a
prominent example of members of the public – among them, as I can testify to based on my field
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experience, students and researchers from ETH Zurich – explicitly aiming to influence the media and
political agenda (Contribution IV – widening the focus). A student subgroup of these protesters also
directly demanded that higher education institutions intensify their efforts toward sustainability,
including sustainable mobility (AG Studierende des Klimastreiks Zürich, 2019).
Many of these different forms of influence rely on discourse, which therefore forms a central focus of
investigation throughout this dissertation. Discourse, understood in terms of the Sociology of
Knowledge Approach to Discourse Analysis (SKAD; Keller, 2011), is a theoretical concept that
encompasses all the ways in which people are influenced by the meanings created through
communicative acts (utterances), including influence that is mediated through the construction of
structures and institutions; and all the ways in which they themselves create such meanings with
their own utterances, which can in turn influence other people as well as structures and institutions.
Although SKAD, like most other traditions of discourse analysis, focuses on verbal speech acts as
utterances, it recognizes that non-verbal images and visual elements can also be discourse, and that
discourse is further strongly connected with behavior and with material objects, both of which can
communicate meanings. This openness to engage with different ways in which individuals
communicate with each other and create meanings, as well as SKAD’s emphasis on the agency of
individuals to shape discourse as well as on the power of discourse to shape individuals’ experience
and behavior, makes SKAD the appropriate theoretical and methodological framework within which
this dissertation operates.
Although individual persons have some power to influence structures and other people, this power is
amplified when many individuals act together in a coordinated way. In the case of academia, there
are several levels at which such action can take place. As prototypical examples, Figure 2 includes a
lab or group level, an institute or department level, and a university level, but different academic
institutions may have various other levels of organization capable of acting. These structures (which
are themselves populated and governed by individuals) have the power to influence the travel
choices of many individuals at once by removing existing constraints on individuals’ choices (e.g.,
requirement to travel by the cheapest available means) and by creating new context elements which
promote or incentivize choices (e.g., guidelines for when to travel to a conference).
On the other hand, labs, departments, universities, etc. are themselves constrained in how much
they can change, as they themselves exist in a complex system of other organizational units at the
same, lower, and higher levels of organization: A lab acting alone is constrained by the regulations of
the university to which it belongs. And even a university is constrained by the rules governing the
interaction of universities in the global academic system: For example, insofar as access to funding
requires competition with other institutions, each institution must try to keep up with the others,
which can significantly constrain the space for experimentation with new ways of doing things.
Universities are also subject to explicit policies enacted by government.
Even when looking at organizational units, therefore, it can generally be assumed that their power to
change larger structures grows when they act together with other organizational units. Labs within a
department can cooperate to try and influence their department; departments within a university
can collectively influence their university; and collectives of universities can – better than individual
universities – begin to change the “rules of the game” of academia. Changing those rules also
involves engaging with other actors, which are not themselves academic institutions but fulfil core
roles in structuring the academic system: funding bodies, conference organizers and ranking agencies
are several examples of such higher-level organizations.
Naito et al. (2021) describe three different types of pro-environmental behaviors in which individuals
can engage to bring about social change: Private actions, which reduce one’s own ecological
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footprint; social-signaling actions, which signal one’s pro-environmental views to others and create
social norms to encourage those others to change; and system-changing actions, which are collective
efforts to change laws, infrastructure, etc. The mechanisms of influencing social change which are
available to an organizational unit can be thought of in an analogous way: The unit (e.g., a university)
can directly reduce its own ecological footprint by launching both behavioral and structural
interventions (Naito et al., 2021) that influence its members’ (or sub-units’) decisions. Alternatively,
the unit can engage horizontally with other units to build coalitions and social norms; and –
preferably in cooperation with such other units – it can exert pressure on higher-level organizational
units. Together, these three mechanisms grant universities (or organizational units of a similar level
of organization) a large sphere of influence, making them promising actors to focus on for the
purpose of reducing air travel emissions in academia.
For that reason, I selected the university level as the focus of this dissertation. However, individuals’
choices and higher-level political decisions play crucial roles as well, and will be discussed throughout
the dissertation where appropriate.

2.2 Problem statement and research questions
At the time when this doctorate project was designed, while there was some scholarly literature
discussing the need for more ecological travel patterns in academia, and there were also some
pioneering institutions aiming to reduce emissions associated with academic air travel, none of these
institutional efforts had been researched systematically. Furthermore, most practical efforts to
reduce air travel emissions in academia were very young at the time, and had not had the time or
resources to investigate central issues like the effectiveness or popularity of policy measures to
reduce air travel emissions. At the same time, a growing number of universities interested in
following a similar path, as well as individual researchers interested in bringing the issue to the
attention of their universities’ management, were asking for information which often did not exist
publicly.
In order to address this knowledge gap, this dissertation explores the efforts of academic institutions
to reduce their air travel related greenhouse gas emissions, with the aim of providing valuable
information for future projects of this kind in academia and beyond. Through an iterative process of
engaging with the literature and with practitioners, which is explored further in Chapter 3, I
identified several particularly relevant knowledge gaps, which gave rise to the research questions
guiding the individual contributions that make up this dissertation:
First, policymakers interested in reducing the air travel related emissions generated by their
institutions’ members need to know the policy options available to them. Beyond a list of existing
policy measures, a more abstract description of possible policy types and categories to consider can
be beneficial to institutions for developing policy measures which suit their own individual context;
using such a framework can help them ensure that all possible angles have been given due
consideration. Information about the effectiveness of these policies, their popularity among
university members, their ease of implementation, and whether they have been explored by other
universities would similarly be of great value. Testing the effectiveness of individual policy measures
is methodologically very difficult because they are not usually implemented in isolation, and because
most institutional efforts to reduce air travel related emissions have not been operating long enough
to allow for a formal evaluation. However, Contribution I (top-down action) provides information
about which policy measures have already been implemented by universities, and which have proven
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difficult to implement, while Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) provides information about the
popularity of some policy measures among members of ETH Zurich.
Second, policymakers can benefit from knowledge about the challenges faced by previous academic
air travel projects – both in a concrete sense (e.g., underfunding) and in terms of difficult debates,
arguments, and concerns to be expected. These knowledge gaps are taken up as research questions
in Contribution I (concrete challenges) and Contribution III (anticipated discussions and conflicts).
Third, it is useful for other universities as well as for ETH Zurich to know how successful the bottomup oriented ETH Zurich air travel project was in terms of generating support, attitude change, and
willingness to change behavior among university members. This is the central research question of
Contribution II. It is particularly interesting because almost no quantitative evaluations are currently
available of institutional attempts to reduce academic air travel emissions (a knowledge gap I could
not address in this dissertation because the mid-term evaluation for the ETH Zurich air travel project
was already planned for 2022).
Finally, in light of the social embeddedness of universities’ efforts to reduce emissions associated
with air travel, it is important to engage with the wider public perceptions of the climate impact of
aviation. By aligning academic air travel projects to contemporary public discourses on air travel,
projects can be made more palatable for the public, increasing their chances of receiving positive
public and media attention. At the same time, by deliberately introducing new angles and arguments
into the current public discourse in a strategic way, these projects can widen the public’s and media’s
horizon regarding this issue, shifting perspectives and preparing the ground for other types of efforts
to reduce air travel related emissions. Therefore, Contribution IV (widening the focus) answers
research questions related to the discursive treatment of air travel as an ecological problem in public
areas of Swiss society, namely street protest and popular news media. It also discusses the discourse
of the aviation industry regarding the same topic, which is itself a strategic effort to influence public
opinion.
Together, all contributions in this dissertation help to answer the following two overarching research
questions, which relate to the essential knowledge gaps facing operators and developers of projects
aiming to reduce air travel emissions in universities:



How can universities try1 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with their staff and
students’ air travel?
What is the social potential2 of such institutional approaches to reducing business air travel?

Contribution I (top-down action) primarily addresses the first of these questions. A catalogue of
potential measures to reduce air travel related emissions in academic institutions, which I compiled
based on the literature and my field experience, was tested empirically in terms of which measures
are actually employed by universities. The results of this contribution show both the spectrum of
possible interventions, and the state of practice among early-adopting institutions. Both of these
aspects give valuable guidance to policymakers designing new institutional air travel policies.
However, they must be discussed in the context of the very limited empirical evidence available

1

Because it is at present difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of specific policy measures to reduce air travel related
emissions, this research question focuses on which policy options are available in principle, and how easily they can be
implemented.
2 Social potential is here understood – in contrast to the potential of the approach to reduce CO directly – as an umbrella
2
term for surrounding factors that can make a technically effective intervention successful or unsuccessful. This includes its
ability to generate social acceptance, its potential to be taken up by more actors, and its ability to generate changes besides
a direct CO2 reduction, such as a narrative shift.
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regarding the effectiveness of any specific policy measures. This crucial limitation is revisited in
section 8.4.
Contributions II, III, and IV all address mainly the second of the two overarching research questions.
They each examine a different aspect of the social potential of institutional air travel policies, which
is to mean that they do not examine the greenhouse gas emissions saved, but the social processes
set in motion. Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) quantifies the internal acceptance of ETH Zurich’s
participative air travel policy, and the responses of the university’s members to this policy.
Contribution III (diving deeper) qualitatively deepens understanding of these responses by outlining
the controversy surrounding the ETH Zurich air travel project and taking seriously the deep
implications of reduced air travel for doing science, as voiced by university members, while
highlighting the ways in which the macro-level organization of the academic sector is reflected in the
views of individual academics. It also shows the ability of academic air travel projects to challenge
understandings of what it means to do academic work well, and to generate potentially fruitful
discussions about good scientific practice. Contribution IV (widening the focus) then analyzes public
perceptions of aviation as an environmental issue, including perceptions of potential solutions. In
doing so, it charts the potential of institutional air travel policies to resonate with, as well as enrich,
public discourses on the topic.

2.3 Contributions
In this section, each contribution included in this dissertation is briefly presented along with its
research questions and the role I played in writing it. Figure 2 (section 2.2) illustrates where each
contribution is located in the conceptual framework underlying this dissertation. Figure 3 (below)
specifies the differences between the contributions themselves, with regard to their area of inquiry
(air travel within/outside of academia) as well as scale (local, national, and international). In order to
comprehensively locate all four contributions, the figure simplifies true relations between the
categories somewhat – for example by ignoring the overlap that exists between the area of academia
and the area of protest due to academics and students protesting (see section 2.1).
Note that, although empirical material for most of the contributions is limited to a local and/or
national scale, the research questions were developed with regard to the needs of the Swiss and
international community of universities aiming to reduce business travel emissions. Exchange with
those national and international communities was central to the dissertation’s development, and
occurred via in-person and virtual meetings throughout the doctorate project (see Chapter 3).
Similarly, although the protests analyzed in Contribution IV (widening the focus) took place in
Switzerland and must be assumed to represent at least in part a country-specific protest culture, they
also offer insights into the contemporary global protest movement Fridays for Future.
Two additional tools with practical value were shared with the community of universities and
researchers aiming to reduce academic air travel emissions over the course of the doctorate project:
One is a world map of academic air travel reduction and offsetting projects (Kreil, 2019a), and the
other is a catalogue of potential policy measures to reduce air travel related emissions in universities
(Kreil, 2019b). Both of these tools formed part of the basis for Contribution I (top-down action), and
are cited, but not included, therein. Over the course of the doctorate project, I also contributed to a
working paper of the All European Academies concerning a sustainability transition in academia,
which is not yet completed at the time of writing. I also co-organized an online workshop concerning
the role of higher-level organizations (such as funding bodies) in transforming academic mobility,
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together with Siôn Pickering of the University of Edinburgh and the International Roundtable of
Sustainable Academic Travel.

Figure 3. Scale and societal area targeted by each contribution in this dissertation. Societal
areas are represented by grey boxes, with sub-areas indicated by translucent rectangles. Scale is
mapped on the vertical axis, with international context at the top of the figure and local context at
the bottom. Note that Contribution IV (widening the focus) straddles both the national and the local
contexts, as some of the studied protest events were advertised locally and some nationally, and the
media analyzed represent only the German speaking part of Switzerland.
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2.3.1 Contribution I: Top-down action – Identifying policy options available to universities
and similar institutions
In revision:
Kreil, A. S., & Stauffacher, M., 2021. Reducing air travel related greenhouse gas emissions in
academia: An empirical policy overview. Unpublished manuscript. Pre-print available at:
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/bzrfq
Research questions:





Which policies are in place, being implemented, or have been attempted at academic
institutions in Europe and North America which actively address the climate impact of
academic air travel?
How are such projects dedicated to reducing air travel emissions in academic institutions
initiated, developed, and operated?
What internal and external factors are challenging or beneficial to such projects?

These research questions emerged from experience in the field, knowledge of the literature, and
exchange with wider communities (see section 3.2).
Location within the conceptual framework and essential methodology
Contribution I (top-down action) discusses possible policy actions at the university level. It employs
an international online survey of universities and similar institutions in Europe and North America
which are aiming to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with their members’ air travel. By
aggregating the information and presenting it in an anonymous way, information can be shared with
greater transparency, especially concerning challenges faced by air travel projects and failed
attempts to implement policy measures.
Contribution of the doctoral candidate:
I was mainly responsible for writing the article as well as analyzing and collecting the data. The
second author was responsible for supervision at all stages of planning, execution and writing; he
further contributed substantially to the survey design, data analysis, and to the final article.

2.3.2 Contribution II: Bottom-up reaction – Analyzing internal responses to university-level
air travel emission reduction
Original publication:
Kreil, A. S., 2020. Attitudes toward professional air travel at ETH Zurich, 2020. [Report]
Available at: https://www.research-collection.ethz.ch/handle/20.500.11850/476594
Research questions:




How important a topic do academics consider the greenhouse gas emissions associated with
academic air travel?
How well do academics respond to a university level air travel emission reduction initiative?
Which policies enjoy the most support among non-professorial academic staff?
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What do academics worry about in the context of reducing air travel in academia?

These questions emerged from experience in the field and exchange with ETH project members, as
well as knowledge of the literature (see section 3.2).
Location within the conceptual framework and essential methodology:
Contribution II is concerned with the way university-level initiatives impact individual academics,
how they are perceived by these academics, and whether they enjoy support. It combines two
anonymous online surveys conducted at the case study site of ETH Zurich, Switzerland, among
professorial and non-professorial academic staff.
Contribution of the doctoral candidate:
I am the sole author of this report.

2.3.3 Contribution III: Diving deeper – Analyzing discursive struggles over social norms
around flying and the meaning of air travel (reduction) for academic work
Original publication:
Kreil, A. S., 2021. Does flying less harm academic work? Arguments and assumptions about reducing
air travel in academia. Travel Behaviour and Society, 25, 52-61.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tbs.2021.04.011
Research questions:



Which normative arguments do academics employ for and against air travel reduction in
academia?
Which assumptions do academics make about the relationship between academic air travel
and doing ‘good’ academic work?

These questions emerged from the discourse analysis itself: After beginning the analysis in an
exploratory way, I identified arguments in favor of and against reducing air travel in academia, and
understandings of what travel means for good science, as particularly relevant areas.
Location within the conceptual framework and essential methodology:
Contribution III is concerned with how academics understand – and discuss with each other – the
meaning of air travel reduction for academic work and success. While this work is visually best
represented at the individual level (Figure 2), it is important to note that the discourse studied here
through the utterances of individuals is itself a complex social structure of meaning which permeates
organizational structures in academia all the way to the highest level of organization, and is in turn
influenced by the realities at those organizational levels. Methodically, this contribution draws from
one of the surveys also central to Contribution II; in addition, it is based on a discourse analysis of a
wide variety of materials collected during a two-year period of case study research at ETH Zurich.
Contribution of the doctoral candidate:
I am the sole author of this publication.
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2.3.4 Contribution IV: Widening the focus – Air travel as an ecological problem in public
discourses
Original publication:
Kreil, A. S., 2021. Visual protest discourses on aviation and climate change. Annals of Tourism
Research Empirical Insights, 2(1). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.annale.2021.100015
Research questions:




What views on aviation and climate change do the protesters express?
o How, if at all, do the protesters problematize aviation?
o Whom do they hold responsible for causing and for solving this problem?
o Which solutions do they promote?
Do the solutions suggested by the protesters diverge from those presented by Swiss
mainstream media?

These questions emerged from an initially exploratory discourse analysis of visual protest materials. I
then identified solutions suggested for the climate impact aviation as a particularly relevant theme in
the discourse, and decided to collect media data as a second dataset, this time with a hypothesis
regarding the comparison of the two datasets in terms of suggested solutions.
Location within the conceptual framework and essential methodology:
Contribution IV looks beyond academia toward the treatment of air travel as an ecological issue in
two separate areas of Swiss society: climate protest aiming to influence public opinion and politics,
and the mainstream media. Both of these contexts are relevant for this dissertation because, as
Figure 2 shows, the media, public opinion and the private attitudes of individuals, and politics all
significantly influence the action space of universities or other organizational units in academia to
change mobility patterns and reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with business air travel.
This contribution applies discourse analytical and content analytical methods to a dataset of visual
protest materials photographed at climate street protests in 2019, and to a second dataset of Swiss
media articles, TV videos, and radio audios concerning aviation and climate change.
Contribution of the doctoral candidate:
I am the sole author of this publication.
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3. Reflection on methods and research strategy
This chapter contains some reflection on the methodological choices made in the course of the
research project. It discusses not only the classic methodological issues of data collection and
analysis, which are described in the individual contributions. Instead, this chapter is mainly devoted
to why I selected particular research methods given my target audience, my positionality as a
researcher, and the overarching contextual constraints on this doctorate project. It also makes
transparent how I navigated specific difficulties that arose from researching my own institution, my
own community, and a practice on which I could not avoid taking a personal decision.

3.1 Development of the research questions
As described in Chapter 1, this dissertation was initiated by the leadership of the ETH Zurich air travel
project “Stay grounded, keep connected”, and was funded by the then Vice President for Personnel
and Resources (now Vice President for Infrastructure), in whose staff the air travel project is located.
The initial idea for this doctorate project was to document and analyze the ETH Zurich air travel
project, and extract knowledge both for external use by other interested institutions, and for the
development of the air travel project itself as well as other future change processes at ETH Zurich.
However, the doctorate project shifted over time to focus more on delivering useful information to
policymakers and individual researchers in other universities who are interested in developing
institutional efforts to reduce emissions from academic air travel. This shift occurred for three
reasons: First, because I perceived the greatest opportunity to create practical impact to be in
influencing several institutions at once. Second, because knowledge geared towards a greater
audience, and with a broader focus, was better suited for academic publications as required for a
successful dissertation. Third, because it was difficult for me as an employee of the same
organization, funded by the same organizational unit, and working closely with the project lead, to
conduct process-oriented research while remaining objective.
As a result, this dissertation focuses on knowledge that can be applied beyond ETH Zurich. Some
work was conducted with the primary goal of delivering knowledge more relevant to the
organization itself; this applies to Contribution II (bottom-up reaction), and also to some additional
smaller research outputs which are not included in this dissertation because they were not
developed into academic publications. They were however delivered to the project lead of the ETH
Zurich air travel project, and are taken up in Chapter 8 where practical implications of this
dissertation are discussed.
As explained in section 2.1, the construction of the research questions occurred in parallel to the
elaboration of the framework illustrated in Figure 2. In order to identify knowledge gaps with
practical relevance for the stakeholders, I familiarized myself with the academic and grey literature
on academic mobility, air travel, and climate change, and immersed myself in the field as
recommended in the SKAD framework: I met frequently with the project lead of the ETH Zurich air
travel project, talked with other important stakeholders within ETH Zurich, and observed events with
a connection to air travel or academic mobility at ETH Zurich. I was invited to attend meetings of
different groups involved with the air travel project, as well as meetings of a forming network of
representatives of the Swiss universities concerned with air travel related emissions (Swiss Network
for Sustainable University Business Travel, see section 1.4). For an international perspective, I
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attended many webinars organized by the Roundtable of Sustainable Academic Travel (see section
1.4), was an active reader and occasional tweeter in the corresponding twitter community on
academic air travel (#flyingless), and virtually met with many interested researchers as well as project
organizers outside Switzerland. This networking activity was both immersion in the field for the
purposes of designing a relevant research plan, and professional networking in the classic sense of
improving my own access to opportunities, a duality which will be discussed and problematized in
section 3.3.
Alongside this practical route to developing the research questions, my selection of questions (as
well as methods, and the interpretation of results) reflects my disciplinary affiliation. Trained in
psychology, I locate my research within the field of critical psychologies of climate change (Adams,
2021), also known as Critical Environmental Psychology (Räthzel & Uzzell, 2019) and Kritische
Umweltpsychologie (Krenzer & Kreil, 2019). This field differs from environmental psychology in its
focus, methodology, and core assumptions, as outlined by Adams. The present work most clearly
resonates with critical psychologies of climate change in the following ways:
First, in my close collaboration with a community of practitioners seeking to enact change, with a
focus on their knowledge needs (Adams, 2021). Second, in the conceptualization of individuals as
agents within socio-environmental systems in multiple roles, such as political agents, social agents,
workers, consumers, discourse participants, and activists (see section 2.1), with the research focus
placed on the embeddedness of individuals in systems and on their active - and collective –
participation in shaping those systems (Adams, 2021). Third, in the thematic foci on discourse
(Contributions III and IV) and protest (Contribution IV), both of which Adams (2021) identifies as
contemporary foci of critical psychologies of climate change. Fourth, in the attention paid to the
entanglement of individual psychological phenomena and processes, such as attitudes, opinions, and
concerns, with macro-level structures, especially (but not exclusively) in Contribution III (diving
deeper), and as well in a workshop I co-organized concerning the role of higher-level in transforming
academic mobility (section 2.2). Finally, in the focus on workplace behavior itself (Räthzel & Uzzell,
2019; Uzzell & Räthzel, 2009).
I was constrained in my selection of research questions by contextual factors. Some of these factors
also influenced methodological choices, and will be discussed in section 3.2. Another relevant factor
was the necessity to clearly define roles with stakeholders and supervisors, as will be discussed in
section 3.3.1.

3.2 Research strategy and methodological choices
Several factors constrained my choice of methods as well as research questions. First, since the ETH
Zurich air travel project was still unfolding at the time when I took up this research, I wanted to avoid
interfering with the process so as not to generate reactivity and thus bias in my data. Second, being
funded by the Vice President of Personnel and Resources (now Vice President of Infrastructure), who
also funds the ETH Zurich air travel project, I suspected that I might be perceived by research
participants as less independent from the project than I in fact was. I was therefore careful not to be
perceived as annoying with requests for participation in my research, or as overly critical in the
questions I asked, so as not to generate backlash against the air travel project.
On a related note, I had identified professors at ETH Zurich as a core group whose attitudes and
behavior were crucial for the air travel project’s success, because they tend to make decisions
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regarding their teams’ air travel as well as their own. Therefore I wanted to focus on this group with
my research. However, professors are not only very busy, which limited the length of surveys,
questionnaires etc. I could ask them to participate in, and even more the opportunity to set up
experiments involving them. I also assumed that, being employed at a polytechnic university and for
the most part trained in natural sciences and engineering, professors at ETH Zurich may be hesitant
to participate in, or even biased against, “softer” social science research.
For these reasons, I chose a research approach with two phases: In the first phase, I collected mostly
existing (extant) data and some interview data from a small number of individuals. In this phase I also
conducted the research for Contribution IV (widening the focus), which was located entirely outside
of ETH Zurich. Only in the second phase, I launched surveys within ETH Zurich, which is a more visible
and potentially reactive method. In this way, I hoped to limit reactivity and bias, as no data was
collected in ETH Zurich for this dissertation after the second internal survey was completed.
Because not much was known about academic air travel at the time this dissertation was planned, I
conducted the research in this dissertation in an exploratory way, which is to say without hypotheses
and with broad research questions. As a consequence, I employed mostly qualitative research
methods like discourse analysis (which can be used to develop hypotheses for future quantitative
work; this applies in particular to Contribution III) and descriptive statistics rather than inferential
statistics (with the exception of some significance tests in Contribution II). Figure 4 shows the
different types of data which were used for each contribution, and how they were analyzed.
As discussed in section 2.1, SKAD (Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse Analysis) was the
appropriate theoretical and methodological framework for this dissertation based on its theoretical
compatibility with the assumptions outlined in section 2.1, as it takes a moderate position on the
structure/agency debate in sociology. Two of the contributions in this dissertation, Contribution III
and IV, also employ SKAD more directly in data analysis. SKAD is not a method in itself, but rather a
theoretical foundation within which to conduct discourse analytical studies using suitable methods.
However, it offers theoretical categories and directions of inquiry, as employed in Contribution IV,
and it is compatible with many open coding methods.
Therefore I developed a coding process for each contribution that was appropriate for the data and
research questions at hand. For Contribution IV (widening the focus), this entailed coding every
image element on the visual protest materials for semantic meaning, and coding core ideas
expressed through verbal text in a similar way, alongside descriptive coding of characteristics of
protest materials that I derived from the literature and supplemented with what I observed in the
data (Figure 5, Table 1). For Contribution III (diving deeper), a large body of work was first screened
for material relevant to an initial, intentionally broad research question. Relevant sections were
coded at the statement level, and hierarchies were then formed as needed to structure the data. For
areas of particular interest, the codes were differentiated and sharpened in an iterative process, and
the relationships between the codes were mapped visually (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Data types (circles) and methods of analysis (arrows) employed in each contribution
in this dissertation. Note that three independent surveys are here summarized due to similar
methodology: Survey 1 (ETH internal, professors) is mostly analyzed in Contribution II (bottom-up
reaction), but some responses to open-ended questions are analyzed in Contribution III (diving
deeper). Survey 2 (ETH internal, non-professorial scientific staff) is analyzed only in Contribution II
(bottom-up reaction). Survey 3 (international, air travel projects at universities), is only analyzed in
Contribution I (top-down action).
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Figure 5. Exemplary visual protest material (Contribution IV – widening the focus). All codes
pertaining to this material are displayed in Table 1.

Meta categories (second-order
categories are indented)

Codes

IMAGE ELEMENTS

Consequences of Climate
Change
Earth

Sub-codes (further subdifferentiations
are indented)

Burning earth
Earth style letters

Airplane

Illuminated airplane
Evil airplane
Crossed out plane
Plane in prohibition sign

X to cross out
DESIGN

Large
Hand painted

CONTENT
PROBLEM FRAME

Explicit naming of
consequences
Flying is explicitly marked
as bad
Problem explanation

Flying is bad because it destroys our
planet or climate

TEXT
CAPITAL LETTERS

Capital letters for
emphasis

FONT

Colorful letters

LANGUAGE

English

LINGUISTIC PERSONS

Undefined imperative

SUBJECT POSITION

Problem solver

Table 1. All codes pertaining to the visual protest material displayed in Figure 5.
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a) Initial mapping of the wider discourse at ETH Zurich

b) Detailed mapping of subdiscourse

Figure 6. Higher-order processing of codes in Contribution III (diving deeper). Each light blue
circle represents a code. Panel a) shows an initial, incomplete map of the discourse surrounding air
travel and climate change at ETH Zurich. A subdiscourse on whether or not members of ETH Zurich
should reduce their air travel – marked here with a black shape – was selected for further
exploration. Colored circles correspond to arguments in panel b). Panel b) shows a more detailed
mapping of the selected subdiscourse. Each line between two codes indicates that these statements
were uttered by discourse participants in connection to each other. The colored circles mark groups
of codes which were identified as forming an argument together.
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3.3 Challenges associated with my positionality as a researcher
In keeping with many qualitative research traditions (e.g., Tong, Sainsbury, & Craig, 2007), it is
important for methodological reasons to reflect on my own position with regard to the research
topic of this dissertation, and describe the efforts I have taken to counter biases which may arise
from this position.
International mobility, particularly by airplane, is not equally difficult for all researchers (see section
1.4). For example, contingent faculty and library staff (MoChridhe, 2019), as well as researchers
struggling financially for other reasons, may find the financial costs of frequent conference travel
prohibitive. African researchers are the most likely, and European researchers the least likely, to face
visa related problems regarding research visits (McInroy et al., 2018), and one need only think of the
‘muslim travel ban’ temporarily in place in the US in 2017 to see also the religious lines along which
the ease of travel can differ. Racial profiling at airports (Considine, 2017) or being engaged in political
activity that is prosecuted in some countries may further prohibit some researchers from traveling to
particular destinations. Parenthood and other care obligations can make mobility difficult (Aguiléra &
Proulhac, 2015; Cohen et al., 2020; Storme et al., 2013), as can disabilities (Storme et al., 2013).
It follows that a researcher’s perspective on mobility obligations and opportunities in academia may
vary depending on her own position along these and other dimensions of inequality. In order to
enable readers to properly contextualize my research, I must therefore acknowledge that I am a
white, able-bodied woman from a middle-class background. I hold a German passport, which is
among those that enable travel to the most countries worldwide
(https://www.passportindex.org/byRank.php). I have no children or other care obligations. In terms
of my position in academia itself, being a doctorate student puts me at the low end of the hierarchy
of status, influence, and access to funding and opportunities; I observe the academic system from
the point of view of one who has not yet made her career, and I likely do not understand all the
pressures, lock-ins, but also the freedom associated with being further along the academic career
path. On the other hand, I enjoy the security of a fully funded three- to four-year thesis at an
internationally esteemed, well-funded Swiss university, which exempts me from certain pressures
facing other early career researchers, such as having to compete for funding or needing a second job
to make a living, or needing to travel in order to disseminate one’s research due to geographic
isolation or remoteness from perceived centers of scientific knowledge production.
All of these characteristics may influence my perception of the costs and benefits of academic travel.
Throughout this doctorate project I have devoted time to reflecting on such possible influences, and I
have tried to balance my own perspective with those of others by talking to, reading the publications
of, and including in my research academics in different situations than my own - including men,
researchers of color, from a working class background, with care obligations, and in more senior
positions, as well as from different disciplinary backgrounds and different countries within the Global
North. However, I was unable to deliberately include the perspectives of researchers with disabilities,
in precarious funding conditions, or – crucially – living in the Global South, because I did not
knowingly encounter these groups in my fieldwork and literature research. Specifically the lack of
voices from the Global South is identified as an important weakness not only of my own dissertation,
but of the body of scholarly work on academic mobility in general in Chapter 8.
In terms of ecological sustainability, particularly climate change, I must acknowledge that I had been
engaging with this topic for many years prior to beginning my dissertation. On the basis of the
scientific evidence available (IPCC, 2014), I am convinced that climate change is at least one of the
greatest threats facing humanity as of 2021, and I am committed to supporting a global
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transformation toward sustainability. The necessity to drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions
worldwide within the next decade to almost zero is something which I took for granted as the basis
of this dissertation project. While the fact that climate change is a real and urgent threat was
uncontroversial among the academics I studied (barring one survey response), not all of them may
share my view that it is the most important one. I have taken great care to portray opinions diverging
from my own fairly and accurately wherever they appeared in my data, by coding and interpreting
the data in an iterative process and constantly referring back to the raw data during the writing
process.
Beside these general effects of my position as a person and a researcher, several particular
complications of positionality arose from the circumstances of my dissertation project. These deserve
deeper reflection, and will be discussed separately below.

3.3.1 Researching my own university
Conducting accompanying research on a change process in my own university was inherently tied to
certain challenges of objectivity and independence. First, personal attachment to the university may
lead me to evaluate its actions more favorably than an external evaluator would, a potential bias
which I continuously needed to counter through critical reflection. Second, my ability to collect data
without generating reactivity and bias depended on being perceived as a neutral observer as much as
possible. For this reason I avoided political and personal engagement within my institution, with the
exception of active membership in VMUSYS, the association of the scientific staff of my department,
for which I served as a delegate to the department conference. I did not advertise this function, and
did not vote on any topics concerning air travel.
The challenges posed by researching my own university are enhanced by the fact that the funding for
my doctorate project was granted by the Vice President for Personnel and Resources of ETH Zurich
(now Vice President for Infrastructure), in whose staff the ETH Zurich air travel project is located.
Moreover, the two professors who supervised my doctorate project were both involved in planning,
advising, and communicating the air travel project. This constellation required a conscientious
clarification of roles, which is a common element of transdisciplinary research (Jahn & Keil, 2015).
All persons involved in the constellation described above prioritized my independence as a
researcher throughout the doctorate project. It goes without saying that I was never asked to
misrepresent, hide, or fabricate data. My research questions and planned methods were discussed
with the project lead and the Vice President for Personnel and Resources (now Vice President for
Infrastructure). This was done in order to ensure that my research generated useful output for the
stakeholders, and that it did not provoke negative backlash against the air travel project as described
in section 3.2. These discussions were part stakeholder negotiations and part extended supervision.
However, all decisions regarding my research were ultimately made by me and my primary
supervisor, with all parties agreeing that I must develop my own questions and select my own
methods independently. The project lead as well as the Vice President received copies of my
manuscripts that concerned ETH Zurich before publication, in order to ensure that the ETH Zurich air
travel project was described accurately and no confidential information was published. However, this
process never resulted in major changes or compromised the integrity of my research.
I met frequently with the project lead of the ETH Zurich air travel project, who helped me understand
the institutional context of the project, and kept me up to date on developments within the project.
We also exchanged information regarding developments at other universities, and she introduced
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me to both the Swiss Network for Sustainable University Business Travel and the International
Roundtable of Sustainable Academic Travel, as well as other contacts. Although I performed some
minor non-research tasks for the air travel project (proofreading some documents, documenting an
event), I maintained a professional distance. During the data-collection phase of my research, I did
not provide feedback on the air travel project in order to avoid reactivity; after this phase was
completed, I did share insights from my research and also my professional opinion based on my
observations.
In order to avoid a blurring of roles, I documented meetings with the project lead as well as the Vice
President, and reflected on them afterward. In order to avoid undue influence of the air travel
project team’s opinions on my own, I deliberately looked for research participants who were not
affiliated with the project to counter such an influence. The surveys were particularly helpful in
receiving access to a much broader population within ETH Zurich.
As an additional guard against bias, I did not directly research the process followed by the ETH air
travel project; such work would have required much more directly researching the people with
whom I was also consulting about my research, and would have introduced too much potential for
conflict and bias. Also, a formal evaluation by an external provider was planned to be conducted
three years and six years after the official project start in January 2019. I focused instead on studying
the reactions stirred by the ETH air travel project within the institution, which shifted the research
focus away from the project team. However, I did include original interviews with the project lead,
the Vice President for Personnel and Resources (now Vice President for Infrastructure), and my
second supervisor into the corpus of data used for Contribution III (diving deeper), along with an
interview transcript from an earlier research project which involved my primary supervisor, and
various formal and informal texts created by the project team.

3.3.2 Researching my own academic community and practices
Another doubling of roles was associated with researching my own academic community. When it
comes to reducing air travel related emissions in academia, the roles of researchers and
administrators or policymakers are not always neatly separated. Several individuals hold both roles
simultaneously and appear in my network in both functions. This means that the academic
community for which I produced scholarly publications, and the practitioner community for which I
produced practical tools, overlap significantly. Therefore, academic peers as well as practitioner
stakeholders who were either already part of my network, or with whom I might hope to come into
professional contact in the future, were among the group I invited to participate in the international
survey of universities’ policy measures to reduce air travel emissions (Contribution I – top-down
action). To minimize this problem, they were made aware that their data would not be anonymous
for me, but would be anonymized prior to publication.
A related challenge stems from the fact that it was not possible to take a neutral stance toward the
practice I was researching in this doctorate project: As a researcher myself, I only had the choices to
either fly or not fly over the course of the project. This is, of course, a challenge that all academics
researching academic mobility face. Although it is mostly discussed within this community as an
ethical and personal dilemma, it is also a matter of scientific objectivity: Either we are engaged in the
practice we are researching, with potential consequences for our ability to critically evaluate its costs
and benefits; or we decide to abstain from air travel, at least for the duration of a research project. In
the second case, since air travel is considered the norm in academia (Glover et al., 2017; Hopkins et
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al., 2016), we may be perceived as “radical” and biased, losing professional credibility. As a doctorate
student with no prior experience of a “normal” – that is to say, aeromobile – academic life, a further
complication is that I lack first-hand knowledge about the benefits of academic air travel, although I
have attended on-site conferences and conducted research visits train, and this may also limit my
ability to truthfully evaluate the costs and benefits of academic travel.
From these two options, I chose not to fly during my doctorate project. In that way, I could treat my
own doctorate project as a latent research exercise, observing the air travel-free networking
strategies (such as social media engagement, webinar participation and organization) that I
developed and their effectiveness. These experiences may become the focus of a future academic
publication.
The challenge of researching a practice toward which I could not take a neutral stance presented
itself most clearly during the work on Contribution III (diving deeper), in which I studied the
discourses about academic air travel which exist within ETH Zurich. As a researcher who had to make
decisions about conference travel myself, I am necessarily involved in these discourses; I have my
own assumptions, habits, preferences, goals, values, concerns, and opinions with regard to the topic
of academic air travel, which poses the danger of a biased interpretation of the discourse data. To
counter this bias, I took great care to give the same attention, and treat with the same level of
respect and detail, arguments both for and against reduction, and to use language throughout the
article that did not suggest either position was correct or false. However, readers are still advised to
take my position as a researcher into account while reading my work.
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4. Contribution I: Top-down action – Identifying policy options
available to universities and similar institutions
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Abstract
Demand for air travel must be reduced to align the aviation sector with international climate
agreements. In line with this necessity, as well as motivated by the notion that academia has a
responsibility to foster sustainable development, some academic institutions have begun reducing
greenhouse gas emissions associated with their members’ air travel. Based on an online survey from
early 2021, this article summarizes the practices of 35 academic institutions in Western Europe and
the US that are committed to achieving such reductions. It aims to facilitate the exchange of
knowledge between these institutions, thus creating a basis for informed development of future
projects. A new classification of policy measures in this area is applied in this article, which reveals
that policy activity focuses on low-coercive measures that encourage substituting air travel with
virtual communication technology and ground-based transportation. The findings further indicate
that the collection of data on air travel is an essential but challenging precursor to policy action. The
discussion shows that these findings are consistent with country-specific analyses of academic
institutions’ policy documents. The need for continued action to reduce emissions related to air
travel, including ongoing investments in virtual communication, after the COVID-19 pandemic is
emphasized. We also discuss potential acceptance of more coercive policy measures and suggest
tackling the systemic effects of institutional internationalization strategies by including private travel
needs engendered by international recruitment efforts in institutions’ calculations of travel
emissions.
Key policy insights:







Academic institutions wishing to reduce the emissions caused by their members’ air travel
can build on a wide range of policy measures already implemented in Western Europe and
the US.
Continuous, clear communication with various stakeholders regarding the climate impact of
travel, available alternatives, and the financial benefits of traveling less is an important part
of reducing emissions related to academic air travel.
Reduction projects require better access to high-quality flight data and, in some cases,
additional leadership support and resources.
Continued investments in virtual communication infrastructure are needed after the COVID19 pandemic to make use of new technology.

4.1 Introduction
The aviation sector causes 2–3% of anthropogenic CO2 emissions (Graver, Zhang, & Rutherford,
2019), while its climate impact is at least twice that share (Lee et al., 2009). The sector’s rapid growth
(Graver et al., 2019) means that its relative contribution to climate change will likely increase, which
makes the aviation sector an important area for climate policy. The aviation industry promotes
emissions trading and efficiency gains in aircraft technology and operation as sustainable solutions.
However, these proposals have important shortcomings, which has led researchers to conclude that
reductions in aviation demand are necessary to align the sector with global climate targets (BowsLarkin, 2015; Sharmina et al., 2021).
While research and higher education institutions, such as universities, have long been considered to
play an important role in sustainable development (Shields, 2019), the frequent air travel of
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academics and students (Arsenault, Talbot, Boustani, Gonzalès, & Manaugh, 2019) is at odds with
this mission. Although most institutions still lack comprehensive plans for addressing this issue
(Glover, Strengers, & Lewis, 2018; Hoolohan et al., 2021), this shortcoming has been highlighted by a
stream of academic and grey literature, which has led to the emergence of an academic community
committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with academic travel
(https://businesstravelroundtable.ac).
Following Hoolohan et al. (2021), we take academic air travel to refer to all air travel undertaken on
behalf of an academic institution by its staff and students. Its importance for an institution’s
ecological footprint varies depending on the calculation method and on how successfully the
institution has reduced other emission sources (Ahonen, Siljander, Pellikka, Johansson, & Rask, 2021;
De Jonge Akademie, 2020). However, the overall impact of academic air travel may be substantial,
with travel to economics conferences alone globally estimated to account for up to 10% of the total
annual carbon emissions of Sweden (Chalvatzis & Ormosi, 2021). While many academics consider
travel to be an essential part of their jobs (Nursey-Bray, Palmer, Meyer-Mclean, Wanner, & Birzer,
2019), individual perceptions of the importance of travel differ(Kreil, 2021), and empirical data have
recently called into question the strength of the association between travel and success in academia
(Wynes, Donner, Tannason, & Nabors, 2019).
This article examines which policies are in place, are being implemented, or have been attempted at
35 academic institutions in Western Europe and the US that are actively addressing the climate
impact of academic air travel. Another aim is to analyze the origin, development, functioning, and
popularity of projects dedicated to reducing emissions related to air travel in academic institutions
and consider the challenges that such projects face and the best practices and external factors from
which they can benefit. The findings provide insights into contemporary trends in sustainability
policies in academia and contribute useful information to practitioners designing air travel projects at
academic institutions, as such information can help practitioners choose between available policy
measures, anticipate challenges, and achieve potential benefits.

4.2 Air travel policies in academic institutions
Five studies have examined universities’ policy response to the climate impact of academic air travel.
They have covered the UK (Hoolohan et al., 2021), the Netherlands (De Jonge Akademie, 2020),
Finland (Ahonen et al., 2021), the USA (Schmidt, unpublished), and Australia (Glover et al., 2018).
Some covered an entire country’s universities (Ahonen et al., 2021; De Jonge Akademie, 2020; Glover
et al., 2018). Others studied only a subsample (Hoolohan et al., 2021; Schmidt, unpublished), but all
included universities that were not actively engaged in efforts to reduce emissions related to air
travel. All studies mainly analyzed policy documents, sometimes supplemented by e-mail
correspondences with policymakers (Ahonen et al., 2021) or interviews with representatives of some
studied universities (De Jonge Akademie, 2020).
This body of research has revealed great heterogeneity in how universities, even in the same
country, address academic air travel (Ahonen et al., 2021; De Jonge Akademie, 2020). On the one
hand, many universities are aware of its climate impact (Hoolohan et al., 2021), there is increasing
pressure from students and staff to address it, and many policymakers agree that the issue warrants
more attention (De Jonge Akademie, 2020). However, air travel remains under-addressed in policy
documents compared to Scope 1 and Scope 2 emission sources (De Jonge Akademie, 2020; Glover et
al., 2018; Hoolohan et al., 2021; Schmidt, unpublished). For example, only 23 out of 66 UK-based
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universities explicitly addressed air travel in their sustainability policy and similar documents, and
only 12 had clear reduction targets (Hoolohan et al., 2021). Even if a target is stated, there are often
no measures in place for achieving it (Glover et al., 2018).
The two most popular types of (recommended or implemented) interventions targeting emissions
associated with academic air travel are carbon offsetting (Ahonen et al., 2021; De Jonge Akademie,
2020; Glover et al., 2018; Schmidt, unpublished) and encouraging the substitution of travel by virtual
communication (De Jonge Akademie, 2020; Glover et al., 2018; Hoolohan et al., 2021; Schmidt,
unpublished). Glover et al. (2018) have criticized both of these as ineffective or even
counterproductive. Another common strategy is to ban air travel under certain conditions, such as
domestically, within a certain radius, or to destinations that can be reached by other means of
transport, possibly within a certain amount of time (De Jonge Akademie, 2020; Hoolohan et al.,
2021). As most efforts to reduce emissions related to air travel have begun recently, their
effectiveness remains largely unknown (De Jonge Akademie, 2020).
Overall, the centrality of travel to academic work and careers in contemporary academia is a
challenge, which has led several authors to conclude that systemic changes are required if academic
air travel is to be decreased (Glover et al., 2018; Hoolohan et al., 2021; Schmidt, unpublished).
Difficulties in collecting and accessing high-quality data on flights taken are another frequent
problem (Schmidt, unpublished), which means that universities lack appropriate baselines for
measuring reductions (Hoolohan et al., 2021). Additional challenges include a lack of resources
dedicated to the issue and the relatively high autonomy of organizational units in universities (De
Jonge Akademie, 2020).
The present study goes beyond the research summarized in this section in two major ways. First, it
includes academic institutions (universities as well as independent research centers) from many
European countries and the US. The expanded geographic breadth permits a more selective sampling
of only those institutions that are actively seeking to reduce air travel emissions. This, in turn,
enables a more detailed analysis of which measures these institutions are implementing, the
challenges that they face, and the best practices and external conditions from which they have
benefited. Second, the present study employs a survey methodology, which provides access to
information about policy measures that may not be mentioned in the policy documents analyzed by
previous research, because they were implemented very recently (Schmidt, unpublished) or were not
considered important enough to mention. Conversely, some measures mentioned in policy
documents may not actually be implemented (Schmidt, unpublished).
This study builds on previous research by proposing a classification of air travel policy measures
available to academic institutions, providing insights into current trends and undeveloped policy
areas. The classification draws on the Avoid-Shift-Improve (ASI) framework, which is popular in the
field of sustainable transport (Bongardt, Stiller, Swart, & Wagner, 2019) and has been successfully
applied to aviation policy (Sharmina et al., 2021). The framework distinguishes between policies
aimed at avoiding travel, shifting travel activities to less carbon-intensive transportation modes, or
improving the carbon efficiency of travel. Additionally, this article distinguishes three degrees of
policy coerciveness, a commonly discussed policy characteristic (de Groot & Schuitema, 2012;
Larsson, Matti, & Nässén, 2020).
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4.3 Method
4.3.1 Sample and recruitment
Eighty-eight academic institutions were invited via e-mail to participate in the survey. Fifty-nine are
based in Europe, 24 in North America (3 Canada, 21 US), and five elsewhere (3 Australia, 1 New
Zealand, 1 South Africa). The institutions were selected because they are, have been, or plan to be
engaged in efforts other than travel monitoring and carbon offsetting to reduce their members’ air
travel or associated emissions. using a public online World Map of Academic Air Travel Reduction and
Offsetting Projects (Kreil, 2019b), another online resource that summarizes universities’ travel
policies (Pickering & Görlinger, 2020), and two research articles (De Jonge Akademie, 2020; Schmidt,
unpublished).
Wherever possible, the online survey was emailed to the person responsible for the institution’s air
travel related policy activities. Otherwise it was emailed to the institution’s Sustainability/Green
Office or a similar administrative unit. The recipients were encouraged to forward the email to the
most knowledgeable person regarding their institution’s air travel related policy activities (if they
were not that person). All participants had at least two weeks to complete the survey. The response
rate was much lower in North America (21%) than Europe (51%), and no responses were received
from the other continents. While the underrepresentation of the US, Australia, and New Zealand
creates a European bias in this study, the failure to identify eligible institutions outside these regions
indicates that the debate around academic air travel is geographically limited.
Of the 35 institutions in the final sample, all are public. Four institutions are located in the US, one is
globally distributed, and 30 are European (10 Switzerland, 7 UK, 4 Netherlands, 4 Germany, 2
Sweden, 1 France, 1 Denmark, 1 Belgium). There are two research centers, one university
department, and 32 universities and similar higher education institutions. The properties of these
latter 32 institutions (subjects, student count, percentage of international students, budget, rankings)
are summarized in Appendix 4A. Twenty-eight respondents reported being sustainability
officers/managers or similar at their institutions. Six are leaders or members of a specific initiative
related to air travel related initiative. Six reported holding another role.

4.3.2 Survey design
Data collection occurred between 15 January 2021 and 11 March 2021. The online survey was
implemented using the platform ESF Survey and took under 30 minutes. It consisted of closed and
open questions regarding the following elements (in order): general information about the
institution; the institution’s efforts to reduce emissions related to air travel, including targets and
policies; and practices for monitoring flights and calculating and offsetting the related emissions.
Only two questions (on project reception in the institution and the difficulty of data collection)
involved quantitative rating scales. The full questionnaire is available as supplementary material to
this article. To minimize bias, the participants were assured that neither they nor their institutions
would be identified, though participants could opt in to have some information published nonanonymously. However, the risk of biased self-reporting remains, as with all survey data.
Filter questions were used to determine which sections of the survey were shown to the participants
based on the kinds of activities their institutions are engaged in. The participants could opt to see a
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section without answering the filter question if they were not certain whether the section was
relevant to their institution.
The participants who indicated that their institution had implemented or would implement specific
reduction measures received a list of 79 policy measures for reducing air travel emissions in
academic institutions (Appendix 4B). The list was adapted from a public online resource listing policy
suggestions based on academic and grey literature and was supplemented by policy measures
debated at ETH Zurich (Kreil, 2019a). To facilitate comprehension, the measures were grouped into
thematic blocks with corresponding headlines. For each measure, the participants were asked to
indicate whether this measure was “Implemented,” “Planned or currently being implemented,” or
“Tried but could not be implemented” at their institutions. The pre-selected default response was
“None of these OR I don’t know”.

4.3.3 Policy classification
The 79 policy measures presented in the survey were classified along two dimensions: one pertaining
to policy coerciveness and the other to the intended outcome as conceptualized in the ASI
framework. These two dimensions complement each other, as coerciveness concerns a policy
measure’s formal characteristics, while the ASI framework is concerned with the intended effect.
Importantly, this study analyzes only policy measures that aim to reduce an institution’s ecological
footprint; institutions’ abilities to affect higher-level systemic changes require a separate
investigation.
The ASI framework distinguishes avoid, shift, and improve measures. In the context of an institutional
policy, which cannot directly influence the technology or the practices of the transport sector, the
improve category is here understood to include policies aimed at increasing the use of more efficient
technologies and policies aimed at improving carbon offsetting and the cost/benefit ratio of travel
(e.g., staying longer at the destination to increase benefits). The ASI categories are not mutually
exclusive.
Coerciveness is also considered in the specific policy context of academic institutions, which do not
have access to the same basket of policy measures as, for example, nation states (Gössling & Lyle,
2021). Building on a previous categorization of policy measures in this context into regulatory, nonregulatory, or enabling conditions (Janisch & Hilty, 2017), measures such as bans, limitations, and
penalties are here considered to be high-coercive measures. This category therefore combines
regulatory and market-based measures, while the other two contain voluntary measures and
measures targeting social norms. Recommendations, rewards, and public praise of people who
engage in desired behaviors are here considered to be low-coercive measures because they permit
deviation while communicating a clear preference and, in some cases, creating indirect pressure
through competition. The provision of information and new opportunities, the lifting of restrictions,
attempts to increase the attractiveness of the desired behavior, and nudging were considered noncoercive measures. The coerciveness categories were mutually exclusive.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Monitoring flights and calculating and offsetting related emissions
All but one surveyed institution at least partially monitor their members’ air travel and calculate the
resulting emissions. Most participants (59.4% of valid responses) described data collection as either
very difficult or more difficult than easy. Three institutions only have data at the institutional level,
14 can break their data down into departments, institutes, or similar medium levels of the
organization, two into professorships, and 10 into individuals.
What is monitored often depends on what the institutions pays for, a pragmatic solution given the
availability of data on such travel: 26 institutions track student travel paid for by the institution, 30
track paid academic staff travel, and 27 paid guest travel. Travel by executive board/school
leadership is generally monitored (23), as is travel by other staff (24). While the survey did not ask for
specification on these persons’ travel, it can be assumed that it is paid for by the institution.
Additional categories are sometimes included, in particular outgoing student travel for academic
exchanges (10) and student travel for courses that provide credits (14). Some institutions simply
include anything organized (eight for students, eight for academic staff) or required by the institution
(six for students, seven for academic staff). Incoming student travel is rarely monitored (4), and travel
between home/family country and the institution is monitored only in one case and only for staff.
Calculations of greenhouse gas emissions based on travel data are performed in-house in 15 cases
and by an external company in 12 cases, while five institutions employ a mix of both. Most
institutions go beyond CO2 emissions by including non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions, such as water
vapor (13), emissions due to the production and transportation of aircraft fuel (12), and/or additional
global warming induced by fuel combustion at great heights (16). Only four participants said that
their institutions calculate none of the above, although seven were uncertain.
Eleven participants said that their institutions were offsetting, or had been offsetting, at least some
air travel emissions, of which 10 answered further questions regarding offsetting efforts. Six
institutions are offsetting via external projects, one through internal projects, and two via both.
External offsetting projects are always selected based on a quality standard, although specific
standards differ. Only three institutions reported the applied carbon price, with prices ranging from
three to 18 US dollars per ton of CO2.

4.4.2 Efforts to reduce emissions related to air travel
This section covers the 31 institutions in the sample with past or ongoing efforts (other than
monitoring flights and calculating and offsetting related emissions) to reduce emissions related to air
travel, including those without specific policy measures for achieving these reductions.

4.4.2.1 Development, operation, and reception of reduction projects
Only three projects began before 2016. The largest number of projects began in 2019, and several
participants whose institutions already had projects at that time noted that efforts intensified around
this time. The projects were often initiated by several actors at once, often including sustainability
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units (14), leadership (9), students (9), staff (8), individual departments (2), and units devoted to
institutional development (2). Implementation then usually depended on administrative
sustainability units (25) as well as other administrative units, such as the president or travel
reimbursement office (9), or on a specific research unit focused on sustainability (3). The average
number of full-time equivalents devoted to each air travel project is 0.91.
To trace the spread of innovation regarding the reduction of air travel emissions associated with
academic institutions, the participants were asked which other institutions their own institutions had
looked at for inspiration, guidance, or benchmarking when developing their reduction efforts, to
which 22 participants responded. The two American institutions that reported institutional influences
reported only other American institutions, and only one European institution mentioned American
institutions. In Europe, the responses revealed significant international exchange on the matter. Two
institutions appear central to the network, being named by at least six other institutions each: ETH
Zurich (Switzerland) and the University of Edinburgh (UK). In both cases, just over half of the
mentions came from within the same country, perhaps reflecting the predominance of Swiss and UK
institutions in the sample. However, the remaining international mentions indicate that both
institutions exert influence beyond national borders. Utrecht University and the École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne were mentioned thrice each, including by institutions outside their own
countries. Several participants also mentioned the influence of national or international exchange
platforms that bring together interested institutions (https://businesstravelroundtable.ac).
Most participants took the opportunity to report the challenges encountered at their institution in
relation to reducing air travel or the associated emissions. The reports are very diverse, with no
challenges mentioned more than six times. The main challenge is data collection, which reflects the
considerable difficulty of data collection reported in Section 4.4.1. Five participants further named a
lack of resources (time, personnel, or money) as a problem. Four participants, respectively, reported
resistance from academics who worried about negative consequences for their work and/or careers;
conflicts between the goal to fly less and other strategic institutional goals, such as an international
orientation and cost-effective travel; and a lack of support from leadership or the finance
department. Less frequently mentioned challenges include the COVID-19 pandemic, which drained
resources, interrupted travel activity, and thus made empirical evaluation of ongoing reduction
efforts difficult.
Most participants also reported factors that were helpful in the development of their institutions’ air
travel projects. First, the participants described the practices employed by project developers, mostly
related to communication (16 mentions). The importance of continuous, clear communication with a
broad range of stakeholders was highlighted, something that can allegedly be supported by existing
associations in institutions. The participants also reported that it is helpful to provide information on
the impact of air travel and the reasons behind the air travel project, on alternatives to air travel, and
on the financial benefits of reducing air travel. For one sustainability-oriented institution,
emphasizing its responsibility toward sustainability was useful.
Second, the respondents named a variety of beneficial factors external to their projects. Chief among
these is support received from specific units or persons in the institution (12 mentions), usually
leadership (10) as well as other strategically important units, such as Procurement, Finance, or
Sustainability. The existence of role models in the institution (three mentions) can allegedly improve
communication. Seven participants said that bottom-up support from staff and/or students was
helpful; of these, three participants stated that such support had grown over the last few years,
which they associated with media attention to the topic and social movements. Information about
how other institutions are tackling air travel (three mentions) was reported to help in designing a
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new project and generating leverage at one’s own institution. Beyond the negative influence
described above, the COVID-19 pandemic was twice described as helpful because it changed working
practices and thus helped implement changes. Two participants mentioned that additional resources
were devoted to air travel projects, which relates to the challenges posed by a lack of resources, as
discussed earlier.
Overall, the air travel projects were well received, with almost all participants except those who did
not respond at all (6), either indicating that members of their institution responded “rather
positively” (21) or “very positively” (2) to the projects.

4.4.2.2 Reduction targets for emissions related to air travel
Twenty participants indicated that their institutions have reduction targets for air travel or related
emissions, with 18 reporting the target. One target is formulated on a year-by-year basis, one refers
to passenger kilometers, one to the increase in flights (aiming to flatten the curve), one to nonessential flights only, and one only to short-distance flights. The rest appear to refer to total
emissions related to air travel (CO2 or CO2 equivalents). Two participants indicated that their
institutions’ targets apply on top of expected efficiency gains by airlines. Five participants reported
that this is not the case at their institutions, and the others did not comment.
There are eight absolute targets (referring to the institution’s total air travel emissions), aiming for
reductions in the order of 25–50% (mean = 32%). There are three relative targets (referring to air
travel emissions per capita or full-time equivalents) in the order of 10–25%. Almost all participants
who reported targets and one additional participant (n = 18) reported a baseline against which the
reductions are measured. Half are one-year baselines, the others two- or three-year baselines. For
multi-year baselines, the last year of the baseline period is used in the calculations below. Most
baselines (83%) are distributed between 2017 and 2019, two were earlier, and one later. No project
with an absolute target began before 2018, and three of the six projects initiated in 2020 and 2021
have absolute targets. All participants who reported targets and one additional participant (n = 19)
reported a deadline for reaching the target. The deadlines ranged from 2020 to 2035, peaking in
2025 and 2030. Four projects will reach their deadlines between 2020 and 2024. The time difference
between baselines and deadlines varied widely (first quartile = 6 years, second quartile = 10 years,
third quartile = 11 years).
4.4.2.3 Policy measures to reduce emissions related to air travel
This subsection refers only to the 29 surveyed institutions with specific policy measures (beyond
mere flight monitoring and calculating and offsetting of related emissions) planned or in place to
reduce emissions related to air travel. The monitoring and reporting of travel data, and offsetting of
emissions, are nevertheless discussed as policy measures when they are undertaken by these
institutions in addition to de facto reduction measures.
The survey yielded 610 reports on implemented policy measures (reports per measure: min. = 0,
median = 7, max. = 24; reports per institution: min. = 2, median = 21, max. = 39) and 378 reports on
measures that were planned or being implemented (per measure: min. = 0, median = 4, max. = 14;
per institution: min. = 1, median = 9, max. = 33).
Table 4-1 shows the number of successful and planned implementations for the most popular policy
measures, such as official top-down support, recommendations to travel more sustainably, measures
boosting virtual communication, and reporting of travel data. All measures are presented in
Appendix 4B.
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Policy measure
Official commitment from institutional leadership to
reducing emissions from air travel

ASI

Coercive- ImplePlanned
ness
mented

n.a.

Low

24

4

Providing technical support for the use of virtual
communication hardware or software

A

None

22

3

Recommendation to use the most sustainable travel mode
(within reason)

S

Low

19

6

Recommended use of virtual communication in general

A

Low

19

4

Recommended reflection on the necessity of each trip

A

Low

18

7

Recommended use of ground travel options domestically

S

Low

18

4

Recommended use of economy class if flying

I

Low

17

3

Providing state-of-the-art software for virtual
communication

A

None

17

6

Providing training to academic staff in the use of virtual
communication hardware or software

A

None

17

3

Mandatory reporting of air travel (or related emissions)

n.a.

High

16

5

Mandatory monitoring of air travel (or air travel emissions)

n.a.

High

15

6

Institutional guidelines for how to make sustainable travel
decisions (e.g. flowcharts, decision criteria)

ASI

Low

15

11

S

Low

15

7

Recommended use of ground travel options in general

Table 4-1. Overview of most popular policy measures, including Avoid-Shift-Improve (ASI) categories
and coerciveness level.
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When comparing the popularity of the different coerciveness and ASI categories, both absolute
implementation numbers and the mean number of implementations/plans per policy in a category
must be considered to account for the differing number of policies per category. However, for
categories with few measures the mean represents only a rough estimate of the popularity.
Low-coercive measures were implemented more commonly than highly coercive or non-coercive
measures, both in terms of absolute numbers (low-coercive: 271, high-coercive: 87, non-coercive:
252) and the mean number of implementations per measure (low-coercive: 10.42, high-coercive:
4.83, non-coercive: 7.20). Regarding measures that were planned or were currently being
implemented, non-coercive measures were the most prevalent category in absolute terms (167
reports; low-coercive: 167, high-coercive: 55) because this category contains the most policy
measures in this study. However, these measures were second to low-coercive measures in terms of
the mean number of planned/ongoing implementations per policy (low-coercive: 6.00, high-coercive:
3.06, non-coercive: 4.77). High-coercive measures were the least popular category. Only one of 13
reports of failed implementation attempts involved a low-coercive measure (high-coercive: 8, noncoercive: 7).
Avoid measures were the most commonly implemented ASI category, both in terms of absolute
implementations (avoid: 277, shift: 223, improve: 124) and the mean number of implementations
per policy (avoid: 6.93, shift: 5.23, improve: 5.90). These measures were also the most likely to be
planned or currently being implemented, both in absolute numbers (204 reports; avoid: 157,
improve: 99) and the number of planned/ongoing implementations per policy (avoid: mean = 3.93,
shift: 5.23, improve: 4.71). Most reports of failed attempts involved shift measures (10), with two
reports each concerning avoid and improve measures.
Table 4-2 presents the total and per-policy numbers of completed and planned implementations for
each combination of coerciveness level and ASI category. This analysis reveals that low-coercive
avoid and shift measures and non-coercive avoid measures were the most commonly implemented
combinations, both in absolute and relative terms. Low-coercive avoid and shift combination was
also among the combinations with the highest rates of planned and/or ongoing implementations,
along with non-coercive shift measures. Non-coercive improve measures also had a high likelihood of
being planned or currently being implemented, but as this combination includes only four measures,
it was not prominent in absolute numbers.
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Avoid (k = 40)

Shift (k = 39)

Improve (k = 21)

Highcoercive (k
= 18)

k=9
T(i) = 12
T(p) = 15

k = 12
T(i) = 27
T(p) = 28

k=6
T(i) = 21
T(p) = 11

Example:

Limited financial
budget for travel
purposes

Mandatory use of ground travel
options domestically

Forbidding business/first class air travel
except in particular circumstances or for
a small group of people

Lowcoercive (k
= 26)

k = 11
T(i) = 108
T(p) = 81

k = 13
T(i) = 129
T(p) = 92

k = 11
T(i) = 85
T(p) = 57

Example:

Recommended
reflection on the
necessity of each trip

Providing rewards or benefits
(e.g. accommodation upgrades)
to people when using ground
travel options

Recommended extended duration of
trips to maximize benefit

Noncoercive (k
= 35)

k = 20
T(i) = 157
T(p) = 61

k = 14
T(i) = 67
T(p) = 84

k=4
T(i) = 18
T(p) = 31

Example:

Permitting fully virtual
job interviewing

Booking office has to offer
ground travel options

Optional carbon offsetting for air travel

Table 4-2. Distribution of policies, implementation rates, and rates of planned or ongoing
implementation by policy categories.
k = number of policy measures assigned to a category or cell
T(i) = total number of reports on such measures already implemented
T(p) = total number of reports on such measures being planned/currently being implemented
Frequently implemented/planned categories are bold. Note that policy measures may be assigned to
several ASI categories and that seven policy measures are not assigned to any ASI category; however,
each policy is assigned exactly one coerciveness level.
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There were only 13 reports of unsuccessful attempts to implement policy measures. Three
institutions unsuccessfully attempted the establishment of a central booking office. According to the
survey, the only other measures that were unsuccessfully attempted more than once were
mandatory use of a centralized booking office for air travel and making it mandatory for the booking
office to offer ground transport options first (i.e., before air travel options).
Some future trends can be discerned based on responses about which policy measures are planned
or currently being implemented. Among the measures planned/in progress in at least 10 institutions,
two (institutional guidelines for how to make sustainable travel decisions and recommended use of
ground travel options to destinations which can be reached on the ground within a certain time) are
already commonly implemented. Of the others, which are planned more often than implemented,
two concern changes to existing institutional travel policies (amending travel policy/guidelines so
that air travel is no longer mentioned as the first, only, or default option for business trips and
removing or amending previous travel guidelines/policies which require use of the cheapest travel
option). The remaining measures concern different types of information provision (institutional
awareness campaigns about the climate impact of air travel, institutional awareness campaigns
about individual measures to reduce the climate impact of one’s business travel, and providing tools
for comparing different travel options on emissions, time, and/or price).

4.5 Discussion
While previous research has shown that air travel remains somewhat neglected in the sustainability
policies of academic institutions (Glover et al., 2018; Hoolohan et al., 2021), this study reveals
considerable engagement with the issue by a growing group of early institutional adopters. Few
projects were launched before 2016; this timing coincides with the observation by Sahakian, Nagel,
Donzelot, Moynat, and Senn (2021) that sustainability initiatives related to air travel generally began
to appear around 2017, which the authors attributed to changes in media discourse. The fact that
this study records the highest number of new projects in 2019, the year before international travel
was halted by the COVID-19 pandemic, may mean that addressing academic air travel was a growing
trend before the pandemic made the conditions unfavorable for launching travel-related initiatives,
or indeed any new initiative given the strain on resources caused by the pandemic. It remains to be
seen whether this dynamic will pick up again after the pandemic.
The popularity of policy measures aimed at avoiding travel indicates that policymakers are aware of
the need to reduce air travel demand (Bows-Larkin, 2015; Sharmina et al., 2021). However, noncoercive avoid measures were remarkably less likely to be planned for the future than to have
already been implemented. The per-policy overview (Appendix 4B) suggests that this is attributable
to the measures related to virtual communication, as such measures may have been pushed during
the pandemic, leading to a perceived saturation. However, given the enduring shortcomings of
current virtual conferencing systems (Foramitti, Drews, Klein, & Konc, 2021), ongoing investments in
new technologies are important. Beyond technology, academia should also look for new ways of
organizing meetings and other events in virtual environments.
Low-coercive policy measures (particularly behavior recommendations) were preferred to highcoercive measures or non-coercive measures aimed at changing systemic factors at the organization
level. The reluctance to apply more coercive measures is likely due in part to greater implementation
costs (e.g., regarding compliance enforcement). It may also be motivated by the assumption that
more coercive policies enjoy lower support. However, the largest impact on the acceptability of
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aviation policies is whether they are perceived as fair and effective (Larsson et al., 2020), and
coercive measures can enjoy similar popularity as less coercive measures if they target low-cost
behaviors (de Groot & Schuitema, 2012). Indeed, academics show greater support for more coercive
formulations of certain air travel policies related to economy-class travel and short-distance travel
(Kreil, 2021). Therefore, academic institutions aiming to reduce air travel emissions may have room
to implement more coercive measures as long as they adopt an open, transparent, and inclusive
process to ensure procedural fairness.
Commitment from institutional leaders emerged as the most common “measure” reported. This is in
line with the existing literature, which highlights that air travel projects in universities often enjoy
leadership support (De Jonge Akademie, 2020). Many participants reported that this support was an
important beneficial factor, while, conversely, some reported a lack of leadership support as an
obstacle. Both observations highlight the critical importance of this resource (Savvidou, Lambe,
Green, & Zavala, 2020). Perhaps in relation to this finding, a lack of resources devoted to air travel
reduction and conflicts with other institutional strategic goals or policies were reported as
challenges, both in this study and in the wider literature (De Jonge Akademie, 2020; Glover et al.,
2018).
In line with the national studies reviewed in Section 4.2, much policy activity revolved around
encouraging and supporting the substitution of travel by virtual communication, such as video
conferencing, and shifting short-distance air travel to ground-bound transportation, such as railways.
Two future trends are observed: changing existing institutional travel policies, which act as barriers
to more sustainable business travel, and campaigning to raise awareness and disseminate
information regarding the climate impact of academic air travel and possible alternatives. Actions
related to the creation and enforcement of a central booking office appear to be particularly difficult
to implement.
The majority of the participants reported difficulties with data collection, confirming Schmidt’s
(unpublished) observation that data issues are a major obstacle to addressing academic air travel.
Mostly, data cannot be disaggregated well enough to permit a solid understanding of travel patterns
and purposes, as recommended by (Hoolohan et al., 2021). The trips and impacts included in the
calculation vary considerably, which makes emission numbers incomparable across institutions
(Ahonen et al., 2021). Travel by international students and academics between institutions and home
countries is generally excluded. However, such travel can be a large source of emissions (Shields,
2019) and should be included in the estimates of an institution’s air travel emissions, as institutions
actively strategize to recruit international students and staff (Glover, Strengers, & Lewis, 2017).
Many of the institutions in our sample had reduction targets; these are difficult to compare because
of different definitions (Ahonen et al., 2021; Hoolohan et al., 2021). Interestingly, there were several
absolute reduction targets in the sample, with an average of 32% intended reduction. Absolute
targets have been recommended as more ambitious than relative ones (Hoolohan et al., 2021). The
temporal distribution observed suggests a trend toward absolute targets in recent years, although
this may be limited to Switzerland, where five out of the eight institutions with such targets were
located.
Less than a third of the participants reported carbon offsetting for emissions related to air travel at
their institutions, which is less than estimated by a previous study (De Jonge Akademie, 2020).
Therefore, offsetting might be less popular in institutions actively seeking to reduce air travel
emissions than in other institutions, but the co-occurrence of both approaches illustrates that they
are not mutually exclusive in practice.
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Overall, the participants reported that efforts to reduce air travel emissions were met with a positive
response internally. Available empirical data support this impression (Kreil, 2021). Many participants
reported the positive impact of bottom-up support, which seems to have increased in recent years.
These observations lend some weight to the vision of Glover et al. (2018), who suggested that if the
denormalization of academic air travel continues, academic institutions may be able to project an
attractive profile by engaging in stringent actions to reduce air travel emissions.
The COVID-19 pandemic was mentioned by the participants both as a challenge and a boon to their
efforts to reduce air travel emissions. A survey of Swiss academics similarly found that the experience
of increased virtual communication has convinced some academics that academic air travel can be
reduced but led others to the opposite conclusion (Kreil, 2021). Such a mixed picture suggests that
the current disruption in long-distance mobility should not lead academic institutions to discard
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions related to academic air travel; rather, further
commitment is needed to slow and limit the resurgence of travel rates after the pandemic.

4.6 Conclusion
A wide range of policy measures are available (and have been employed by early institutional
adopters in Western Europe and the US) for academic institutions looking to address the climate
impact of their members’ air travel. Especially popular are the measures that focus on virtual
communication to reduce travel activity in general and the measures that encourage shifting mostly
short-distance travel to less carbon-intensive transportation. Coercive measures are relatively
uncommon, but other studies suggest that they may be worth pursuing in the future.
The number of institutions aiming to reduce emissions related to air travel is growing quickly, and
although these institutions face difficulties, such as challenges related to collecting high-quality flight
data, they report relatively positive reactions from their members. The diversity of system
boundaries and calculation procedures make direct comparisons of air travel emissions between
different institutions difficult. The same is true of reduction targets and, consequently, reduction
progress. Greater precision would be useful in identifying the most impactful policy measures. Future
research should focus on evaluating the effectiveness of such policies.
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Appendix 4A: Characteristics of the sampled universities and other higher education
institutions (n = 32)

Number of institutions
By size of student population a
Small (<6500)
Small-Medium (6501-15,899)
Medium-Large (15,900-24,999)
Large (> 25,000)

5
6
7
14

By scope of taught subjects
Full spectrum
Applied sciences
Polytechnic
No natural sciences
Arts
Other specific focus

24
2
2
2
1
1

By THE World Universities Ranking 2021 rank
<50
50-100
101-150
151-200
>200
Not ranked

6
12
4
2
4
4

By annual budget in 1,000,000 $ b
<100
100-1000
1000-2000
>2000
Unknown

2
17
5
6
2

By percentage of international students a
<10%
10-29%
30-49%
>50%

2
17
9
2

a

Information about student count and percentage of international students was taken from the
Times Higher Education World University Ranking 2021 wherever possible, else from the institutions’
websites or annual reports.
b

Financial information was taken from the institutions’ websites, annual reports, or operating
budgets; due to differing availability of this data, the year to which the financial information refers
ranges from 2020 to 2017.
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Appendix 4B: Overview of policy measures for the reduction of air travel related
greenhouse gas emissions in research institutions

Policy measure
Official commitment from institutional leadership to
reducing emissions from air travel

ASI

Coercive- ImplePlanned Tried
ness
mented

n.a.

Low

24

4

0

Providing technical support for the use of virtual
communication hardware or software

A

None

22

3

0

Recommendation to use the most sustainable travel mode
(within reason)

S

Low

19

6

0

Recommended use of virtual communication in general

A

Low

19

4

0

Recommended reflection on the necessity of each trip

A

Low

18

7

0

Recommended use of ground travel options domestically

S

Low

18

4

0

Recommended use of economy class if flying

I

Low

17

3

0

Providing state-of-the-art software for virtual
communication

A

None

17

6

0

Providing training to academic staff in the use of virtual
communication hardware or software

A

None

17

3

0

Mandatory reporting of air travel (or related emissions)

n.a.

High

16

5

0

Mandatory monitoring of air travel (or air travel emissions)

n.a.

High

15

6

0

Institutional guidelines for how to make sustainable travel
decisions (e.g. flowcharts, decision criteria)

ASI

Low

15

11

0

S

Low

15

7

0

n.a.

None

14

5

3

Recommended use of ground travel options to destinations
which can be reached on the ground within a certain time

S

Low

13

10

0

Recommended use of direct flight connections (no stopovers) if flying

I

Low

13

5

0

Forbidding business/first class air travel except in particular
circumstances or for a small group of people

I

High

13

4

0

Providing state-of-the-art hardware for virtual
communication

A

None

13

9

0

Technical support for virtual or hybrid conferences

A

None

13

4

0

Recommended combining of travel purposes into one trip

AI

Low

12

6

0

Institutional awareness campaigns about the climate impact
n.a.
of air travel

None

12

14

0

Recommended use of ground travel when it takes not no
more than a certain amount of time longer than air travel

Low

11

8

0

Recommended use of ground travel options in general
Establishment of a centralized travel booking office

S
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Policy measure

ASI

Coercive- ImplePlanned Tried
ness
mented

Recommended use of ground travel options within a
particular radius

S

Low

11

8

0

Recommended use of virtual communication for specific
purposes

A

Low

11

7

0

Providing funds for additional virtual communication
hardware or software where it is required

A

None

11

4

0

In-house expertise in organizing virtual or hybrid
conferences

A

None

11

4

0

n.a.

High

10

8

2

Amending travel policy/guidelines so that air travel is no
longer mentioned as the first, only, or default option for
business trips

S

None

10

13

0

Permitting one doctorate examiner to attend the
examination virtually

A

None

10

2

0

Permitting people to work remotely when on an extended
business trip

AS

None

10

2

0

Permitting virtual job interviews in the first round

A

None

9

4

0

Recommended extended duration of trips to maximize
benefit

I

Low

8

5

0

Institutional awareness campaigns about individual
measures to reduce the climate impact of one's business
travel

ASI

Low

8

12

0

Assistance for voluntary monitoring of air travel (or air
travel emissions)

n.a.

None

7

3

0

Recommendation to limit field trips and teaching activities
which require air travel

AS

Low

7

8

0

Recommendation to organize conferences virtually

A

Low

7

8

0

Permitting the use of funding for carbon offsetting of air
travel emissions

I

None

7

6

0

Permitting additional time away from the workplace on
business trips

AS

None

7

5

0

Funding additional nights of accommodation when the use
of ground travel requires additional overnight stays

S

None

7

4

0

Cooperation with ground travel providers (e.g., train
services) to secure rebates for institution members

S

None

7

4

1

Booking office has to offer ground travel options

S

None

6

9

1

Support for academic staff or admin staff for booking
ground travel themselves

S

None

6

7

0

Recommendation to students to use ground travel for
exchange programs and similar

S

Low

6

8

0

Mandatory use of a centralized booking office for air travel
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Policy measure

ASI

Coercive- ImplePlanned Tried
ness
mented

Mandatory justification of air travel

AS

High

6

5

0

Recommendation to organize conferences in a hybrid
format

A

Low

6

9

0

Mandatory carbon offsetting for air travel

I

High

5

3

1

Optional carbon offsetting for air travel

I

None

5

4

0

Mandatory use of ground travel options to destinations
which can be reached on the ground within a certain time

S

High

5

1

1

Mandatory use of ground travel options domestically

S

High

5

5

0

Providing tools for comparing different travel options on
emissions, time, and/or price

SI

None

5

10

0

Highlight individuals or groups with significant air travel
emission reductions, low air travel, or who demonstrate
particular efforts toward this goal

ASI

Low

5

8

0

Permitting all doctorate examiners to attend the
examination virtually

A

None

5

6

0

Permitting fully virtual job interviewing

A

None

5

0

0

Funding class upgrades for ground travel options

S

None

5

6

0

Additional funding for virtual or hybrid conferences

A

None

4

1

0

Mandatory use of ground travel options within a particular
radius

S

High

3

5

1

Mandatory use of ground travel when it takes no more than
a certain amount of time longer than air travel

S

High

3

3

1

Booking office has to offer ground trave options first

S

None

2

5

2

Forbidding air travel for specific purposes (e.g., passive
participation in conferences)

AS

High

2

2

0

Monetary penalty to groups for air travel (emissions), e.g.
an internal tax on air travel emissions

ASI

High

2

2

1

Training for booking office staff on how to book ground
travel

S

None

1

5

0

Recommended use of light luggage if flying

I

Low

1

0

0

Limited financial budget for travel purposes

AI

High

1

1

0

Limiting the number of flights in general

AS

High

1

0

0

Providing any of the above to partnering or collaborating
organizations in the Global South

A

None

1

2

0

Removing or amending previous travel guidelines/policies
which require use of the cheapest travel option

SI

None

1

11

0

Reducing the number of members on international boards,
committees, etc.

A

None

1

1

0
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Policy measure

ASI

Coercive- ImplePlanned Tried
ness
mented

Deliberately preferring members from nearby locations for
appointments to boards, committees, etc.

A

None

1

1

0

Providing rewards or benefits (e.g. accommodation
upgrades) to people when using ground travel options

S

Low

1

1

1

Mandatory limits to field trips and teaching activities which
require air travel

AS

High

0

3

1

I

Low

0

1

0

Limited carbon budget for travel purposes

ASI

High

0

1

0

Limiting the number of flights specific purposes

AS

High

0

1

0

Flexible teaching schedules in order to accommodate longer
AS
business trips

None

0

2

0

Assistance with care-giving while people are on an extended
AS
business trip

None

0

1

0

Reorganizing hiring processes in order to decrease bias
towards travel-intensive CVs

A

None

0

1

0

Monetary reward to groups for reducing air travel
(emissions)

ASI

Low

0

1

0

Internal emissions trading scheme for air travel emissions

ASI

High

0

0

0

Recommended use of daytime flights if flying
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5. Contribution II: Bottom-up reaction – Analyzing internal response
to university-level air travel emission reduction
Attitudes toward professional air travel at ETH Zurich, 2020
PUBLISHED REPORT AVAILABLE AT: https://www.researchcollection.ethz.ch/handle/20.500.11850/476594
Agnes S. Kreil 1
1

ETH Zürich, Department of Environmental Systems Science, Transdisciplinarity Lab,
Universitätsstrasse 16, 8092 Zürich, Switzerland. Agnes.kreil@usys.ethz.ch
Twitter: @AgnesKreil

Note: The version given here differs from the published version linked to above. It was adapted to
suit the style of the dissertation, by adding information about standard deviations, an abstract, and
changing several figures into tables. No information was removed or altered with the exception of
Appendices 5B and 5C, which contain the original questionnaires used for this report. Those
appendices are available only at the original place of publication of this report, as linked to above.

Declaration of interests: The author is employed by and enrolled at the institution under study as a
doctorate student.
Abstract
In 2017, ETH Zurich, Switzerland, launched a university-wide project (“Stay grounded, keep
connected”) to reduce air travel emissions from business and student air travel, with reduction goals
coming into effect in 2019 to be achieved by 2025. The design of the project combines top-down
leadership and central coordination and support with decentralized decision processes regarding
reduction goals and measures. This report outlines the internal responses of ETH Zurich members to
the resulting policies and to the policy making process. Two online surveys were conducted among
professors and non-professorial scientific staff members at ETH Zurich in 2020. Based on quantitative
and qualitative data from these surveys, the report covers the discussions surrounding the project at
ETH Zurich, academics’ support of the project and their willingness to fly less in the future, their
concerns about flying less, and their hypothetical support of specific policy measures. It also touches
on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on academics’ views on reducing academic air travel, and
on the perceived impact of the ETH Zurich air travel project on their behavior and attitudes. Taken
together, the findings show a positive internal reception of the ETH Zurich air travel project, but also
show gaps in acceptance between professors and early career researchers, as well as academics’
concerns with which the Eth Zurich air travel project and similar projects in other institutions must
engage.

Keywords: air travel, academic air travel, flying less, business travel, university management,
sustainable campus
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5.1 Introduction: “Stay grounded, keep connected”
In 2017, ETH Zurich launched a project with the goal of reducing the emission of greenhouse gases
caused by the university’s business and study-related air travel. This decision by the ETH Executive
Board was primarily motivated by the raising awareness for the global climate issue after the Paris
climate agreement in 2015. The launch of the project was supported by media attention as well as
students, who requested that ETH Zurich address its air travel related emissions, which at the time
made up about half of the university’s total emissions. Air travel related emissions at ETH Zurich had
been stagnating per full-time equivalent, and growing in absolute numbers, for a decade despite the
university’s efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In the context of rising atmospheric CO2
concentration and growing public concern about climate change, this lack of emission reductions in
the area of air travel was criticized as going against ETH Zurich’s commitment to sustainability.
Because previous attempts to reduce air travel related emissions purely by top-down intervention, or
alternatively by non-binding awareness raising activities, the ETH air travel project, which later
became known under the claim “Stay grounded, keep connected”, was designed to combine topdown requirements by the Executive Board with bottom-up participation of all departments and
administrative units at ETH Zurich. The project was designed and is managed by a project lead
working in the staff of the vice president for infrastructure at ETH Zurich.
In order to improve existing data about the volume of CO2 emitted by air travel at ETH Zurich, a new
monitoring system was set up, which now tracks all flights undertaken by ETH staff and faculty for
professional reasons, as well as students who travel as part of their curriculum, and invited guests
whose travel is paid for by ETH Zurich. The period between 2016 and 2018 was defined as the
baseline period against which reduction goals were to be set. Reduction goals were defined by each
department and administrative unit individually, in order to accommodate the differences in culture
and profiles as well as to maintain autonomy. The manner in which these goals were constructed was
left to each unit, although guidance was provided by the project lead in the form of workshops and
information material. The reduction goals, which fall in the range of 3%-20% and are to be achieved
by 2025, describe the effective reduction of CO2 equivalents attributable to behavior change of ETH
members, excluding carbon offsetting as well as efficiency gains on the part of the aviation industry.
Over the course of the project’s development, the climate impact of air travel has gained traction as
a topic for debate internationally as well as nationally. This applies also to travel habits in the
academic sector, which are increasingly criticized. The measures ETH Zurich has taken to address this
issue in its own backyard have received attention from a growing number of universities worldwide
wishing to join the effort.
This report summarizes the results of two surveys that were carried out in the context of the
doctorate research of Agnes Kreil.

5.2 Survey background and political context
The survey method was chosen for its ability to solicit data from a large number and great diversity
of individuals within ETH Zurich, thus complementing more narrow data sources previously analyzed
in the course of the doctoral research. The surveys aimed to generate material of scientific interest
for the doctoral thesis of Agnes Kreil, as well as feedback with practical significance for ETH Zurich as
a whole, in particular the departments, the Executive Board and the project lead about how the
project “Stay grounded – keep connected” was being received within ETH Zurich, and which concerns
ETH members had in relation to it.
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The first survey, distributed among professors of ETH Zurich, was conducted between 24 February
and 19 March 2020. The second survey, which contained many of the same questions as well as a
few additions and adaptations, was distributed to non-professorial scientific staff of ETH Zurich, and
conducted between 6 and 20 November 2020. The surveys were therefore conducted approximately
three years after the inception of the air travel project, and in the second year of the doctorate
research analyzing it.
Unexpectedly, a major event occurred in between the two surveys: On 11 March, the World Health
Organization proclaimed the COVID-19 pandemic. Only four more responses to the first survey were
collected after this date. While the virus had already emerged in late 2019, public concern in
Switzerland about the country being directly affected was still very limited at the time when most of
the responses to the first survey were collected (24-29 February 2020). There was no reference to
the pandemic in the first survey, and no discernible trend in the data over the runtime of the survey.
In contrast, at the time of the second survey, the pandemic had been a prominent matter of concern
in Switzerland as well as internationally for many months, with drastic impacts on travel patterns by
way of travel restrictions and restrictions on physical meetings. Expecting an impact of this situation
on the survey responses, an open-ended question related to the pandemic was included in the
second survey.
It should also be noted that both surveys were conducted in a time period following more than a
year (at the time of the first survey) of public environmental protest in Switzerland and many other
countries, organized by the grass-roots organization Fridays for Future (Swiss name: Klimastreik).
Among many other topics, air travel – predominantly in the form of tourism – received considerable
criticism by this movement, and was discussed repeatedly in mainstream media during this time,
which may have impacted attitudes toward professional air travel at ETH Zurich.

5.3 Methods
5.3.1 First survey
The first survey was set up as an online questionnaire, which took roughly 10 minutes to complete. It
was completely anonymous, voluntary, and not incentivized in any way. It was emailed to all 678
faculty members with professorial titles who were employed by ETH Zurich at that time.
The full text of the first survey is attached to this report. In short, it contained the following closed
questions:
 demographic information about employment level and organizational unit
 knowledge and approval of the air travel project
 perceived importance of air travel reduction in academia
 frequency of air travel as a topic of conversation with colleagues or students
 impact of the air travel project on personal air travel behavior
 willingness to change personal air travel behavior
 agreement with a selection of pre-identified arguments
 agreement with a selection of pre-identified conclusions to certain arguments
It contained the following open questions:
 approval of the air travel project
 perceived importance of air travel reduction in academia
 arguments about whether or not ETH Zurich should reduce air travel related emissions
 conclusions to certain pre-identified arguments
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5.3.2 Second survey
The second survey was also set up as an online questionnaire, also took roughly 10 minutes to
complete, and was also anonymous, voluntary, and not incentivized in any way. It was distributed via
e-mail to 8323 scientific staff members at ETH Zurich by the Association of Scientific Staff at ETH
(AVETH).
The second survey contained many of the same questions as the first, but was adapted by Agnes Kreil
in collaboration with AVETH to suit the target group and reflect the changed political context during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
The full text of the second survey is attached to this report. In short, it contained the following closed
questions:
 demographic information about employment level, organizational unit, and membership in
AVETH
 pre-pandemic air travel and virtual travel habits
 perceived importance of air travel for one’s academic work
 knowledge and sources of knowledge about the air travel project
 approval of the air travel project
 appropriate reduction measures of the air travel project
 perceived importance of air travel reduction in academia
 impact of the air travel project on personal air travel behavior
 willingness to change personal air travel behavior
 personal worries related to reduced professional air travel
It contained the following open questions:
 approval of the air travel project
 appropriate reduction target for the air travel project
 appropriate reduction measures for the air travel project
 perceived importance of air travel reduction in academia
 previous or intended reduction of one’s own air travel
 impact of COVID-19 on one’s attitude toward professional air travel
 open comment

5.3.3 Treatment of significance tests
Most analyses in this report were performed without guiding hypotheses. The interpretation of
significance tests in the usual way (as rejection of, or failure to reject, a null hypothesis), is therefore
problematic. In particular, as a large number of tests were run in the making of this report,
appropriately interpreting significant test results as evidence that the null hypothesis should be
rejected would require drastic alpha-level corrections to the point where all analyses would be
severely underpowered.
For that reason, this report mostly relies on descriptive analyses. Effect sizes, or the information
necessary to compute them, are reported in order to facilitate future hypothesis-guided research.
However, significance tests are reported throughout this document wherever differences in means
between two or more groups are difficult to gauge through visual and descriptive analysis, for
example due to the confounding influence of department membership. In these cases, the test helps
to describe patterns observed in the data.
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5.4 Samples
This report combines and compares results concerning several different samples. Sample A is made
up of professors who participated in the first survey. Sample B is made up of non-professorial
scientific staff members who participated in the second survey. Samples C and D are made up of
students and professors, respectively, who participated in the second survey although they were not
the main target group. They were excluded from all analyses in this report except where explicitly
mentioned in the respective subsections.
It should be noted that due to differing sampling strategies, Sample A and Sample B overlap in their
target groups in that both include titular professors, who are in Sample A counted among the
professors, in Sample B among the scientific staff. This introduces a challenge in comparing the two
groups, perhaps masking some potential differences.

Department

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
Other
Unknown
Total

Sample A
Responses
(% of Sample A)
7 (4.0%)
4 (2.3%)
8 (4.5%)
6 (3.4%)
7 (4.0%)
18 (10.2%)
7 (4.0%)
6 (3.4%)
10 (5.7%)
13 (7.4%)
11 (6.3%)
13 (7.4%)
9 (5.1%)
11 (6.3%)
19 (10.8%)
23 (13.1%)
0 (0%)
4 (2.3%)
176

Sample B
Responses
(% of Sample B)
16 (3.4%)
9 (1.9%)
17 (3.6%)
20 (4.2%)
16 (3.4%)
34 (7.2%)
15 (3.2%)
22 (4.7%)
15 (3.2%)
15 (3.2%)
12 (2.5%)
23 (4.9%)
19 (4.0%)
22 (4.7%)
22 (4.7%)
46 (9.7%)
2 (0.4%)
148 (31.3%)
473

Sample C
Responses
(% of Sample C)
1 (1.6%)
1 (1.6%)
1 (1.6%)
4 (6.3%)
0 (0%)
6 (9.5%)
2 (3.2%)
4 (6.3%)
3 (4.8%)
3 (4.8%)
6 (9.5%)
6 (9.5%)
1 (1.6%)
4 (6.3%)
3 (4.8%)
5 (7.9%)
0 (0%)
13 (20.6%)
63

Table 5-1. Responses by department for Sample A (professors, first survey), Sample B (scientific staff,
second survey), and Sample C (students, second survey). Department names are anonymized using
arbitrary letters. Department names are anonymized using arbitrary letters.
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5.4.1 Sample A (Professors, first survey)
Sample A is made up of 176 employees of ETH Zurich with a professorial title who participated in the
first survey. Only members with professorial titles were contacted for this survey, and although it
was explicitly permitted to forward the survey link to other members of ETH Zurich, there do not
appear to be non-professorial participants in this sample. 152 participants (86%) indicate that they
are Full/associate/assistant professors. 20 (11%) say they are titular professors. 4 (2%) prefer not to
provide information about their position.
The response rate of 26% is remarkably high considering the high work load of the targeted
demographic and the absence of incentives. The absolute and relative response rates vary
significantly between departments, as does the share of total responses attributed to each
department. However, every department of ETH Zurich is represented in the dataset, along with a
few participants from central organizational units.

5.4.2 Sample B (Scientific staff, second survey)
Sample B is made up of 473 scientific staff members employed at ETH Zurich who participated in the
second survey. Table 5-2 displays the employment categories of the participants. Note that
“postdoc” will hereafter be used as an umbrella term describing all individuals in the category
“Postdoc & Wissenschaftliche*r Assistant*in II”; similarly “Oberassistent*in” will be used as
shorthand for all individuals in the category “Oberassistent*in I+II & Wissenschaftliche*r
Mitarbeiter*in”, and “senior scientist” may sometimes be used as shorthand for all individuals in the
category “Senior scientist (Höhere wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter*in) & Titulary Professor”.
Although the survey link was sent out to all scientific staff members at ETH Zurich, the fact that it was
sent by the president of AVETH, the association of the scientific staff, may have led to a bias favoring
AVETH members. 229 participants (48%) indicate that they are members, 114 (24%) that they are
not, 117 (25%) that they don’t know, 4 (< 1%) prefer not to say, and 9 (2%) skipped the question
entirely.
Although only members of the scientific staff were contacted for the second survey, it was explicitly
permitted to forward the survey link to other members of ETH Zurich. Due to this, 63 students, 23
professors, and 1 technical or administrative staff member also responded. They were excluded from
Sample B and instead form Sample C (students) and Sample D (professors). The single technical or
administrative staff member was excluded from this report.
Thus excluding groups which were not originally contacted for the purpose of the survey, the
response rate is only 5.7%, far lower than in the first survey.
Further, 13 participants in the second study do not provide information about their position at all.
These were included in Sample B as scientific staff based on the assumption that if they had received
an invitation to the survey, the most likely label for them would be scientific staff.
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Employment category
Doctoral student
Postdoc & Wissenschaftliche*r Assistent*in II
Oberassistent*in I+II & Wissenschaftliche*r Mitarbeiter*in
Senior scientist (Höhere wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter*in) & Titulary
Professor
Other
Prefer not to say
No reponse

Responses
(% of Sample B)
269 (56.9%)
95 (20.1%)
65 (13.7%)
34 (7.2%)
5 (1.1%)
3 (< 1%)
13 (2.7%)

Table 5-2. Employment categories in Sample B. Those in the category “other” name their positions as
scientific assistant I, research assistant, lecturer, and intern.

5.4.3 Sample C (Students, second survey)
Sample C consists of the 63 students who participated in the second survey despite not being
specifically contacted for it. It is likely that these students received the survey link from scientific staff
members whom they work with or know personally, and thus represent a particular subgroup of the
student population rather than the student population as a whole. It is also likely that the students,
who were not specifically asked to participate in the survey in the email text, may have had a special
motivation to participate, such as a special interest or investment in the topic of air travel emissions,
or in the ETH Zurich air travel project.

5.4.4 Sample D (Professors, second survey)
Sample D consists of the 23 professors who participated in the second survey despite not being
originally contacted for it. Because they are so few, and suffer from the same heightened risk of selfselection bias as explained above for Sample C, they are not included in this report except in section
5.5.1.1.
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5.5 Results
Please note that as with any data collection based on voluntary participation, there may be a bias in
both samples caused by self-selection. For example, people with favorable attitudes toward the air
travel project, or people who were knowledgeable about the project, may be more likely to respond.
In order to counter a possible knowledge bias, the e-mail text sent along with the survey links, as well
as the information provided on the first page of the survey, was deliberately written to emphasize
that no prior knowledge of the project was required for survey participation, and that a diversity of
opinions was sought. While an opinion bias is possible, it is more likely to be in favor of people with
strong opinions about the air travel project, whether positive or negative, than only in favor of
people with strong positive opinions, as it is expected that people with strong negative opinions
would also be motivated to have their feedback relayed to the project lead.

5.5.1 Impact of COVID-19
5.5.1.1 Comparing Sample A and Sample D
When comparing Sample A (professors, first survey) and Sample B (scientific staff, second survey), it
is difficult to attribute differences to a specific cause, because the samples differ both in their
demographics as well as time-wise: The second survey may have been affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. Because a number of professors participated in the second survey despite not being
contacted for it, it is possible to compare these (Sample D) to the professors from the first survey
(Sample A) in order to estimate the COVID-19 related differences. However, because Sample D is
much smaller than Sample A, making statistical comparison difficult, only large differences could be
identified in this way.
The samples A and D were compared on two key questions (both of which are explored in more
depth in other sections of this report): Their approval of the ETH air travel project, and the
importance they assigned to the issue of air travel reduction in academia. The related statistical
analyses are reported in Appendix 5A.
Descriptively, a small drop over time of less than half a scale point can be observed for both
dependent variables, but no statistically significant differences were detected between the samples
on either of the two dependent variables investigated. However, given the small sample size and
non-normal distribution of the dependent variables, the power of both significance tests is low and a
small effect of the size observed would likely not have been detected by the tests. It is therefore
possible despite the non-significant tests that a time-bound difference exists between the professors
who participated in the first and second survey.
Such a difference might have been caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, but alternatively could be due
to longer exposure to the air travel project, or could be a product of selection bias if professors who
do not perceive the topic as very important and did not approve of the project very much were more
likely than others to wait until the second survey to respond. Except for the last case, which would be
limited to professors, these possible confounding influences form an important caveat to keep in
mind when interpreting the results presented in this report.
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5.5.1.2 Open-ended question about the impact of COVID-19 (Sample B)
In the second survey, participants were asked the open-ended question “Has COVID-19 changed your
views on the issue of greenhouse gas emissions from professional air travel at universities in any
way?” Many simply respond that there was no change, but many others do describe an impact, with
virtual communication clearly being the central theme.
One group says that COVID-19 had a favorable impact, by illustrating that virtual communication is
possible and that some travel can be replaced in that way. Another group says that COVID-19 had a
negative impact, by demonstrating the shortcomings of virtual communication, showing that virtual
communication cannot replace in-person meetings and that travel is in fact necessary in academia.
While overall there are far more reports of improved than deteriorated attitudes toward virtual
communication and travelling less, it seems that these two camps of people are experiencing the
academic sector’s adaptation to the pandemic very differently. Both trends are reported both by
people who say that COVID-19 strengthened their pre-existing beliefs about this issue, and people
who say that COVID-19 changed their mind.
Often, a somewhat mixed perspective is put forth, typically that virtual communication is an effective
tool for certain tasks (such as presentations and certain kinds of meetings), but not for others
(networking in particular is emphasized). The explicit or implicit conclusion is usually that travel
should be maintained for those purposes which cannot be fulfilled using virtual communication.
Experiences of the shortcomings of virtual communication technology are used as a basis not only for
rejecting the idea of reduced air travel, but often also for pin-pointing specific challenges and
suggesting solutions to improve virtual communication in the future. It is also repeatedly pointed out
that the pandemic changed not simply minds, but the conditions under which behavior takes place:
during the pandemic there are more virtual opportunities, virtual communication became socially
acceptable (and in fact obligatory much of the time), people improved their virtual communication
knowledge and skills and the technology was improved. All of this makes it easier not to fly if one
doesn’t want to, as opposed to previous structures that demanded travel independently of people’s
personal attitudes. Several participants express the hope or expectation that these changes would
carry over into the future.
5.5.1.3 Summary
It appears that the COVID-19 pandemic has had both favorable and negative effects for the reduction
of air travel in academia. Although the qualitative data yield more reports of the pandemic improving
people’s attitudes toward air travel reduction than deteriorating them, the quantitative data
indicate, if anything, a small decline of approval for the ETH Zurich air travel project over time, as
well as a small decline in the perceived importance of the topic of air travel emissions in academia.
The data is therefore ultimately inconclusive on this question.
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5.5.2 Air travel related emissions as a topic
5.5.2.1 Perceived importance of the topic3 (Samples A, B, C)
Figure 5-1 displays the distribution of responses given by participants in Sample A (professors, first
survey), Sample B (scientific staff, second survey), and Sample C (students, second survey),
respectively, when asked how important they consider the issue of air travel related greenhouse gas
emissions at universities. The large majority of participants in all groups indicate that this is an
important topic. While interpretation of this result should take into account the possible bias
resulting from the self-selection of participants, this finding indicates that this is a timely issue to
address for ETH Zurich.
Perceived issue importance varies considerably between the departments of ETH Zurich (Table 5-3).
Visual inspection suggests that perceived issue importance differs between professors and scientific
staff in some departments, with professors usually less supportive of the project than scientific staff
(Table 5-3). However, this difference between Sample A (n = 172, Ø = 3.8, SD = 1.20) and Sample B (n
= 464, Ø = 4.0, SD = 1.18) is not statistically significant when testing across all departments (including
participants who do not state their department membership, but excluding participants who selected
“other” due to small subsample size and questionable comparability) with a two-tailed t-test4, t(630)
= -1.379, p = .168. Neither was it detected by an ANOVA correcting for the influence of
interdepartmental differences by including both Sample and department membership as fixed
factors, F(1, 616) = 1,818, p = .178. Therefore, it can’t be concluded that different seniority levels
perceive the importance of greenhouse gas emissions associated with academic air travel differently
across ETH Zürich.
Similarly, when Sample B is broken down further into employment categories, no clear pattern
emerges for perceived issue importance (Table 5-4). Although the students in the sample rate the
importance of the issue particularly high, it is important to keep in mind that the students were not
specifically recruited for the survey, resulting in possible sampling bias (see section 5.4.3). A separate
survey targeting students could illuminate this.

3

Both surveys included very similar questions and response options. The first survey asked “How important do you consider
the issue of greenhouse gas emissions from professional air travel at universities?”, the second asked “How important or
unimportant do you consider the issue of greenhouse gas emissions from professional air travel at universities to be?”
Answer option “Can’t say” from the first survey was again rephrased as “Don’t know” in the second survey, and again, the
second survey, unlike the first, allowed participants to skip the question.
4 The sample size was here considered sufficient to make the t-test robust to the skewed dependent variable. For the
ANOVA, the case is less clear given the many groups created by the 16 departments; however, ANOVA has the ability to
include department membership in its model. For that reason, the results of both tests are reported.
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How important or unimportant do you consider
the issue of greenhouse gas emissions from
professional air travel at universities to be?
44%
Very important

39%
32%
37%
40%
40%

More important than
unimportant
Neither important nor
unimportant

5%
4%
8%

More unimportant than
important

8%
8%

12%
3%

Very unimportant

7%
6%

0%
0%
0%

Skipped question

3%
2%
2%

Can't say
0%

20%
Students

40%
Scientific Staff

60%

80%

100%

Professors

Figure 5-1. This figure shows what percentage of participants within in Sample A (professors,
first survey, N = 176), Sample B (scientific staff, second survey, N = 473), and Sample C (students,
second survey, N = 63) selected each given response concerning the importance of the issue of
academic air travel emissions.
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Department

Mean Professors

SD Professors

P
O
A
M
J
L
C
F
G
N
K
E
D
B
Q
H

3
3,18
3,33
3,38
3,5
3,64
3,75
3,8
3,86
3,89
4
4
4,17
4,33
4,43
4,60

1,41
1,47
1,21
0,87
1,18
1,29
1,58
1,1
1,07
1,17
1,28
1
0,41
4,33
0,9
0,55

Mean Scientific
Staff
3,48
3,36
3,75
4,35
3,93
3,67
4,29
3,91
3,67
3,84
3,86
4,13
4,21
4,25
4,5
4,14

SD Scienific Staff
1,08
1,5
1,44
0,88
1,16
1,37
0,47
1,2
1,35
1,12
1,3
1,36
1,03
1,03
0,89
1,25

Table 5-3. Average importance ratings among professors (Sample A, first survey, n = 168) and
scientific staff (Sample B, second survey, n = 317) for each department, and associated standard
deviations. Department names are anonymized using arbitrary letters. Notably, the 145 scientific
staff who do not state their department membership have a mean score of 3.93, while the 4
professors who say they prefer not to state their department membership score only 2.75 on
average. Note that the displayed values may be distorted for some departments with a small number
of participants.

Group
Professors (Sample A)
Senior Scientists & Titular Professors
Oberassistent*innen
Postdocs
Doctorate students
Students (Sample C)

Mean
3,81
3,94
4,06
3,77
4,01
4,15

SD
1,2
1,15
1,22
1,24
1,16
1,06

Table 5-4. Average perceived importance of the issue of greenhouse gas emissions caused by
academic air travel, and corresponding standard deviations, combining Samples A, B, and C. Senior
scientists and titular professors (n = 34), Oberassistent*innen (n = 65), postdocs (n = 92), and
doctorate students (n = 263) are all drawn from Sample B. Professors (n = 172) are drawn only from
Sample A, students from Sample C (n = 61).
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5.5.2.2 Prevalence in conversation (Sample A)
In the first study only, participants were asked how often they had discussed the issue of greenhouse
gas emissions from academic air travel, and/or the ETH Zurich air travel project, with others at ETH
Zurich during the past two months. Most report that they did talk about this, most often 1-2 times
(Figure 5-2). Once again, there are remarkable differences between departments (Figure 5-3): On
one end of the spectrum, in some departments up to 54% of respondents indicate that they did not
speak about the topic at all, opposed to 0% of respondents from another department. This shows
that the debate about air travel, as well as the ETH air travel project, is not occurring evenly across
the different departments.

Within the past two months, how often have you spoken
with other people at ETH (colleagues, students, ...) about
the ETH air travel project and/or about the issue of
greenhouse gas emissions from professional air travel at
universities?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

35%

30%

23%

21%
20%

10%

11%

6-10 times

More than 10 times

10%

0%
Never

1-2 times

3-5 times

Figure 5-2. This figure shows what percentage of participants in Sample A (professors, first
survey, n = 173) selected each given response concerning how often they had spoken about the topic
of air travel emissions and/or the ETH Zurich air travel project with other people at ETH Zurich. One
participant preferred not to answer the question, two participants can’t say.
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Within the past two months, how often have you spoken with
other people at ETH (colleagues, students, ...) about the ETH air
travel project and/or about the issue of greenhouse gas
emissions from professional air travel at universities?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

54%

50%

50%

46%
38%

40%

29%

30%

28%
20%

20%

17%

17%

14%

14%

13%

12%

11%

10%

8%
0%

0%
O

B

L

C

G

P

J

D

K

A

E

Q

F

N

M

H

Figure 5-3. Percentage of professors (Sample A, first survey) from each department
(compared to the department total) who say they did not speak about emissions associated with
academic air travel or about the ETH air travel project to another person at ETH Zurich within the
past two months prior to participating in the survey. Department names are anonymized using
arbitrary letters.
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5.5.2.3 Arguments for and against reducing professional air travel (Sample A)
Prior to the surveys, case study research had been conducted by Agnes Kreil in the course of her
doctorate project, seeking to chart the content and structure of the air travel debate at ETH Zurich.
Over a period of a year and a half, diverse data sources had been collected and analyzed in relation
to this debate, and various arguments about the reasons, necessity, consequences, risks, and
meaning of air travel in academic work had been isolated. Among other aims, the first survey was
designed to quantify levels of agreement with each argument; to test whether the arguments had
been reconstructed appropriately; and to give all professorial faculty at ETH Zurich a chance to add
arguments which had so far been overlooked, thereby simultaneously checking and improving the
completeness of the analysis. These arguments presented by members of ETH Zurich about whether
or not professional academic air travel should be reduced, as well as levels of agreement with each
argument among professors according to this survey, are the focus of a scholarly article written by
Agnes S. Kreil, entitled “Does Flying Less Harm Academic Work? Arguments and Assumptions about
Reducing Air Travel in Academia”.5
5.5.2.4 Summary
The majority of participants consider air travel related greenhouse gas emissions in academia an
important topic, with some difference between departments, and possible divergence between
professors and scientific staff in some, but not all, departments. While only a minority report not
having discussed the topic with others at ETH Zurich within the two weeks prior to participating in
the survey, indicating that it is a frequent topic of conversation within the institution, this debate
seems to be occurring very unevenly across the departments.

5.5.3 Reception of the ETH Zurich air travel project
5.5.3.1 Familiarity with the project6 (Samples A, B, C)
Among the professors polled in the first survey (Sample A), 162 (92% of Sample A total) had heard of
the ETH Zurich air travel project already. While this is a good result for the project, there seem to be
large differences between the departments: While all participants from some departments are
familiar with the project, in two other departments as many as 38% and 50%, respectively, do not
know about it. This may be a statistical artifact owing to the small number of participants from these
departments, but may also hint at a need for the air travel project to communicate more intensely
with these departments. So far, information about the project has been distributed through specified
contact persons, and the heterogeneity of knowledge about the project may indicate that not all
departments have made the same efforts to pass on this information to their faculty. If this is the
case, interested faculty may not be getting a chance to participate in the debate or to affect the
design of the air travel project.
5

See Contribution III in this dissertation.
The question text differed slightly between the two surveys. First survey (Sample A): “Before this survey, have you heard
of the ETH air travel project which aims to reduce ETH greenhouse gas emissions?” Second survey (Sample B): “Before this
survey, had you heard of the ETH Zurich air travel project (“Stay grounded, keep connected”), which aims to reduce ETH
Zurich’s greenhouse gas emissions?” It is unlikely that this created a difference between the surveys, as the project in
question was clearly defined on the first page of the survey, as well as in the e-mail by which survey respondents were
recruited. Also, the second survey included the answer option “Don’t know”, which was not included in the first survey, and
participants in the second survey also had the option to skip this question. It is unlikely that this created a notable
difference between the surveys, as only 9 participants in the second survey (2% of Sample B) chose “Don’t know”, and 8
participants (2%) skipped the question.
6
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Among the scientific staff polled in the second survey (Sample B), 8 participants in Sample B skipped
the question, and 9 say they don’t know (neither of these options was available to participants in the
first survey). 259 (57% of the participants who gave valid responses to the question, excluding
missing and “don’t know” responses) had heard of the ETH Zurich air travel project already before
the survey. Project knowledge is similarly low in all employment categories within Sample B with the
exception of the senior scientists/titular professors, who are re more likely to have heard of the
project according to visual inspection (Table 5-5). Scientific staff, especially more junior members,
are therefore less well informed about the air travel project than professors; this pattern is visible in
each department (Figure 5-4). Again, there are large differences between the departments: In some,
as many as 75% or 79% of all participants who gave valid answers knew about the project; on the
other end of the spectrum are 25% and 33%.
One department in particular shows very high levels of familiarity with the project both in Sample A
and Sample B, while another shows very low familiarity levels in both samples, probably indicating
different communication strategies in these departments. Familiarity levels of professors and
scientific staff in each department are moderately correlated (r = .379), but due to the small number
of departments (n = 16), it is uncertain whether this indicates shared causes for professors’ and
scientific staff members’ project knowledge in different departments, or is merely a statistical
artefact.
Among the students who responded to the second survey unprompted (Sample C), only 15 (24% of
Sample C total) had heard of the ETH Zurich air travel project already. This number is more likely to
overestimate than underestimate true levels of project knowledge in the student population,
because those students who received the survey link from a scientific staff member evidently
entertain communication channels with ETH Zurich researchers, and may also have obtained project
information in this way. Indeed 5 students (8% of Sample C) say that they learned about the project
from a superior or colleague, although the most common source of information among the students,
too, is e-mails from ETH or from one’s department (5 individuals, 8% of Sample C).
Participants in the first survey (Sample A) were asked also how often they had spoken to others at
ETH Zurich about the topic of greenhouse gas emissions from academic air travel, and/or the ETH
Zurich air travel project (see section 5.5.2.2), within the two weeks prior to participating in the
survey. Naturally, on an individual level, there is an association between having spoken about the
topic recently and being familiar with the project (χ2(1) = 5.479, p = .019, n = 173). On a department
level, the percentage of participants from each department who had not spoken about the topic
recently, and the percentage of participants from that department who had not previously known
about the ETH Zurich air travel project, are also strongly correlated (r = .623, p = .010). However, as
above, the small number of departments (n = 16) makes it impossible to tell whether this correlation
reflects a true association or is a statistical artifact. A true association would underline the
importance of maintaining a conversation about this topic in each department to ensure that
knowledge about the project spreads, and is passed on to new department members.
In the second survey (Sample B), those who already knew about the project were asked where they
learned about it. Participants could give more than one response. The most frequently named source
of information is an e-mail from ETH or one’s department (115; 24% of Sample B), followed by being
informed by a colleague (61; 13%), one’s superior (55; 12%), ETH-internal news outlets (32; 7%),
social media of ETH or AVETH (27; 6%), and attending an information event (22; 5%). 24 people (5%)
name another source, such as the departmental conference (4), external media (3), and the
ETH/project website (3). 22 people (5%) say they don’t know.
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Before this survey, had you heard of the ETH [Zurich] air travel
project [(“Stay grounded, keep connected”)], which aims to
reduce ETH Zurich’s greenhouse gas emissions?
100%

100%
90%

86%

82%

89%

91%

90%

94%

92%

60%

63%
50%

63%

62%

50%

47%

50%

100%

100%

100%

100%

79%

80%
70%

100%

95%

65%

75%

64%
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50%

47%
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Figure 5-4. Percentage of participants per department who knew about the ETH Zurich air
travel project before the survey in Sample A (professors, first survey, n = 176) and Sample B
(scientific staff, second survey, n = 456). Percentages are calculated as “Yes” responses divided by
“Yes” and “No” responses; “I don’t know” and missing responses, which were only allowed in the
second survey, are excluded from the department total used to calculate the percentages in order to
facilitate comparison between the samples. Department names are anonymized using arbitrary
letters. Note that the displayed values may be distorted for some departments with a small number
of participants.

Employment category
Doctoral student
Postdoc & Wissenschaftliche*r Assistant*in II
Oberassistent*in I+II & Wissenschaftliche*r
Mitarbeiter*in
Senior scientist (Höhere wissenschaftliche
Mitarbeiter*in) & Titulary Professor

N (% of employment
category)
149 (57%)
53 (56%)
34 (53%)
24 (71%)

Table 5-5. Absolute number and percentage of participants in each employment category within
Sample B who say they were already aware of the ETH Zurich air travel project before the survey
(calculated as “Yes” responses divided by “Yes” and “No” answers; “I don’t know” and missing
responses are excluded in order to facilitate comparison with Figure 5-4).
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5.5.3.2 Project approval7 (Samples A, B, C)
Average project approval differs between departments (Table 5-6), with some departments scoring
as high as 4.5 out of 5, while one department in particular scores notably lower than the rest (only
2.74 out of 5).
Figure 5-5 displays the levels of approval of the ETH Zurich air travel project as indicated by
participants in Sample A, Sample B, and Sample C, respectively. The large majority of participants
indicate approval of the project. While interpretation of this result should take into account the
possible pro-project bias resulting from the self-selection of participants, it is a very positive result for
the project.
There is no significant association between having heard of the project before the survey (see section
5.5.3.1) and project approval, neither in a two-tailed t-test8 across all departments [t(583) = 1.016, p
= .310] nor in an ANOVA with department membership added as a second independent variable [F(1,
566) = 1.287, p = .257]. Both of these analyses included participants who did not state their
department membership, but excluded those who indicated “other” as their department
membership due to small sample size and questionable comparability, thus resulting in a sample of
173 participants previously unfamiliar with the project (Ø = 4.2, SD = 1.05) and 411 participants
already familiar with the project (Ø = 4.1, SD = 1.15).
Visual inspection shows that while the distribution of approval ratings is clearly skewed towards high
project approval in all samples, this is much more strongly the case for the scientific staff compared
to the professors (Figure 5-5). Accordingly, visual inspection suggests that average approval levels of
professors (Sample A) are higher than those of scientific staff members (Table 5-7). This difference
between Sample A (n = 167, Ø = 3.8, SD = 1.23) and Sample B (n = 430, Ø = 4.3, SD = 1.05) is
statistically significant when testing across all departments with a two-tailed t-test9, t(595) = -4.915, p
= < .001. It remains significant in an ANOVA with the same specifications, except for the addition of
department membership as a second independent variable to control for the confounding influence
of interdepartmental differences, F(1, 579) = 23.901, p < .001. Therefore it can be concluded that
professors and scientific staff perceive the ETH Zürich air travel project differently. Interestingly, this
difference is not due to perceived importance, which is equal between the groups (see section
5.5.2.1). It may instead be that non-professorial scientific staff are more willing to accept
interference with their work patterns on the part of their institution.
Notably, the two departments with the lowest average approval ratings among professors (Sample A)
are also the two departments with the largest divergence between professors (Sample A) and
scientific staff, with the scientific staff much more in favor of the project (Table 5-6). This indicates
that whatever factors caused these departments to score very low on project approval in the first
survey are limited to professors. However, the observed difference between Samples A and B across
ETH Zurich is not merely attributable to these two departments, since it remains highly significant

7

The question text differed very slightly between the two surveys. First survey (Sample A): “Do you approve of the ETH air
travel project?” Second survey (Sample B): “Do you approve of the ETH Zurich air travel project?” It is unlikely that this
created a difference between the surveys, as the project in question was clearly defined on the first page of the survey, as
well as in the e-mail by which survey respondents were recruited. Also, the answer option “Can’t say” from the first survey
was changed to “Don’t know” in the second survey, and the second survey, unlike the first, allowed participants to skip the
question.
8 The sample size was here considered sufficient to make the t-test robust to the skewed dependent variable. For the
ANOVA, the case is less clear given the many groups created by the 16 departments; however, ANOVA has the ability to
include department membership in its model. For that reason, the results of both tests are reported for joint interpretation.
9 See above. Inclusion/exclusion criteria also as above.
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when these departments are excluded from the analysis, t(536) = -3.029, p = .003 (Sample A in this
scenario: n = 139, Ø = 4.0, SD = 1.15; Sample B: n = 399, Ø = 4.3, SD = 1.05).
Visual inspection suggests that even within the scientific staff, different seniority levels may exhibit
different degrees of support for the project, with approval generally decreasing further up the
seniority ladder (Table 5-7). However, even the sub-groups with the lowest mean approval ratings
(senior scientists, Oberassistent*innen, and titular professors; combined n = 90, Ø = 4.2, SD = 1.20)
show significantly higher approval than professors (Sample A) in a two-tailed t-test10 across all
departments, t(255) = -2.427, p = .016. Therefore, the observed difference between professors and
scientific staff is not merely due to a difference between professors and postdocs/doctorate
students. Regarding differences between other seniority levels within the scientific staff, there is no
significant difference between postdocs/doctorate students (n = 329, Ø = 4.3, SD = 0.99) and
Oberassistent*innen/senior scientists/titular professors (specifications as above), t(417) = 1.181, p =
.238. Although information about the student sample is included in Table 5-7 for reference, this is
not further explored here due to likely sampling bias in this population (see section 5.4.3).
These findings shine a new light on the frequently argued necessity to protect the travel
opportunities and thereby the career prospects of early career researchers and students, which has
been a common topic in the debate surrounding the air travel project at ETH Zurich. It seems that the
early career researchers are in fact more open to a reduction of professional air travel in academia
than their seniors, and although professors may be motivated by a genuine desire to protect the
interests of early career researchers, it may be useful to engage in dialogue with early career
researchers about this issue and their stake in it. That said, some scientific staff members in the
studied sample do specifically point out the necessity to attend to the special needs of early career
researchers, and to make certain that early career researchers aren’t disadvantaged relative to
professors when it comes to travel.

10

See above. Inclusion/exclusion criteria also as above.
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Department

Mean Professors

SD Professors

P
L
O
F
J
A
G
N
K
C
H
E
M
B
Q
D

2,74
3,44
3,55
3,76
3,78
3,80
3,86
3,89
3,92
4,00
4,00
4,14
4,31
4,33
4,41
4,50

1,28
1,13
1,39
1,30
1,20
1,10
0,38
1,45
1,19
1,41
1,26
0,90
0,95
0,58
1,05
0,55

Mean Scientific
Staff
4,33
4,30
3,85
4,19
4,33
4,33
4,07
4,59
4,25
4,63
4,32
4,31
4,45
4,44
4,69
4,33

SD Scientific
Staff
0,80
1,34
1,35
1,08
0,89
0,90
1,07
0,63
1,36
0,62
1,13
1,01
1,15
0,73
0,73
1,08

Table 5-6. Average approval ratings and corresponding standard deviations among professors
(Sample A, first survey, n = 163) and scientific staff (Sample B, second survey, n = 297) for each
department. Department names are anonymized using arbitrary letters. Note that the displayed
values may be distorted for some departments with a small number of participants.
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Do you approve of the ETH [Zürich] air travel
project?
52%
53%

Strongly approve
Approve somewhat

23%
3%
7%

Neither approve nor disapprove

0%

Disapprove somewhat

36%

11%

5%
8%

2%
3%

Strongly disapprove

32%
29%

8%

2%
1%
1%

Prefer not to say/Skip question
Can't say/Don't know²

8%
5%
0%

10%

13%

20%

Students

30%

40%

Scientific Staff

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Professors

Figure 5-5. This figure shows what percentage of participants in Sample A (professors, first
survey, N = 176), Sample B (scientific staff, second survey, N = 473), and Sample C (students, second
survey, N = 63) selected each given response concerning whether they approved of the ETH Zurich air
travel project.

Group
Professors (Sample A)
Senior Scientists
Oberassistent*innen
Postdocs
Doctorate students
Students (Sample C)

Mean
3,80
4,18
4,17
4,34
4,33
4,52

SD
1,23
1,21
1,22
0,98
1,00
0,75

Table 5-7. Average approval of the ETH Zurich air travel project among participants in each level of
seniority. This table combines data from Samples A (professors, first survey, n = 167), B (scientific
staff, second survey, n = 430), and C (students, second survey, n = 54). Sample B is further split into
senior scientists and titular professors (n = 33), Oberassistent*innen (n = 59), postdocs (n = 86), and
doctorate students (n = 247). Professors are drawn only from Sample A; the professors in Sample D
show even lower average approval of only 3.32.
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5.5.3.3 Summary
The ETH Zurich air travel project appears to have been received well within the institution, with some
variation between the departments, and with scientific staff indicating greater project approval than
professors.
While the professors in the first survey are well informed about the project, the senior scientists and
titular professors in the second survey are less so, the lower-ranking scientific staff members even
less, and few students know about the project at all. This pattern reflects a lack of debate
surrounding the topic within some departments, and shows that reaching students and nonprofessorial scientific staff poses a challenge. Further emphasizing the role of these debates, word of
mouth accounts for the second and third most common pathway in which people first learned about
the air travel project, surpassed only by direct e-mails from ETH Zurich or one’s own department.

5.5.4 Suggestions for the ETH Zurich air travel project
5.5.4.1 Reduction targets at the department level (Sample B)

In the second survey only, participants were asked which reduction target they would find
appropriate for their own department to pursue by 2025. Figure 5-6 displays the distribution of the
335 valid responses in Sample B (scientific staff). One response, “500%”, was removed from the
analysis. Responses indicating ‘a value larger than x’, were recoded as ‘x’. Responses indicating a
range were recoded as the mean of the range. “o or even increase if necessary” was recoded as 0.
Other answers, which were removed from the analysis, include “minimum”, “as much as necessary”,
“as much as possible”, “eliminate air travel where other options are available”, and “I think there
should be a target emission rate, rather than a percentage reduction”.
The median across all departments is 50%, a much more ambitious target than the overall 11% (or
22%, if the annual efficiency gains of the airlines are not counted towards the achieved reduction;
this complexity was not reflected in the survey questions) defined by the departments in the ETH
Zurich air travel project to date. While this data may be biased if a particular interest group was more
likely to participate in the survey, this is still a large difference worth noting. Department means
range from 35% to 59% (Table 5-8); since the most ambitious department goal in the ETH Zurich air
travel project is 20% reduction, this means that the average suggested reduction targets of Sample B
consistently exceed actual targets in all departments. Suggested and actually declared targets are
significantly and moderately correlated among the departments (r = .560, p = .024), but the small
number of departments makes it impossible to determine whether this reflects a true association or
is statistical artefact. A true association would indicate that although the reduction targets were
largely decided by the professors of each department, they do to some degree reflect or influence
the views of the scientific staff (albeit being less ambitious than the targets suggested by scientific
staff members).
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In your opinion, by how many percent should your department reduce
its air travel related greenhouse gas emissions by 2025 compared to a
baseline of 2016-2018?

Figure 5-6. Distribution of suggested reduction targets in Sample B in absolute numbers of
responses per target value. n = 335.
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Department
H
O
L
K
C
G
P
A
J
F
E
M
N
B
Q

Mean
56,0
36,9
38,1
38,5
42,3
43,8
43,8
48,0
48,0
50,4
50,5
53,0
54,0
54,6
58,9

SD
19,08
24,13
28,28
25,80
22,79
23,73
24,78
27,77
31,54
27,80
29,12
17,11
20,59
32,08
24,30

Table 5-8. Average suggested reduction targets for each department (n = 231), and corresponding
standard deviations. Department names are anonymized using arbitrary letters.
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5.5.4.2 Policy endorsement at the department level (Sample B)
In the second survey, participants were asked whether they would support the implementation of
any out of a selection of 20 policies to reduce air travel related emissions in their department. These
policies were selected to represent a wide range of possible interventions with differing levels of
stringency and controversy, as well as different mechanisms of change, and different areas of focus.
Participants were asked to select any policies they would support in a multiple choice question. Due
to this setup, it is not possible to differentiate whether a particular participant would not support a
certain policy, or simply skipped the question; both cases are counted as no support in the following
analyses.
Table 5-9 displays the percentage of participants per department who indicate support of each given
policy. On one hand, the table clearly shows that some policies which are little approved across most
departments nevertheless enjoy above-average support in individual departments, advising a closer
look at each department’s unique profile if the results from this report are to be used for future
policy making. On the other hand, the endorsement pattern of each department correlates strongly
with the overall pattern with a correlation coefficient of at least r = .73, meaning that there are large
commonalities between the departments.
By far the most well-liked measure overall among the scientific staff is mandatory ground travel
within Switzerland (84% support), followed by mandatory ground travel for trips shorter than a
specific (though not specified in the question) duration (74%), and funding first class train travel for
long train trips (62%).
The least liked policy is carbon budgets for flights per group per year based on previous years (23%);
some open-ended answers suggest that this may in part be because, unlike per-person
budgets/limits, per-group policies are seen as open to exploitation, where more senior members
could “use up” the group allowance and none is left for more junior group members.
Other little-liked policies are recommended economy class seats (26%), carbon offsetting (27%),
giving awards for emission reductions (27%), and a carbon fund (28%). The lack of support for carbon
offsetting in particular is interesting given that the majority of departments did decide to offset their
air travel related greenhouse gas emissions.
In the case of economy class travel, a main issue is clearly with the lack of stringency, for a much
higher percentage of participants support mandatory economy class air travel (52%). Similarly, while
a ban on air travel within a certain travel time is widely supported, the less stringent equivalent of
only recommending ground travel for trips shorter than a specific duration is considerably less
popular (44%). It thus seems that stringent measures are considered acceptable, and even preferable
to laxer variants, when the behavior in question is considered unnecessary and alternatives are
readily available. Several participants explicitly state as much, although the opposite opinion (that
everything should be voluntary) is also voiced.
In the case of the policy “Changes in curriculum to reduce student flights (e.g. choosing less distant
excursion destinations)” it seems relevant to consider the views of the student participants (Sample
C, second survey). 44% of participants in this group support the policy, a relatively similar percentage
as in Sample B. However, it should be noted once again that the student sample was not
systematically recruited, and is thus more likely to suffer from selection bias than the other samples.
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5.5.4.3 Qualitative responses (All samples)
Numerous participants used the opportunity provided by the open-ended answers in both surveys to
raise criticism of the ETH Zurich air travel project, as well as to offer suggestions for improving it. The
qualitative responses, while not discussed in this report, were anonymized and in that form
forwarded to the project lead in order to enable organizational learning.
5.5.4.4 Summary
The scientific staff suggest much more ambitious reduction targets to their own departments than
the targets actually set out by those departments. Another interesting mismatch between the official
policies and the views of Sample B is that the scientific staff count carbon offsetting among the least
favored policies, along with recommending (rather than mandatory) economy class seats in case of
air travel, and group-level carbon budgets based on emissions in previous years. In contrast, bans on
short-haul air travel (especially domestic) emerge as the most favored policies, receiving aboveaverage levels of support in every department.
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Mandatory ground travel (e.g. train) within Switzerland except
in justified cases
Mandatory ground travel (e.g. train) to destinations reachable
within a certain travel time on the ground
Funding first class train travel for long train trips
Investment in infrastructure for virtual communication
Minimizing the number of in person job interviews with
previous rounds conducted virtually
Mandatory economy class seats except in justified cases
Carbon tax (to be paid to the department by groups depending
on the CO2 emitted by their air travel)
Investment in support for virtual communication

68

79

88

87

80

73

89

84

82

83

91

75

89

87

94

85

45
45
64
41
68
50
45
32

65
65
47
47
50
47
35
38

50
75
56
56
63
63
25
63

67
40
53
40
47
33
73
47

73
47
47
60
53
53
33
20

45
32
59
45
45
32
59
41

56
44
44
33
56
44
56
44

42
42
58
63
47
42
42
37

68
73
50
41
50
55
45
36

58

33

33

50

42

33

50

25

74

78

48

65

57

52

48

48

69

50

56

56

56

56

44

44

63

76

61

57

59

57

39

41

67

67

80

67

40

40

67

60

82

71

76

41

53

53

53

41

40

25

40

55

60

50

55

65

75

84

62
57
54
52
51
48
44
40

71

D

73

C

85

J

63

Q

87

E

75

M

64

L

74

P

67

N

59

B

80

O

87

K

81

G

71

A

68

F

74

H

Table 5-9. Percentage of participants per department who indicate that they would support each measure in their department
(calculated as “tick” responses divided by total). Department names are anonymized using arbitrary letters. Cells highlighted in
blue contain low percentages, cells highlighted in red contain high percentages. Table continues on the next page.

Recommended ground travel to destinations reachable within a
certain travel time on the ground
Assistance in booking the most carbon efficient flight

All
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Recommended ground travel to destinations reachable
within a certain travel time on the ground
Changes in curriculum to reduce student flights (e.g.
choosing less distant excursion destinations)
Recommended use of decision guidelines for which flights
are necessary
Mandatory limit on flights per person per year except in
justified cases
Organized reflection on hiring processes which privilege
frequent flying academics
Recommended limit on flights per person per year
Carbon fund (each group pays the same amount of money
into a pool each year; the money is redistributed to the
groups based on their emission reductions that year)
Department internal award for largest emission reduction
Carbon offsetting (licenses purchased from an external
company)
Recommended economy class seats
Carbon budget for flights per group per year based on
previous years

44

45

35

25

73

33

59

56

42

45

50

48

44

39

67

53

25

35
33
32
32
28

27
27
26
23

18
36
55
27
27

9
23
18
18

21
38
24
32
21

29
18
29
29

19
44
38
31
19

38
19
31
38

33
7
40
40
40

40
40
47
27

33
40
47
33
33

27
33
33
27

23
14
18
23
18

18
18
14
18

44
33
33
44
33

56
22
22
11

53
32
16
26
16

26
16
16
5

41
14
23
41
9

9
18
41
18

33

25

42

33

50

17

8

25

33

57

48

43

26

22

39

39

26

22

50

38

38

44

44

38

50

31

31

30

43

35

22

28

24

30

13

20

27

40

40

47

33

20

7

40

33

65

35

24

41

35

41

47

24

29

30

15

35

20

35

20

50

55

35

65

D

41

C

47

J

52

Q

31

E

35

M

33

L

23

P

21

N

44

B

27

O

47

K

27

G

25

A

35

F

50

H

39

All
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5.5.5 Reported behavior and related constructs
5.5.5.1 Factual air travel behavior and related emissions
Great efforts have been undertaken over the last years within the context of the ETH Zurich air travel
project in order to quantify the factual air travel of ETH members (professors, scientific staff,
students, and administrative/technical staff), and the related greenhouse gas emissions. Those
efforts are not the focus of this report, which instead covers self-reported behavior and similar
subjective constructs. The interested reader is directed rather toward the project website
(www.ethz.ch/airtravel), where relevant data will be published periodically.
5.5.5.2 Self-reported previous air travel (Sample B)
In the second survey, participants were asked if they flew for their work at ETH Zurich at all in 2018
or 2019. This time frame of reference was chosen in order to clearly exclude the influence of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Participants could respond “yes”, “no”, “don’t know”, and “prefer not to say”.
The question was intended not as an objective measure by which to extrapolate to air travel volume
across ETH Zurich, but rather to describe the sample, to allow more detailed analysis and
interpretation of subsequent questions about behavior change, and especially to ease participant
resistance to the subsequent question “Are you personally willing to reduce your own professional
air travel (compared to pre-COVID-19 levels) in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and/or in
order to comply with the ETH Zurich air travel project?” In the first survey, many participants used
open-ended answer fields to state that they found that question difficult to answer, or rather felt
that the proposed response options didn’t do them justice, because they had in fact already reduced
their air travel, or already flew very little. Therefore, in the second survey, they were given a
dedicated space to describe their (lack of) previous air travel.
268 participants in Sample B report having flown for work in the reference period, 193 report not
having done so, 2 say they don’t know, 1 prefer not to say, and 9 didn’t answer the question. This
means that at least 41% of participants in Sample B did not fly for work in the two years before the
pandemic (and at least 57% had). Because no data is currently available on the distribution of flights
between members of ETH Zurich, no direct inference can be made about whether Sample B is
representative of ETH Zurich on this variable. However, in the following I compare the data for each
seniority level to distribution data from a study by Ciers et al. (2018) at EPFL, the other federal
university in Switzerland which is similar to ETH Zurich in many regards.
Among the doctorate students, 45% say they did not fly for work at ETH during the two-year
reference period (“don’t know” or other missing responses included in the total). Ciers et al. (2018)
report that the doctorate students in their study took roughly 0.5 annual air trips, which would mean
roughly 1 annual air trip during a two-year period comparable to the reference period in this survey.
This data would be reconcilable with the sample characteristics in this study, if the remaining 55% of
doctorate students had taken on average about 1.8 air trips within the reference period. However,
this comparison is complicated by the fact that many doctorate students would not have been
employed at ETH Zurich yet during the reference period, and several participants explicitly state that
this made the question difficult to answer for them. While it was expected that such participants
would leave the question blank, this appears not to have happened since only 9 participants did so,
which is much lower than the expected rate of first- or second-year doctorate students in the
sample.
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Among the postdocs, 39% say they did not fly for their work at ETH Zurich during the two-year
reference period (“don’t know” or other missing responses included in the total). Ciers et al. (2018)
found that postdocs took approximately 0.9 annual flights on average, amounting to 1.8 average
flights in a two-year period. In order to reconcile this with the characteristics of Sample B, the
remaining 61% of the postdocs in Sample B would have to have flown on average 3 times during the
reference period.
Among the Oberassistent*innen, a category that did not exist in Ciers et al.’s (2018) study, 39% say
they did not fly for their work at ETH Zurich during the two-year reference period (no “don’t know”
or other missing responses in this subgroup).
Among the senior scientists and titular professors, 18% say they did not fly for their work at ETH
Zurich during the two-year reference period (no “don’t know” or other missing responses in this
subgroup). Ciers et al. (2018) found that senior scientists took approximately 2 annual flights on
average, amounting to 4 average flights in a two-year period. In order to reconcile this with the
characteristics of Sample B, the remaining 82% of the senior scientists, titular professors, and
Oberassistent*innen would have to have flown on average 4.9 times during the reference period.
Visual inspection suggests that whether one used to fly for work during the reference period may be
related to the importance one assigns to the topic of academic air travel (Table 5-10), as well as to
one’s approval of the ETH Zurich air travel project (Table 5-11). However, both the sign and
magnitude of this difference vary greatly between the departments. Statistical tests were conducted
in order to assess these effects across ETH Zurich:
Regarding perceived issue importance, a two-tailed t-test11 comparing participants who report having
flown for work during the reference period (n = 263, Ø = 3.8, SD = 1.20) to those who report not
having flown (n = 187, Ø = 4.2, SD = 1.14) across all departments detected a significant difference
between both groups, t(448) = -2.687, p = .007. This analysis included participants who did not state
their department membership, but not those who listed “other” as their department membership,
and not those who gave responses other than “yes” or “no” when asked about their flights during
reference period. An ANOVA with the same specifications and inclusion/exclusion criteria, but adding
department membership as a second independent variable in order to control for the confounding
influence of interdepartmental differences, confirms this, F(1, 432) = 7.243, p = .007. Thus it can be
concluded that scientific staff members who report having flown for their work at ETH Zurich during
the reference period assign smaller importance to the issue of greenhouse gas emissions caused by
academic air travel than those who report not having flown.
Regarding project approval, another two-tailed t-test12 was conducted also comparing participants
who report having flown for work during the reference period (n = 252, Ø = 4.2, SD = 1.09) to those
who report not having flown (n = 169, Ø = 4.5, SD = 0.94) across all departments, once again
including participants who did not state their department membership, but not those who listed
“other” as their department membership, and excluding those who gave responses other than “yes”
or “no” when asked about their flights during reference period. The test detected a significant
difference between both groups, t(393) = -2.408, p = .017. An ANOVA with the same specifications
and inclusion/exclusion criteria, but adding department membership as a second independent
variable in order to control for the confounding influence of interdepartmental differences,
confirmed this, F(1, 403) = 5.306, p = .022. Thus it can be concluded that scientific staff members
11

The sample size was here considered sufficient to make the t-test robust to the skewed dependent variable. For the
ANOVA, the case is less clear given the many groups created by the 16 departments; however, ANOVA has the ability to
include department membership in its model. For that reason, the results of both tests are reported for joint interpretation.
12 See above.
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who report having flown for their work at ETH Zurich during the reference period are less supportive
of the ETH Zurich air travel project than those who report not having flown.

Department
K

Mean Did fly
3,29

SD Did fly
1,48

Mean Didn't fly
4,43

SD Didn’t fly
0,70

G

3,36

1,37

4,50

0,50

M

4,13

0,96

4,75

0,43

P

3,25

1,34

3,78

1,34

D

4,00

1,26

4,44

0,66

H

4,00

1,41

4,30

0,90

Q

4,38

0,86

4,67

0,89

F

3,80

1,23

4,08

1,25

O

3,25

1,42

3,50

1,50

C

4,27

0,45

4,33

0,47

E

4,13

1,27

4,13

1,36

N

3,89

1,10

3,80

1,08

J

4,00

1,10

3,90

1,14

A

4,25

0,43

3,33

1,70

B

4,50

0,70

3,50

1,50

L

4,25

0,43

2,50

1,66

Table 5-10. Average importance ratings (and corresponding standard deviations) per department for
participants in Sample B (scientific staff, second survey) who report having flown for their work at
ETH Zurich in the period 2018-2019 (n = 178) and for participants who report not having done so (n =
136). Departments are ordered from top to bottom according to the magnitude and sign of the
difference in means between the groups. Department names are anonymized using arbitrary letters.
Note that the displayed values may be distorted for some departments with a small number of
participants in at least one condition (in particular B, L, J, G).
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K

Mean Did fly
3,50

SD Did fly
1,64

Mean Didn't fly
5,00

SD Didn’t Fly
0,43

G

3,82

1,03

5,00

0,43

J

3,80

1,17

4,60

0,49

M

4,23

1,36

4,86

0,50

C

4,45

0,66

5,00

0,37

P

4,17

0,99

4,56

0,99

N

4,33

0,67

4,71

0,70

E

4,25

0,97

4,38

0,99

Q

4,57

0,75

4,61

1,30

H

4,33

1,18

4,30

1,00

D

4,40

0,80

4,25

1,36

F

4,26

1,14

4,08

1,12

O

4,00

1,36

3,67

1,73

A

4,71

0,60

4,17

0,69

B

4,57

0,49

4,00

1,00

L

4,86

0,50

3,00

1,92

Table 5-11. Average approval ratings per department for participants in Sample B (scientific staff,
second survey) who report having flown for their work at ETH Zurich in the period 2018-2019 (n =
171) and for participants who report not having done so (n = 123). Departments are ordered from
top to bottom according to the magnitude and sign of the difference in means between the groups.
Department names are anonymized using arbitrary letters. Note that the displayed values may be
distorted for some departments with a small number of participants in at least one condition (in
particular G, C, J, B, L).
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5.5.5.3 Perceived importance of air travel for one’s own work (Sample B)
In the second survey only, participants were asked how important or unimportant they considered
air travel to be for their work at ETH Zurich. They responded on a scale from 1 (very unimportant) to
5 (very important). Overall, the average rating is 3.11. Figure 5-7 displays the distribution of
responses to this question in Sample B, split by whether participants indicated that they flew for their
work at ETH Zurich in 2018-2019, or that they did not (see section 5.5.5.2). When taken together, the
overall distribution of responses reveals a bimodal distribution. Unsurprisingly, a two-tailed t-test13
comparing those participants who gave non-missing responses to this question and who also report
having flown (n = 265, Ø = 3.4, SD = 1.21) or not having flown (n = 180, Ø = 2.6, SD = 1.27) detected a
significant difference between the groups, t(443) = 6.699, p < .001, so it can be concluded that those
who report having flown during the reference period assign greater importance to their own flights
than those who report not having flown.

How important or unimportant do you consider
air travel to be for your work at ETH Zürich?
22%

Very important

8%
33%

More important than unimportant

20%
18%
17%

Neither important nor unimportant

20%

More unimportant than important

27%
6%

Very unimportant

21%

0%
0%

Skipped question

1%

Can't say

7%
0%

10%

20%
Did fly

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Didn't fly

Figure 5-7. Distribution of responses in Sample B (scientific staff, second survey), split by
whether participants report that they flew for their work at ETH Zurich in 2018-2019. Percentages
refer to the percentage of those participants in Sample B who either did or did not fly that also
selected the given response (ndid fly = 268, Ødid fly = 3.4; ndidn’t fly = 193, Ødidn’t fly = 2.7).
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See above.
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5.5.5.4 Self-reported past use of videoconferencing (Sample B)
In the second survey, participants were asked if they had attended a virtual
conference/symposium/networking event related to their work at ETH Zurich in 2019 (before the
COVID-19 pandemic). Participants could respond “yes” (124 responses), “no” (331 responses), and
“don’t know” (10 responses). 8 participants didn’t answer at all. This means that overall, at least 26%
participated in such a virtual event in 2019 (and at least 70% did not). The percentage of virtual event
participation varies somewhat between the levels of seniority (doctorate students: 22%, postdocs:
33%, Oberassistent*innen: 29%, senior scientists & titular professors: 35%). Interpretation of these
numbers should take into account that due to high turnover rates, higher proportion of doctorate
students than participants at other levels of seniority may not have been employed at ETH Zurich in
2019 yet, which may bring down the overall percentage of videoconference participation in that
group compared to the others.
Overall, there is no significant association between self reported past use of videoconferencing and
self-reported past air travel, Χ2(2, N = 461) = .028, p = .952.
While this question was included in the survey merely to describe the sample and to enable a clearer
understanding of responses to other questions about behavior change, the responses may be helpful
for upcoming investigations about the long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on virtual
conferencing habits of ETH Zurich members.
5.5.5.5 Behavior change before the ETH Zurich air travel project (Sample B)
In the second survey, participants were asked if they had already reduced their professional air travel
for environmental reasons before they learned about the ETH Zurich air travel project. They could
respond “yes” (222 responses), “no” (108 responses), “don’t know” (14 responses), or “question
doesn’t apply” (128 responses), as well as skip the question (1 participant). This question was added
because four participants in the first survey mentioned such efforts in open answer fields without
being prompted, and it was suspected that unless people were given a specific place to report past
behavior change that had taken place before the ETH Zurich air travel project, this might introduce
noise to other questions about behavior change due to the project, and willingness for future
behavior change.
Excluding those who say that this question does not apply to them – for example because they were
not yet employed long enough in an academic profession before learning of the ETH Zurich air travel
project - at least 64% of the participants in Sample B (scientific staff) already made efforts to reduce
their professional air travel before learning of the ETH Zurich air travel project (and at least 31% did
not). This is a surprisingly high number, even when considering possible self-selection bias or social
desirability bias.
5.5.5.6 Willingness to change behavior in the future (Samples A and B)
Participants were asked whether they would be personally willing to reduce their own professional
air travel in the future. The question text and response options differed somewhat for this question:
 In the first survey, the question text was “Are you personally willing to reduce your own
professional air travel in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and/or in order to comply
with the ETH Zurich air travel project?”, with response options “Yes”, “No”, “Yes, by the following
amount (in percent, not binding):”, “Can’t say”, and “Prefer not to say”.
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In the second survey, it was adapted to “Are you personally willing to reduce your own
professional air travel (compared to pre-COVID-19 levels) in order to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and/or in order to comply with the ETH Zurich air travel project?”. Response options
were “No”, “Yes”, “Yes, by the following amount (in percent, not binding):”, “Don’t know”, and
“Prefer not to say”, and participants could skip the question.
Also, participants in the second survey, unlike those in the first survey, were asked this question
following other questions about their past air travel during 2018-2019, the importance they assigned
to air travel for their job at ETH Zurich, and any past air travel reductions they may have made before
learning about the ETH Zurich air travel project. The questions, although similar, thus occurred in a
rather different context, and therefore I warn against direct comparison.
Out of the 176 participants in Sample A (professors, first survey), 138 (78%) indicate that they are
willing to reduce their own air travel. 26 (15%) say that they are unwilling. 11 (6%) say that they can’t
say, and one participant preferred not to answer the question. Notably, of those who do not say that
they are willing to reduce (including those who did not respond, who say that they can’t say, and
who say that they are unwilling to reduce), 4 participants note unprompted elsewhere in the survey
(see section 5.4.6) that they already reduced their air travel in the past. Therefore only 19% of all
participants do not indicate either past or intended future reduction efforts.
Of those participants in Sample A who do say that they are willing to reduce, 50% (n = 69) note
unprompted elsewhere in the survey (see section 5.4.6) that they already reduced their air travel in
the past. This finding shows that past reductions do not preclude future reductions – a large group of
participants are planning to reduce their air travel further despite having already reduced. In fact,
those who already reduced in the past are more likely than others to be willing to reduce further:
95% of this group say that they are willing to reduce their air travel, compared to only 67% among
those who do not say that they had already reduced in the past. 28 of those who say they are willing
to reduce also indicate by which percentage they would be willing to reduce, with values ranging
from 10% to 80% (Ø = 34%).
There is some variation regarding willingness to reduce one’s business air travel between the
departments (Figure 5-8). One department, which already stood out with a particularly low average
approval of the ETH air travel project, again stands out with singularly low willingness to change
among professors.
Out of the 473 participants in Sample B (scientific staff, second survey), 368 (78%) indicate that they
are willing to reduce their air travel in the future. 30 of these give a percentage by which they would
be willing to reduce, with values ranging from 10% to 100% (Ø = 61%). 67 participants (14%) say they
are unwilling to reduce, 31 (7%) say they do not know, 4 (< 1%) prefer not to say, and 3 (< 1%)
skipped the question or were recoded as missing values due to inconsistent responses.14
Participants in Sample B were also asked whether they had flown for their work at ETH Zurich in
2018-2019 (see section 5.5.5.2), making it possible to test for an association between business air
travel habits and willingness to reduce one’s professional air travel. Participants who did not respond
either “yes” or “no” to the question about past air travel were excluded from this analysis.
Unsurprisingly, past business air travel and willingness to fly less are significantly associated (X²(1,
n=425) = 9.642, p = .001), with a higher percentage of those who travelled in the past being unwilling
to reduce in the future.
Willingness to reduce one’s professional air travel is also associated with having already reduced
before hearing about the ETH air travel project (X²(1, n = 311) = 40.929, p < .001) in Sample B, with a
14

Two participants selected “Yes, by the following amount”, only to state that they do not fly at all. Therefore they can’t
reduce further, and were not subsumed under “yes” responses in this section.
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higher percentage of those who had already reduced in the past also being willing to do so in the
future. This question was not asked in the first survey.
Willingness to reduce also differs significantly (X²(2, n = 357) = 14.194, p = .001) between people who
respond in different ways to the question whether the ETH air travel project has impacted them
personally (see section 5.5.5.7), with the highest percentage of reported willingness to reduce one’s
behavior among those who report that they are already flying less because of the project (Figure 59). All of these results confirm the observation above, regarding Sample A, that reported past
behavior change does not preclude reported willingness to change one’s behavior in the future, but
rather seems to predict it.
Finally, according to a Mann-Whitney-U test (U = 6572, z = -5.639, p < .001), participants in Sample B
who report being willing to reduce their professional air travel (n = 354, Ø = 2.9, SD = 1.23) are more
likely than 50% to assign lower importance to air travel for their own work than those who report
being unwilling to do so (n = 65, Ø = 3.9, SD = 1.34).
Belonging to any particular level of seniority within the scientific staff (Sample B) is not significantly
associated willingness to reduce one’s professional air travel.
The size of Sample B did not permit comparing the relevance of these different predictors by
applying a binary logistical regression. However, since many of these variables share some variance,
it must be assumed that some of them owe the statistical association with willingness to change
one’s behavior not to a causal relationship, but rather to the mediating effect of one or more of the
other variables, or perhaps of other variables which were not measured in this study.
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Are you personally willing to reduce your own professional air
travel [(compared to pre-COVID-19 levels)] in order to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and/or in order to comply with the
ETH Zurich air travel project?
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Figure 5-8. Percentage of participants from each department who say that they are willing to
reduce their own air travel (calculated as “yes” and “yes, by the following amount:” responses
divided by sample total, which includes “don’t know”, “can’t say”, “prefer not to say” and missing
responses). Results are presented separately for professors (Sample A, first survey, n = 160) and
scientific staff (Sample B, second survey, n = 295). However, caution must be applied when
comparing the samples to each other, because the question and response options were phrased
differently in the two surveys, and occurred in a different context due to different preceding
questions.
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Has the ETH [Zurich] air travel project influenced the
frequency of your own professional air travel so far?
111
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No, I fly as much as before

I fly as much as before, but
because of the project I think
about it more/differently
not willing

Yes, because of the project I fly
less than before

willing

Figure 5-9. Absolute number of participants in Sample B (n = 257) who are willing to reduce
their own professional air travel, compared to those who are unwilling to do so. No percentages are
given to avoid confusion, since a large number of participants who report they would be willing to fly
less in the future (40%) also say that they don’t know if the project has impacted them. The results
are displayed separately for participants who say that the ETH Zurich air travel project has caused
them to fly less than before, those who say that the project has caused them to think about air travel
more or differently than before but not to fly less, and those who say that the project has not
impacted them (see section 5.5.5.7). The small number of participants who say that the project has
caused them to fly more are not included here.
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5.5.5.7 Project impact (Samples A and B)
Participants were asked how they (and, in the first survey, their group members) were affected by
the ETH Zurich air travel project.15 It must be noted that participants in the second survey, unlike
those in the first survey, were asked this question following other questions about their past air
travel during 2018-2019, the importance they assigned to air travel for their job at ETH Zurich, and
any past air travel reductions they may have made before learning about the ETH Zurich air travel
project. The questions thus occurred in a rather different context, and therefore I warn against direct
comparison. In particular, the response options “No, I fly as much as before” and “I fly as much as
before, but because of the project I think about it more/differently” may have caused less resistance
in the second survey because participants who perceive their air travel as infrequent were able to
state so in earlier questions, and may thus have found it easier to select these options without
feeling that their efforts to reduce air travel were being overlooked.
Participants in Sample A (professors, first survey) were asked not only about the project’s impact on
their own professional air travel, but were also presented an almost identical question inquiring
about the effects on the members of their groups. In both cases, about a third of those who gave
valid responses to the question (or 25% of Sample A in total) indicate no change, another third report
a change in thinking but no behavior change, and the last third report a behavior change toward less
flying. One person says that they fly more because of the project (Figure 5-10). “Invalid responses”
here include those who say they prefer not to answer (1 participant when asked about impact on
themselves, 1 participant when asked about one’s own group), and those who can’t say (18 when
asked about themselves, 43 when asked about their group).
Figure 5-11 displays the distribution of responses in Sample B. Almost two thirds out of those who
gave valid responses to the question (35.9% of the whole sample) report no impact of the project. A
fifth of those who gave valid responses (10.8% of Sample B in total) report a change in thinking but
no behavior change, another fifth (11.4% of Sample B) report a reduction in air travel, and two
participants say that they fly more now because of the project. “Invalid responses” here include the 7
participants who skipped the questions, 168 who say they don’t know, and 21 who say they prefer
not to answer. Compared to Sample A, the participants in Sample B report a much smaller overall
impact of the project on themselves, and are much more likely to say that they do not know if the
project affected them. Even when looking only at those who had already heard of the project before
the survey, 48.6%16 of those who gave valid responses to the question indicate no impact on
themselves, as do 57.1%17 among those who gave valid responses to the question and who report
having flown during the reference period 2018-2019. Therefore it does not appear that the smaller
impact of the ETH Zurich air travel project on the scientific staff compared to professors is only due
to lower project awareness or lower frequency of professional air travel in that group. A possible
explanation could be that the scientific staff were already more sensitized to the topic of greenhouse
gas emissions caused by academic air travel before the project, and therefore perceive a smaller
impact of the project on themselves. This is, however, speculative.

15

The question text and response options differed very slightly for this question. In the first survey, the question text was
“Has the ETH air travel project influenced the frequency of your own professional air travel so far?”; in the second survey,
this was specified as “… the ETH Zurich air travel project”. Also, the response option “Can’t say” from the first survey was
rephrased as “Don’t know” in the second survey.
16

Note that this percentage refers only to those participants who gave a valid response to this question, not to the total
sample, unlike other percentages in this paragraph.
17 Note that this percentage refers only to those participants who gave a valid response to this question, not to the total
sample, unlike other percentages in this paragraph.
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Has the ETH air travel project influenced the frequency of your
own/your research group members' professional air travel so
far? (Sample A)
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before
but because of the project I/they fly less than before I/they fly more than before
I/they think about it
more/differently
Impact on self

Impact on group members

Figure 5-10. Self-reported impact of the ETH air travel project on one’s own travel behavior
(reported by n = 157 participants) as well as that of one’s research group (reported by n = 132
participants) in Sample A (professors, first survey). Percentages refer to the Sample A total (N=176);
they do not add up to 100% because some participants did not respond to these question. Absolute
numbers are used as a scale rather than percentages to facilitate comparison with Figure 5-9.

Has the ETH air travel project influenced the frequency of your
professional air travel so far? (Sample B)
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Figure 5-11. Self-reported impact of the ETH air travel project on one’s own travel behavior
in Sample B (scientific staff, second survey, n = 277). Percentages refer to the Sample B total (N=473);
they do not add up to 100% because some participants didn’t answer this question. Absolute
numbers are used as a scale rather than percentages to facilitate comparison with Figure 5-9.
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5.5.5.8 Worries about potential consequences of flying less (Sample B)
In the second survey only, participants were asked whether they worried about any out of a selection
of 8 potential consequences of reducing their own professional air travel. These consequences were
selected based on the author’s experience with the air travel discourse at ETH Zurich, with the aim to
represent a wide range of worries while including expected chief concerns. Participants were asked
to select any consequences they worried about in a multiple choice question. Due to this setup, it is
not possible to differentiate whether a particular participant does not worry about a certain
potential consequence, or simply skipped it; both cases are counted as an absence of worry in this
section.
Figure 5-12 displays the percentage of participants per department who indicate that they worry
about each potential consequence. With the exception of senior scientists and titular professors, the
hierarchy of concerns is mostly the same for all seniorities, and absolute percentages do not differ
drastically either. Senior scientists and titular professors, who have already built a reputation and a
career for themselves, are not as worried about reducing their chances to have a successful future
career, and more worried about not being perceived as an expert in their field.
Missing opportunities to build personal relationships with people working elsewhere is, predictably,
the chief concern among all seniority groups. Other concerns which were brought up by participants
(max. 3), excluding some which are mostly synonymous with those listed in the survey, include
missing out on fieldwork, missing out on intercultural learning (both in terms of national culture and
lab/work culture), and not being able to publish without attending conferences in certain disciplines.
Only a small number of people (8.5%) are not worried about any of the listed potential
consequences, and also do not report any other concerns18. This number is much smaller than the
number of those who support the ETH Zurich air travel project, consider the topic of greenhouse gas
emissions from professional air travel in academia important, are willing to change their behavior in
the future, or report already having changed their behavior in the past. It is therefore clear that those
who support action on academic air travel or become active themselves do not act out of a lack of
concern, but in fact share the concerns of those who disapprove of the same changes and appear to
weigh these concerns against graver ones, most likely regarding climate change.
The percentage of people who are not worried about any of the listed potential consequences, and
do not report any other concerns, is also much smaller than the percentage of people who report not
having flown for their work at ETH Zurich during the reference period 2018-2019, at every level of
seniority. In fact, even out of those who report not having flown during the reference period, only
10.9% say that they are not worried about any of the listed potential consequences. This shows that
even those who fly very rarely for professional academic purposes are still concerned about potential
negative consequences for themselves should they fly even less.

18

There are 7 further participants who did not select any response options, including „none of the above”. These were not
added to the number of people who selected “none of the above”. They were, however, included in the total used to
calculate all percentages in this section.
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Do you worry about any of the following as potential
consequences if you reduced your professional air travel?
Violating the obligations defined in your job profile
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Figure 5-12. Percentage of participants who selected each potential consequence of flying
less, split by level of seniority. Because this was an obligatory question, all (sub)sample sizes are
equal to those reported in section 5.4.2 where the composition of Sample B is described.
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5.5.5.9 Summary

Among professors as well as scientific staff, a rather high percentage of participants indicate that
theyaere willing to reduce their own professional air travel in the future. These are often individuals
who also say that they already reduced their air travel in the past (either due to the ETH Zurich air
travel project or other reasons), or – in the case of the scientific staff – that they did not fly at all for
their work during 2018-2019. This indicates that the members of ETH Zurich are involved in an
ongoing process of behavior change, rather than one that is entirely in the past or entirely
anticipated. Some of this change is attributed by the participants to the ETH Zurich air travel project,
although the scientific staff consider themselves less affected by the project than the professors.
Moreover, a substantial percentage of participants, especially professors, report that while their
behavior has not been affected by the project, they have been encouraged to think differently about
this behavior.
The importance assigned to air travel for the participants’ own jobs (among the scientific staff) shows
a slightly bimodal distribution, with one group who considers travel rather important and another
one of the opposite opinion. Those who assign greater importance to travel for their work are more
likely to have flown for work during the reference period, and are less likely willing to reduce their
professional air travel in the future.
Among the scientific staff, missing opportunities to build personal relationships with people working
elsewhere is the chief concern associated with reduced professional air travel. This finding echoes
the common perception that in-person meetings are required for networking purposes especially
(see section 5.5.1.2).
Use of videoconferencing is relatively low among the scientific staff, a result which will be interesting
to revisit in the period following the COVID-19 pandemic.

5.6 Conclusions
Overall, the results of both surveys show that the majority of the members of ETH Zurich consider
the topic of greenhouse gases associated with academic air travel important, approve of the ETH air
travel project, and are willing to reduce their own professional air travel in order to reduce
greenhouse gases.
If the self-report of ETH members is to be believed, the ETH Zurich air travel project has already had a
measurable impact on the choices as well as the views of ETH’s scientific staff and professors. These
are positive results for the project, and encouraging to other institutions who may wish to implement
similar air travel policies.
An especially useful contribution to such efforts, as well as to future development at ETH Zurich,
might be found in the overview of the popularity of different policies provided here, in which the
different departments of ETH Zurich may to some degree reflect the specific cultures and needs of
different disciplines. It is interesting to note as well that the scientific staff suggest considerably more
ambitious reduction targets to their departments than those departments have proclaimed.
The varying levels of knowledge about the project between departments, as well as the increasing
lack of project awareness further down the seniority ladder, suggests that increased communication
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efforts about the project, especially targeting early career researchers, may be useful to ensure that
all of ETH Zurich is involved in this long-term change process.
Unsurprisingly, this report once again emphasizes that fears around not being able to build strong
connections with colleagues and other key partners internationally are central to discussions about
reducing air travel in academia for ecological reasons. Such fears are not the domain of those who
resist change, but are shared by the vast majority of participants in this survey. The significance of
this, for academics, existential concern calls for a serious engagement with the ways in which
communication and cooperation really occur between people, and especially within scientific
communities, and an honest and creative re-examination of possible new approaches to networking
in academia.
Another point worth emphasizing in this report is the position of doctorate students and postdocs in
this debate. It is frequently argued that early career scientists in particular need professional air
travel, and must be protected from pressure to reduce it, and indeed doctorate students and
postdocs in this study voice some concerns about the potential of some policies to harm their career
progression. However, it should also be noted that the doctorate students and postdocs in this study
show especially strong support for the ETH Zurich air travel project, indicating that as long as
reductions are distributed fairly across the seniorities, early career scientists are not limited to a role
of special vulnerability to air travel reduction, but may instead be important agents of change.
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Appendix 5A: Statistical analyses related to COVID-19
This appendix describes in detail the statistical tests comparing Sample A (professors, first survey) to
Sample D (professors, second survey) in order to detect any time-bound differences, such as may
have been created by the unfolding of the COVID-19 pandemic in between the two surveys.
The statistical significance tests reported in this section are exceptional within this report in that they
test clear null hypotheses (that Samples A and D do not differ in regard to project approval and
perceived issue importance). However, it must be noted that this hypothesis is here investigated not
in its own right, but only to inform interpretation of the subsequent results presented in the report.
The surveys were not designed to investigate the impact of the pandemic, and the small size of
sample D means that small difference between the two time periods due to the pandemic couldn’t
be detected with a reasonable power using this data. Still, comparing Samples A and D improves
understanding of the data on which this report is based, and to what degree the pandemic may
affect findings.
Regarding project approval, both samples received almost exactly the same question text and answer
options.19 Participants who said they can’t or prefer not to answer were excluded from this analysis,
leaving 167 cases in Sample A (Ø = 3.8, SD = 1.23) and 22 cases in Sample D (Ø = 3.3, SD = 1.62). The
descriptive difference in means is 0.48, half a scale point on the five-point answer scale used for this
question. The median in both samples is 4. As project approval is heavily skewed (see section
5.5.2.3), and the small size of sample D was thought to compromise the robustness of a t-test to this
skewedness, a two-tailed Mann-Whitney-U test was employed, which did not detect a significant
difference between Samples A and D at a confidence level of 0.95 (U = 1582, z = -1.107, approximate
p = .268). Because the shapes of the distributions of project approval within each sample are
dissimilar, this result must be interpreted such that values from neither sample have a probability
greater than 50% to be larger than values from the other. This test, however, is estimated to have
low post hoc power of around 30%.
In order to ensure that a possible difference between the samples was not being masked by
differences between the 16 departments of ETH Zurich, the empirical data from Sample D were
tested against hypothetical data (D*) which could have been expected given that there was no
difference between the samples. In this hypothetical dataset, the empirical value for each individual
from Sample D was replaced with the average value for that individual’s department from the first
survey (Sample A), rounded to the nearest scale point. The values of the 7 individuals in Sample D
who do not provide a department affiliation were replaced with the total sample average from the
first survey (Sample A), rounded to the nearest scale point. The mean of this estimated dataset D*
was 3.591; the mean of the empirical data therefore differs from that of the estimated data by 0.273,
approximately one third of a scale point on the five-point response scale used for this question. The
median in both samples was 4. Again, because the dependent variable was very skewed and the
small sample size compromised the robustness of a t-test to this skewedness, a two-tailed MannWhitney-U test was employed to compare samples D and D*, which did not detect a significant
difference at a confidence level of .95 (U = 235.5, z = -.162, approximate p = .871). Because the
shapes of the distributions of project approval within each sample were dissimilar, this result must
be interpreted such that values from neither sample have a probability greater than 50% to be larger
1

The question text differed very slightly between the two surveys. First survey (Sample A): “Do you approve of the ETH air
travel project?” Second survey (Sample B): “Do you approve of the ETH Zurich air travel project?” It is unlikely that this
created a difference between the surveys, as the project in question was clearly defined on the first page of the survey, as
well as in the e-mail by which survey respondents were recruited. Also, the answer option “Can’t say” from the first survey
was changed to “Don’t know” in the second survey, and the second survey, unlike the first, allowed participants to skip the
question.
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than values from the other. The non-significant result in the original Mann-Whitney-U test reported
in the paragraph above is therefore not attributable to a confounding influence of department
membership.
Regarding perceived importance of the issue, both samples received slightly differing question text.20
Participants who say they can’t or prefer not to answer were again excluded from this analysis,
leaving 172 cases in Sample A (Ø = 3.8, SD = 1.20) and 22 cases in Sample D (Ø = 3.5, SD = 1.26). The
descriptive difference in means is 0.35, about one third of a scale point on this five-point scale. The
median in both samples is 4. Again, as perceived importance is heavily skewed (see section 5.5.2.1)
the small size of sample D was thought to compromise the robustness of a t-test to this skewedness,
a two-tailed Mann-Whitney-U test was employed, which did not detect a significant difference
between Samples A and D at a confidence level of 0.95 (U = 1561, z = -1.409, approximate p = 159).
Because the distributions of perceived importance within the samples are similar, this result can be
interpreted such that the median score for perceived importance did not differ between the samples.
However, this test is estimated to have low post hoc power of around 23%.
In order to ensure that a possible difference between the samples was not being masked by
differences between the 16 departments of ETH Zurich, the empirical data from Sample D were
tested against hypothetical data (D*) which could have been expected given that there was no
difference between the samples. In this hypothetical dataset, the empirical value for each individual
from Sample D was replaced with the average value for that individual’s department from the first
survey (Sample A), rounded to the nearest scale point. The values of the 7 individuals in Sample D
who do not provide a department affiliation were replaced with the total sample average from the
first survey (Sample A), rounded to the nearest scale point. The mean of this estimated dataset D*
was 3.773; the mean of the empirical data therefore differs from the estimated data by 0.318,
approximately one third of a scale point on the five-point response scale used for this question. The
median in both samples was 4. Again, because the dependent variable was skewed and the small
sample size was thought to compromise the robustness of a t-test against this skewedness, a twotailed Mann-Whitney-U test was employed comparing the empirical sample D against the estimated
sample D*. The test was not significant (U = 256, z = .376, approximate p = .707). Because the
distributions of perceived importance within the samples were dissimilar, this result must be
interpreted such that values from neither sample have a probability greater than 50% to be larger
than values from the other. The non-significant result in the original Mann-Whitney-U test reported
in the paragraph above is therefore not attributable to a confounding influence of department
membership.
In short, no significant difference was found between Sample A and Sample D on either project
approval or perceived importance of the issue. However, because the statistical power achieved is
low, it is not possible based on this data to conclude that no time-bound differences exist between
the two surveys.

20

The first survey asked “How important do you consider the issue of greenhouse gas emissions from professional air travel
at universities?”, the second asked “How important or unimportant do you consider the issue of greenhouse gas emissions
from professional air travel at universities to be?” Answer option “Can’t say” from the first survey was again rephrased as
“Don’t know” in the second survey, and again, the second survey, unlike the first, allowed participants to skip the question.
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Appendix 5B: First survey and Appendix 5C: Second survey are available at the original place of
publication of this report: https://www.research-collection.ethz.ch/handle/20.500.11850/476594
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Abstract
The climate impact of air travel is increasingly being acknowledged and problematized. As work in
the academic sector often involves frequent long-distance travel, this development calls into
question academic practices and is causing academics and academic institutions to reconsider,
debate, and adapt their travel behavior and policies. This paper discusses a case study at ETH Zurich,
one of the first universities with an ongoing, university-wide project to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions due to air travel by faculty, staff, and students. Based on a qualitative analysis of
interviews (N=15), a survey (N=176), and other data sources, I outline arguments for and against
reducing air travel. I especially focus on assumed causal relations between air travel and doing ‘good’
academic work. The results reveal that the participants expected reduced air travel to affect their
productivity, success, excellence, internationality, quality of research, teaching, visibility and
presence, role modelling, consistency, freedom, and the humanitarian impact of their research.
While the dominant assumption was that reducing air travel would harm science, this study reveals
alternative assumptions that science would benefit or remain unaffected. Results also show that the
debate on reducing air travel may encourage transformations in the organization of academia.
Drawing on the experience of the air travel project at ETH Zurich may help other institutions and
individuals initiate or advance discussions on the ethics, necessity, and future of academic air travel
while acknowledging the diversity of viewpoints on air travel reduction as well as its deep
implications for academia.
Keywords: air travel, flying less, business travel, university management, climate change, sustainable
campus
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6.1 Introduction
As global temperatures (IPCC, 2014) and concerns about climate change (Capstick et al., 2015)
increase, the climate impact of aviation is coming into focus. Although avoiding air travel is one of
the most impactful actions to counter climate change at an individual level (Wynes and Nicholas,
2017), aircraft passenger traffic has increased by 6.7% per year on average for the last six years
before the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic (IATA, 2019). Because severe doubts exist regarding
the short- and medium-term potential for technological innovations to make aviation sustainable
(Peeters et al., 2016), NGOs like Stay Grounded (Smith, 2019) are pushing for a reduction in air
travel—for example, though voluntary behavior changes, regulations, or taxation.
Academics are one group that has been criticized from within and without academia (Goodwin,
2020) for their frequent long-distance (air) travel, which serves purposes such as presenting one’s
work, attending conferences, networking, field research, or teaching (Nursey-Bray et al., 2019).
According to a study at one Swiss university, professors take on average about 3.75 flights per year –
more than twice the already high Swiss average of 1.6 flights (INTRAPLAN Consult GmbH, 2018) –
thus emitting approximately five tons of CO2 equivalents (Ciers et al., 2018), which is more than three
times the annual carbon budget of 1.5 tons of CO2 which each person could emit until 2050 if
emissions were equally divided between all people in the world while still reaching the target of no
more than 1.5° C global warming above pre-industrial levels (Atmosfair, n.d.)21. These numbers
illustrate that current levels of air travel in academia are unsustainable, although travel activity varies
immensely between academics based on seniority, geographic location, and dependence on
fieldwork (Whitmarsh et al., 2020), and differing publication practices of disciplines (Eriksson et al.,
2020), as well as caregiving and gender (Cohen et al., 2020), likely also cause variation.
A host of measures has been proposed to reduce the emissions associated with professional
academic air travel (Kreil, 2019b), and universities in Europe, North America, and Oceania have
responded to the criticism (Kreil, 2019a). For example, ETH Zurich launched a project in 2017 to
reduce its air travel emissions, making it one of the leading universities in tackling this challenge
(https://ethz.ch/services/en/organisation/executive-board/vice-presidentinfrastructure/mobilitaetsplattform/air-travel.html#_msocom_2). Following top-down requirements,
each of the 16 departments of ETH Zurich, as well as most administrative units, set themselves
reduction targets to be achieved between 2019 and 2025. The project includes the professional air
travel by faculty (here referring to scientific staff, involved in teaching and/or research) and
administrative or technical staff, as well as air travel by students as part of their curriculum, and
relies heavily on bottom-up participation. Although the reduction goals are moderate (11% average,
range 3–20%), the university’s climate impact due to air travel already dropped in 2019 (Althaus and
Graf, 2020).
Previous research has shown that a focus on sustainability is not enough to reduce academic air
travel. Reduction efforts are often overshadowed by influential internationalization strategies, which
inhibit change (Glover et al., 2017). Even the connection between ecological sustainability and
reduced air travel is controversial: While proponents of reduction often presuppose that a
sustainability perspective implies less air travel, studies show that neither environmental attitudes
(Lassen, 2010) nor working on sustainability-related topics (Whitmarsh et al., 2020, Wynes et al.,
21

Such estimations of sustainable CO2 budgets are of course uncertain, not least because a growing world population would
decrease the size of the budget per person, and because of the uncertain development of negative emission technologies.
The comparison offered here is therefore intended only as a rough impression of the magnitude of emissions caused by air
travel in academia.
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2019) discourage academics from flying. Indeed, internal debates at ETH Zurich have included the
argument that academic air travel benefits sustainability because travel benefits research, and
research (on sustainability issues) is necessary to achieve sustainability (for a similar argument, see
Higham et al., 2019). This argument illustrates that the assumed relationship between science and air
travel can moderate the effect of a positive attitude toward sustainability on the attitude toward
academic air travel. It is therefore important to understand which assumptions academics commonly
make about this relationship, and one objective of the present study is to analyze these assumptions.
Several qualitative studies have reported that academics consider air travel necessary for doing their
jobs ‘well’ (Cohen et al., 2020, Eriksson et al., 2020, Schrems and Upham, 2020, Higham et al., 2019,
Nursey-Bray et al., 2019), although at least for academic output as measured by the h-index,
empirical investigation has found no relationship with emissions from air travel (Wynes et al., 2019).
This divergence gives credence to the conclusion by Cohen et al. (2020) that “there is often no real
need to travel at a pragmatic level, but rather that ‘need’ functions through discourse” (p. 162) as
academics at least partially construct the need to travel precisely by repeating it to themselves and
to each other, and conforming to it. However, the h-index may not be all that academics have in
mind when they claim an adverse effect of reducing professional air travel on their work, so the
present study investigates which aspects of doing academic work ‘well’ and being a “good academic”
(p. 480, Hopkins et al., 2019) are made relevant in relation to air travel reduction, and how exactly air
travel is assumed to affect each aspect. This more differentiated understanding can then enable
more detailed empirical testing of assumptions.
Another objective of this study is to gather normative arguments for why academic air travel should
or should not be reduced at a collective level. I aim to relay faithfully the widest possible range of
viewpoints, giving equal consideration to arguments for and against air travel reduction, as well as
more ambivalent positions. Previous research has often focused on individual academics’
justifications of their own travel (Higham et al., 2019, Schrems and Upham, 2020, Storme et al., 2017,
Nursey-Bray et al., 2019, Lassen, 2010), with normative arguments bubbling up somewhat
accidentally. The only systematic study of normative arguments about academic air travel (Goodwin,
2020) discusses the travel of sustainability scientists using data from social media discussions by
scientists and non-scientists alike. In contrast, the debate analyzed in the present study concerns
academics from all fields. While it is expected that the present study will echo many arguments
already reported by previous research, this study’s unique context is likely to reveal new ones: First,
the studied university is engaged in an ongoing effort to reduce air travel emissions with clear
reduction targets. This may heighten the sense of urgency among researchers at ETH Zurich, drawing
a wider range of people with more diverse viewpoints into the debate. Secondly, data have been
collected up to three years after the inception of the project, and therefore after three years of
internal debates, during which new arguments may have evolved.
The ETH Zurich air travel project was uniquely suited to address the aforementioned research
objectives, as it is one of the most advanced projects to reduce academic air travel and has
stimulated a broad debate involving various actors from within the university. The status of ETH
Zurich as an internationally prestigious research university makes it an appropriate site to study
views on what it means to do ‘good’ academic work.
This study focuses on air travel reduction rather than reduction of the climate impact associated with
air travel, which may also include choosing more efficient airlines, booking economy class, and
avoiding stopovers as well as, more controversially, purchasing carbon offsets.
In short, this study addresses the following research questions:
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RQ1: Which normative arguments do academics employ for and against air travel reduction in
academia?
RQ2: Which assumptions do academics make about the relationship between academic air travel and
doing ‘good’ academic work?

6.2 Theory
Although travel for business and for leisure purposes share many characteristics and the boundaries
between them are often blurred (Lichy and McLeay, 2018), business travel has several distinct
features. In fact, business travelers actively set their travel apart from leisure travel, taking pride in
their familiarity and skill with travel procedures (Unger et al., 2016) and even justifying their travel in
contrast to leisure travel by emphasizing that it is not pleasurable, but necessary for the sake of work
(Cohen et al., 2020). While the business travel experience can contain periods of relaxation (Unger et
al., 2016), overall it is organized according to the principle of efficiency, aligning to workplace ethics
as well as family obligations requiring the minimization of time away from home (Hopkins et al.,
2019, Unger et al., 2016). Construed as glamorous on the one hand, frequent business travel in
particular can also have a range of negative impacts on travelers (Cohen et al., 2017). While the
environmental impacts of long-distance business travel, particularly air travel, are increasingly
acknowledged in corporate responsibility reports (Beaverstock et al., 2019), business travelers just
like leisure travelers (Oswald and Ernst, 2020, McDonald et al., 2015) have been shown to be
reluctant to change their air travel patterns even in the presence of environmental concern (Lassen,
2010).
The appropriate level of professional air travel for academics in particular is the site of an ongoing
discursive struggle: Existing obligations and expectations for academics to travel (Storme et al., 2017)
are being challenged by an emerging social norm of air travel reduction in the sector (Le Quéré et al.,
2015), which can already be shown to impact the behavior intentions of academics (Whitmarsh et al.,
2020). These conflicting normative expectations can cause cognitive dissonance for the individual
(Schrems and Upham, 2020). Some scholars have argued that academics should reduce air travel in
order to act as role models (Nathans and Sterling, 2016) or practice what they preach in terms of
sustainability (Favaro, 2014). Sustainability scientists interviewed by Schrems and Upham (2020)
similarly described a desire or expectation to fly less in order to be consistent with the sustainability
norms underlying their work, in accordance with the more explicit imperative to ‘walk the talk’ found
by Goodwin (2020) in the public debate on the air travel of climate experts. At the same time,
interviewees have argued against air travel reduction based on the insignificance of an individual’s or
an institution’s emissions in relation to global climate change (Schrems and Upham, 2020, Eriksson et
al., 2020) or because the positive impact of some academic work may outweigh the negative effects
of the air travel it requires (Schrems and Upham, 2020).
But does academic work require air travel, and if so, why? Interviewees have claimed that air travel
reduction has adverse effects on the ability to network (Higham at al., 2019; Storme et al., 2017),
which in turn causes academics to be forgotten by their peers and to lack productivity-enhancing
contacts with editorial boards and other important players in the academic reviewing system (Cohen
et al., 2020). Travelling less is also thought to negatively impact career development and research
(Schrems and Upham, 2020), especially for researchers working in ‘remote’ places (Higham et al.,
2019) or particular fields (Eriksson et al., 2020). However, Schrems and Upham (2020) mentioned
that some interviewees were doubtful of the inherent necessity to maintain the current level of
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travel, and Goodwin (2020) found the argument that climate scientists may gain in credibility if they
fly less. Alternative interpretations are again offered by some authors, who have claimed that
academia could function well with less air travel (Le Quéré et al., 2015) or might in fact benefit in
terms of equality (MoChridhe, 2019), workplace stress (Strengers, 2014), credibility (Le Quéré et al.,
2015, Favaro, 2014), or more local connections and more time for contemplation (Glover et al.,
2017).
The consensus seems to be that air travel is embedded in the academic system that governs
individuals and institutions (Eriksson et al., 2020, Schrems and Upham, 2020, Higham et al., 2019,
Nursey-Bray et al., 2019). Neither individual academics nor institutions can therefore easily decide to
reduce their air travel. Consequently, both authors and interviewees have suggested structural and
institutional changes to enable air travel reduction (Eriksson et al., 2020, Schrems and Upham, 2020,
Higham et al., 2019, Hopkins et al., 2016, Glover et al., 2017), such as a change in culture and social
norms (e.g., ‘slowing down’), the prohibition of domestic flights, changes in travel policies, modifying
funding requirements, supporting train travel, and investing in virtual communication. In order to
understand what air travel reduction means for academics, it is therefore necessary to reflect on the
systemic background of academic air travel.
While physical travel has been practiced by academics and highly valued in academia for a long time
(Parker and Weik, 2014), its current form and prevalence are linked to recent trends in the
organization of the academic sector. Storme et al. (2017) listed, among other things, the following
relevant trends: increasing esteem and prevalence of international collaboration in academia,
increasingly ‘market-led’ behavior of academic actors due to their growing centrality in globalized
economies, and reduced job security across academia. Each of these aspects brings together the
meta-trends of growing competition and growing internationalization.
The pervasive internationalization of academia in recent decades is exemplified by the rising number
of internationally co-authored publications (Kwiek, 2020), international citations (Dong et al., 2017),
joint appointments of academics to several universities (Glover et al., 2017), and international branch
campuses (Lawton and Katsomitros, 2012). Universities have developed explicit internationalization
strategies, including the recruitment of international students and faculty, which are central to their
overall strategic planning and may override other strategic goals, such as sustainability policies
(Hopkins et al., 2016, Glover et al., 2017). While academic internationalization is certainly connected
to the wider processes of globalization (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997) and material factors like the
availability of cheap air travel (Catalini et al., 2016), it is also fueled by the growing competition in
academia in recent decades, which, in turn, is a logical consequence of the increasingly market-like
organization of academia (Musselin, 2018). Competition requires comparison, and
internationalization has become one measure by which individuals and institutions are frequently
compared, from university rankings, such as the World University Rankings (Times Higher Education),
to criteria for recruitment (Glover et al., 2017, Ackers, 2008) and research funding from external
(Kwiek, 2020) and even internal sources (Glover et al., 2017). Competition may have additional
effects on academic internationalization, such as narrow specialization, which creates the need to
cross long distances in order to meet one’s peers (Storme et al., 2017).
Although not all international travel is long-distance, and not all forms of international exchange
require physical travel in the first place, it can be assumed that the competitive pressure to
internationalize creates an increased need for long-distance (air) travel in academia, as reflected in
large travel budgets included in academic funding programs. This is true both for short-term circular
mobility beginning at and returning to the place of residence, and for longer-term relocation or
migration, which can in turn lead to more short-term travel (Jöns, 2011).
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Regardless of this extrinsic pressure to travel, academics tend to endorse professional travel as a
positive influence on science (McInroy et al., 2018), perhaps because it is consistent with the longstanding history of scholarly travel and the resulting ideals of scientists and scientific work (Parker
and Weik, 2014).
However, emphasizing physical travel in academia also has negative effects: It places those who are
comparatively less mobile at a competitive disadvantage, including people with disabilities (McInroy
et al., 2018), care responsibilities (Cohen et al., 2020, McInroy et al., 2018, Parker and Weik, 2014,
Ackers, 2008), and dual-career partnerships (Jöns, 2011). For women academics, whose mobility is
disproportionally affected by the latter two factors, business travel poses additional questions of
safety (Mirehie et al., 2020). Also disadvantaged are those with low funding (Hopkins et al., 2019) or
visa challenges, disproportionally affecting researchers in Africa (McInroy et al., 2018). This situation
is particularly unjust because such unequal access to travel is “brought about historically and
reproduced presently to a highly significant degree through ‘-isms’ of dispossession and
accumulation such as racism, classism, and imperialism” (p. 306, Nevins, 2014). Another possible
disadvantage is that certain forms of internationalization could replace culturally diverse research
traditions and languages with the Anglo-Saxon variety (Parker and Weik, 2014), while certain types of
research (on local issues or requiring local community engagement) could be crowded out by
research on global topics (Ackers, 2008).
Overall, this summary shows that the current levels of academic air travel are tightly bound up with
the internationalization of the academic sector, which, in turn, has both positive and negative
consequences for academia. This forms the economic, ideological, and institutional context of the
discourse I analyze here.

6.3 Data and methods
The data analyzed in this study come from a larger dataset gathered for accompanying research on
the ETH Zurich air travel project between July 2018 and June 2020. They include interview
transcripts, interview notes, emails, official documents, survey questions, media articles, and the
project’s website. Data items were selected for this analysis using a process similar to purposive
sampling, with each item being selected based on the value it added to the already established
corpus. The selection process took into account the richness of a data item in relation to the evolving
research questions and the goal to include diverse discourse participants. An effort was made to
include as much data as possible from discourse participants who were not directly involved with the
development or implementation of the air travel project; however, data from the project leader and
from people who worked closely with her were also included.
Using the software NVivo 12, the material was initially coded into in-vivo, statement-level codes
(typically short active sentences of the subject-verb-object form) using a generic qualitative approach
based on the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse (Keller, 2011). In particular, any
statements relating to air travel in academia were coded, including assumptions about the impact of
reduced air travel on different aspects of doing ‘good’ academic work. Arguments about reducing
academic air travel were then reconstructed through visual mapping by creating graphic nodes for
relevant codes and connecting the nodes whose codes were discursively linked. As various levels of
specificity emerged, the focus was placed on arguments specific to the academic sector (as opposed
to other sectors) but not unique to ETH Zurich or its air travel project. Seven such arguments were
identified (Table 6-1).
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To collect more data from a greater range of discourse participants and to estimate the popularity of
the identified arguments, an anonymous, voluntary, and non-incentivized online survey
(supplementary material) was emailed to all 678 ETH Zurich faculty members with professorial titles
at the time, of whom 176 responded (26% response rate). The survey also collected feedback on the
ETH Zurich air travel project, summarized in section 6.4.1. In the survey, participants rated their
approval of the air travel project and the importance they assigned to air travel reduction in
academia using a five-point scale.
The survey presented the seven arguments identified by the previous qualitative analysis and asked
participants to indicate their agreement with each argument using a binary scale (“Agree or mostly
agree,” “Disagree or mostly disagree,” and “No answer”). For two arguments, several possible
conclusions had been identified previously (Table 6-3). In those cases, the participants who indicated
that they agreed or mostly agreed with the argument in question were asked to also evaluate the
different conclusions for said argument using the same binary scale. The quantitative data generated
provide an estimate of the popularity of each argument, thus testing if the arguments reconstructed
through the qualitative analysis are indeed part of the common pattern of discourse among the
studied population, rather than individual speech acts.
The survey also generated additional qualitative data through several open answer fields, where
participants could describe their own views on whether members of ETH Zurich should fly less, offer
alternative conclusions for the arguments presented to them, and elaborate on the quantitative
responses they had given regarding their approval of the project and perceived importance of the
topic. I searched the qualitative survey responses for novel arguments (Table 6-2) and for indications
that arguments which had been identified previously should be rephrased. I also coded the
responses for assumptions about the relationship between air travel and academic work, and
combined the resulting codes with those resulting from the previous qualitative analysis, aggregating
both into topics (Table 6-4).
In the following, I quote from the data to illustrate my interpretations. Data source type (e.g.,
interview) and original language are indicated in brackets behind each quotation.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 The internal reception of the project ‘Keep grounded, stay connected’
The survey results concerning the internal reception of the ETH Zurich air travel project, presented in
detail in a separate report along with a similar survey among the non-professorial scientific staff
(Kreil, 2021), are summarized here as background information about the studied case. Acceptance of
the air travel project (three years after its inception) was high among survey respondents, with 68.2%
indicating approval and 15.9% indicating disapproval. Similarly, 71.6% of the respondents found the
topic of greenhouse gas emissions due to professional air travel at universities important, and 80.7%
of the respondents either said that they would be willing to reduce their own air travel to reduce
emissions or that they had already done so. The topic and/or the project were frequently discussed,
with only 20.5% of the respondents saying they had not spoken about either with another ETH Zurich
employee within the past two months. Although the survey may be affected by self-selection bias,
the analyses presented in the following are not affected by this except where specifically mentioned,
because they draw from additional sources as outlined in Section 6.3.
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6.4.2 Normative arguments about air travel in academia
Tables 6-1 and 6-2 display the identified arguments about why members of ETH Zurich should or
should not reduce their professional air travel (reconstructed from diverse case study data, see
Section 6.3), showing how many survey respondents agreed with, disagreed with, or chose not to
indicate agreement with each argument in the survey. Note that individual reasons or justifications
for flying or not flying were excluded.
The arguments analyzed here are not logical arguments in the technical sense but argument-like
discursive patterns of meaning that people use in the social activity of arguing. These patterns were
reconstructed in a form resembling arguments, but the premises or conclusions are missing where
they could not be reconstructed using the available data. This incompleteness is underlined by the
occasional existence of opposing conclusions based on the same premises (Table 6-3).
The arguments ‘Like anyone else’, ‘Reputation’, and ‘Role models’ appeared exclusively in favor of air
travel reduction. Therefore, reduction can be espoused in order to enhance the reputation of one’s
own institution and due to ethical or social obligations, with said obligations potentially arising from
the notion that academia is ‘like’ any other agent in society or, on the contrary, that it plays a unique
role. The arguments ‘Special role of academia’, ‘Threat to freedom’, ‘No wriggle room’, and ‘Drop in
the ocean’ are made exclusively in opposition to air travel reduction. Reduction can thus be rejected
as ineffective, harmful to science, or incompatible with the supposedly unique role that science plays
in achieving sustainability. The remaining arguments ‘Take it easy’, ‘Differentiation’, ‘Threat to
science’, and ‘Sooner or later’ are more ambiguous. ‘Take it easy’ and the first conclusion of
‘Differentiation’ (Table 6-2) only argue for the reduction of some flights, or indeed even for emission
reduction without flight reduction; a non-linear relationship between air travel reduction and doing
‘good’ academic work (more deeply explored in section 6.4.3) is implicitly postulated in which some
reduction is possible without harm, but only up to a certain threshold. ‘Sooner or later’ argues
against opposing air travel reduction, not necessarily in favor of it. ‘Threat to science’ makes explicit
the harm to science also presupposed by several arguments listed above, but the different
conclusions then negotiate how this harm should be weighed against the climate impact of air travel.
Indeed, ‘Threat to science’ and ‘Differentiation’, both of which begin by acknowledging the difficulty
of air travel reduction, are sometimes used to argue for deep changes to the academic system.
The mostly pro and contra pattern of collected arguments (Figure 6-1) provides evidence of a
discursive struggle. That this struggle is not only unfolding between individuals, but also in their own
minds, is illustrated by a considerable percentage of people who indicated agreement with at least
one argument or conclusion in favor of air travel reduction and one argument opposing it, according
to the categorization presented above (33% of the total sample, 86.6% of those who agree with at
least one argument or conclusion opposing air travel reduction, 34.9% of those who agree with at
least one argument or conclusion in favor if it). Overall, arguments in favor of air travel reduction
were more popular, with 94.3% of the total sample indicating agreement with at least one such
argument as opposed to 38.1% for arguments opposing reduction.
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Argument label
Argument description in the survey

Take it easy
“At least some of ETH’s flight emissions can be reduced without harming anybody: Some
flights are not necessary, and some emissions can be reduced without actually taking
fewer flights. These reductions that don’t do any harm should be made.”
Differentiation*
“Flying less is not equally difficult, and does not have the same positive or negative
consequences, for all people, groups, or departments. b”
Like anyone else
“Globally, flying should be reduced because it contributes to climate warming. So ETH
should also reduce its flights to contribute to this global goal a.”
Reputation
“Flying a lot is bad for ETH’s reputation. ETH has or aims for an image of sustainability,
and flying a lot is at odds with this image. So it is important to demonstrate that ETH is
making an effort to reduce its flights.”
Threat to science*
“Flying less could lead to worse science by decreasing the productivity of researchers and
the excellence, success and quality of research and teaching. It could decrease ETH’s
internationality, which is an important feature of science. All of this could affect not just ETH
but also the careers of individual researchers as well as Switzerland as a country.”
Special role of academia
“The role of ETH as a technical university is to perform research and teaching on natural
science and technology. This is what ETH gets funded for, and what those funds should be
used for. The best way in which ETH can contribute to sustainability is by doing the best
research and teaching it can. Because ﬂying is important for doing productive, high‐quality
and successful research and teaching, ﬂight reduction could decrease the performance of
ETH researchers and thereby also decrease ETH’s contribution to sustainability. So ETH
should not aim to reduce its ﬂights.”
Threat to freedom
“Flight reduction threatens the freedom of science, which is an important value. So ETH
should not aim to reduce its ﬂights.”

Agree or
mostly
agree

Disagree or
mostly
disagree

No
answer

160
(90.9%)

5
(2.8%)

11
(6.3%)

134
(76.1%)

23
(13.1%)

19
(10.8%)

129
(73.3%)

25
(14.2%)

22
(12.5%)

101
(57.4%)

53
(30.1%)

22
(12.5%)

83
(47.2%)

74
(42.0%)

19
(10.8%)

63
(35.8%)

94
(53.4%)

19
(10.8%)

34
(24.4%)

127
(72.2%)

15
(8.5%)

Table 6-1. Normative arguments on air travel reduction derived from the case study.
Note. These arguments about air travel reduction were reconstructed based on the case study data
at ETH Zurich. Agreement estimates were based on an online survey for professorial faculty
(percentages were calculated in relation to the total sample size, N = 176). Arguments with several
possible conclusions are marked with an asterisk (*); their conclusions are displayed in Table 6-3. The
survey revealed a need to clarify some argument descriptions by the following additions, which were
not included in the survey: a “Like any other agent in society”; b “This might be due to different travel
frequencies, different institutional, family, financial, and other constraints, different types of work, or
different career stages. It might also be because some people have already made reduction efforts in
the past.”
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Argument label

Argument description

No wriggle room

“All ETH members already only travel when absolutely necessary. No flights can be reduced
without significant harm being done.”

Drop in the ocean

“Aiming to fly less is irrelevant because ETH members are a small part of business travelers,
business travel is makes up a smaller share of flights than leisure travel, and aviation makes
up a small share of greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, ETH should not aim to reduce its
flights.”

Sooner or later

“Because fossil fuels are limited, air travel reduction will be unavailable sooner or later. ETH
might as well start reducing now.”

Role models

“ETH members have a special responsibility to act as role models for sustainability due to, for
example, their high esteem in society, their understanding of climate science, or their own or
ETH’s professed sustainability values. Therefore, ETH should aim to reduce its flights.”

Table 6-2. Normative arguments on air travel reduction derived from the survey.
Note. These arguments about air travel reduction were reconstructed based on survey data gathered
from professorial faculty at ETH Zurich (N = 176).
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Argument label (see Table 6-1)
Conclusion description in the survey

Agree or
mostly
agree

Disagree
or mostly
disagree

No
answer

98
(73.1%)
96
(71.6%)

26 (19.4%)

10 (7.5%)

17 (12.7%)

21
(15.7%)

“The science system should be changed so that flying less becomes possible without
negative effects.b”

53
(63.9%)

20 (24.1%)

10
(12.0%)

“ETH Zurich should not aim to reduce its flights.”

22
(26.5%)
19
(22.9%)
-

48 (57.8%)

13
(15.7%)
12
(14.5%)
-

Differentiation (n=134)
“Those who can reduce more easily should reduce, those who can’t should not.”
“Those who currently cannot reduce should learn from those who can how to transform
their systems in order to make flight reduction possible for their communities too.”
Threat to science (n=83)

“ETH Zurich should aim to reduce its flights anyway, and risk these negative effects a.”
“ETH Zurich should only reduce its flights insofar as no harm is done.”c

52 (62.7%)
-

Table 6-3. Ratings for rivalling conclusions.
Note. n refers to the number of participants who indicated agreement with each argument. Only
these participants were asked to rank the corresponding conclusions, and the response percentages
are calculated in relation to this subtotal. The survey revealed the need to clarify some conclusion
descriptions with the following additions, which were not included in the survey: a ”although
minimizing them where possible” and b ”To this end, ETH should change its own expectations and
incentives or lobby the wider science community.” c This conclusion was reconstructed based on
survey responses and, therefore, was not rated in the survey.
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Figure 6-1. Pattern of normative arguments and conclusions regarding air travel reduction in
academia. Rectangles represent arguments (see Tables 6-1, 6-2), ellipses represent conclusions (see
Table 6-3).
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6.4.3 Alleged connections between air travel reduction and doing ‘good’ academic work
The following analysis draws from diverse case study data (see Section 6.3) and the qualitative
responses from the survey. These data show that virtually everyone at ETH Zurich accepts climate
change as a pressing problem, solving which requires reducing greenhouse gas emissions. However,
not everyone agrees that this implies reducing air travel. The ‘Special role of academia’ argument
(Table 6-1) illustrates how air travel reduction is instead sometimes argued to harm ecological
sustainability by impeding sustainability research due to the underlying assumptions about how air
travel reduction impedes research in general. This section analyzes such assumptions.
Generally speaking, science is either claimed to suffer from air travel reduction, to benefit from it, or
to be unaffected. Each of these perspectives corresponds to a particular assumption about the
influence of air travel itself. The analyzed data contain various sub-aspects of doing ‘good’ academic
work, which I will call ‘topics’. Table 6-4 summarizes each topic as it appears in the data, and shows
in which ways discourse participants link it to air travel reduction.
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Topic

Description

B

H

U

Productivity

Quantity of ‘output’ (papers, presentations, etc.).

+

+

+

Success

Competitive superiority over other researchers or research
institutions, resulting in continued employment, career
advancement, or gains in reputation.

+

+

+

Excellence

Superiority over most other research, researchers, or research
institutions. Relevant qualities vary.a

+

+

Internationality

International collaboration or international exchange of
knowledge. Considered essential.

+

+

Quality of
research

Being a ‘good’ researcher, producing ‘good’ work. Includes
creativity.

+

+

Teaching

Engagement with university students, including supervision,
tutoring, and the like.

+

+

Visibility and
presence

This term can denote a) physical presence and visibility, b) a
situation in which a researcher and their work are known to other
researchers.

+

Humanitarian
research

Research that contributes to better living conditions for humans.
Realized, for example, through research for development.

+

Freedom

This term can denote a) personal freedom in how to practice
one’s job, b) the political value of independent science.

+

Role modelling

Assumption that researchers should set an example for ‘good’
behavior, for example because they are emulated by members of
the public and are able to understand what must be done and to
perform difficult tasks.

+

Consistency

When the behavior of researchers exemplifies the (ecological)
values they profess or that inform their research. Related to the
notion that unsustainable behavior undermines credibility in
climate advocacy.

+

Table 6-4. Overview of the topics related to air travel reduction in academia revealed by the
qualitative analysis of case study and survey data.
Note: B = Allegedly benefits from air travel reduction. H = Allegedly harmed by air travel reduction. U
= Allegedly unaffected by air travel reduction. a This understanding of excellence is based on Readings
(1997).
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6.4.3.1 Alleged harm done to science by air travel reduction
Assumptions that air travel reduction harms science dominate the discourse at ETH Zurich.
Dominance here means not only relative frequency but refers to the observation that when people
utter such assumptions of harm, they typically do not acknowledge or explicitly argue against any
opposing assumptions. At the same time, when people argue that science may benefit from, or be
unaffected by, air travel reduction, they often implicitly or explicitly do so against the backdrop of the
opposing assumption that air travel reduction harms science—see, for example, the air travel
project’s mission to “embark on a reduction path compatible with excellence in science and the best
career opportunities for researchers” (Website/English). Assumptions of harm sometimes
misrepresent air travel reduction as air travel elimination, leading to strong, all-or-nothing
statements:
“ETH Zurich is proud of international networks, how to stay connected without personal
contacts.” (Survey/English)
The metaphorical terms ‘visibility’ and ‘presence’ as synonyms for being well-known among peers
sum up the assumption that a lack of physical visibility and presence at conferences, exhibitions, and
the like decreases one’s publicity (see Cohen et al., 2020). Where conference presentations or similar
activities are counted as output, absence from such events also logically lowers productivity. Since
success allegedly depends, in part, on being well-known, it too is thought to be negatively affected,
particularly for early-career researchers. International collaboration, itself considered essential for
success and funding, and international exchange of knowledge (including ‘tacit’ knowledge about
current developments in a field) also allegedly require face-to-face contact (complemented by virtual
communication). In turn, international exchange and collaboration are thought to influence
excellence, productivity, and the quality of research, which, therefore, also decrease with air travel
reduction.
“[…] tenure is rewarded from research visibility and research visibility comes from travel, so I
must travel for these reasons […]” (Survey/English)
“[Travel] is also often a necessary part of research, communication, network building, outreach
and delivery of impact. While we make efforts to reduce air travel, this does, and has, come at
the cost of research output and professional development.” (Survey/English)
“[…] for many professors we are invited to speak at conferences and have numerous
international collaborations that require air travel. These are important for our overall
academic standing/reputation, and cutting this is difficult - particularly for young professors
who are trying to establish themselves.” (Survey/English)
Another type of damage is expected for research in or collaboration with developing countries, often
in the Global South, which may not be possible without air travel (“no flight = no research for
development”; Survey/English)—for example, due to lack of infrastructure for virtual
communication—and is seen as highly desirable for ethical reasons as they aim to benefit
disadvantaged communities.
Parallel assumptions exist for teaching: Students “should travel to be exposed to international
science” (Survey/English) and are “placed at a disadvantage” (Survey/English) if they cannot do so.
From an ethical perspective, travel allegedly helps students be aware of and devise solutions for
problems in other countries, and students from developing countries should get the opportunity to
use the infrastructure at ETH Zurich.
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Finally, some argue that enforcing air travel reduction contradicts the freedom of science (see ‘Threat
to freedom’, Table 6-1). However, this assumption does not postulate an intrinsic link between
freedom and air travel and therefore falls outside the scope of this analysis.
While negative effects of air travel reduction were often mentioned in order to oppose reduction,
they were sometimes interpreted differently (see ‘Threat to science’, Table 6-3). Some argued that a
certain amount of reduction (of ‘unnecessary air travel’) is possible and desirable, but beyond a
certain threshold, additional reduction would cause harm and should be avoided. Others pointed out
that reduction could be prioritized and the resulting harm, insofar as it cannot be eliminated, could
be voluntarily incurred. The most subversive, and fairly popular, interpretation held that where the
current academic system punishes air travel reduction, it should be adapted to accommodate less air
travel. Specifically, notions (and indicators) of success, excellence, internationality, and productivity
were criticized as unnecessarily privileging hypermobility.
“Together with other high-ranking universities ETH should encourage ranking agencies to make
the CO2 emissions caused by universities a ranking factor.” (Internal document/German)
“How do we define excellence? Are the[re] ways to be excellent while flying less?”
(Presentation slides/English)

“[…] as long as many invitations to conferences are seen as a sign of success, there will be
no change and people will try to get around the system. The way to change things is to
change the perception of conference invitations.” (Survey/English)
6.4.3.2 Alleged benefits for science from air travel reduction
Assumptions in this category suggest that reducing air travel below current levels, which are seen to
be damaging, could positively influence science. Complete elimination of air travel is not discussed.
Some assumptions in this category involve the same topics to which assumptions of harm also
typically refer (Section 6.4.3.1). In the analyzed data, those assumptions are put forward by the
leader of the ETH Zurich air travel project and by researchers closely engaged with the project. They
suggest that air travel reduction may increase research quality, productivity, and teaching by
“slowing down” (Internal document/German) academia and leaving more time for research and
reflection. Allegedly, it may also enable more engagement with students at one’s home institution –
a view which takes for granted the need for face-to-face interaction, much like many assumptions of
harm (Section 6.4.3.1). At the institutional level, the reputation of ETH Zurich allegedly benefits from
leadership on air travel reduction (a positive inverse to the ‘Reputation’ argument, Table 6-1):
“ETH is being perceived in a pioneering role as one of the first higher education institutions to
systematically address the topic.” (Internal document/German)

“I have become convinced that our creativity suffers from too much time doing things
other than digging into research. Flying to meetings is not digging into research. It can be
really helpful for a few years at one point in one's career, but after that diminishes in
value. A few years ago I cut my flying about 75%, and felt like I gained in productivity. I
participate in important meetings, and give many presentations a year, by video. It works.
It saves a huge amount of time.” (Survey/English)
“What are the costs of flying?” – “[…] The quality of supervision and teaching can suffer.”
(Interview/German)
At the same time, some assumptions of benefit refer to topics which are not featured by
assumptions of harm (Section 6.4.3.1.). These assumptions are voiced by various discourse
participants. In this case, air travel is seen as a way for academics to act as role models (see ‘Role
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Models’, Table 6-2): By flying less, they can demonstrate that air travel reduction is appropriate and
possible (“If not our people, then who?”; Interview/English), pioneer workable solutions for air travel
reduction, and communicate the urgency of the matter. Similarly, it is argued that the behavior of
researchers should be consistent with their statements about ecological sustainability, in large part
to maintain credibility when warning about climate change. This idea is sometimes applied to all
academics, independently of the research field (“Understanding of climate impact is based on
science, ETH should act accordingly”; Survey/English). Role modelling and credibility are seen as
interconnected:
“We need to be role models for the rest of society. If we can't do that, we have no credibility
to warn about the danger of our activities on climate change.” (Survey/English)
6.4.3.3 Alleged independence of science from air travel reduction
This category of assumptions (see ‘Take it easy’, Table 6-1) suggest that the commonly assumed
necessity of air travel might be overblown. Like assumptions of benefit, assumptions of
independence constitute opposition to the dominant assumptions of harm, albeit in a weaker form:
They are usually employed to imply that air travel reduction need not be opposed, which, given the
existence of the institutionalized ETH Zurich air travel project, means that reduction will proceed.
Accordingly, assumptions of independence are often – but not exclusively – voiced by the leader of
the air travel project or by researchers closely engaged with the project, and they often refer to the
same topics as assumptions of harm (Section 6.4.3.1): Productivity, success, excellence, and
internationality are all allegedly unaffected by, or at least still possible in the face of, air travel
reduction, although maintaining them in the face of air travel reduction may require a particular way
of doing academic work in the future. Reference is made to empirical research (presumably Wynes et
al., 2019) to back up some of these claims.
“Interestingly, research done on the relation between international travels and scientific
output has not yet found evidence that the more a researcher travels the more scientific
results he/she produces.” (Public document/English)
“CO2 emissions vary by a factor of two or three over departments, and they are all successful,
so there must be different ways of doing good science.” (Written communication/English)

6.5 Limitations
Interpretation of these results is limited in several ways. Concerning generalizability, ETH Zurich is a
well-funded, federal, and technical/natural science-oriented research university with a strong culture
of professorial autonomy located in a small Central European country, and may not be representative
of all universities wishing to reduce their air travel-related emissions. Even within ETH Zurich, some
arguments and assumptions may have been missed or reconstructed imperfectly, especially those
that appear only a few times in the data. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic, which began severely
disturbing travel patterns in Switzerland immediately after data collection for this study had finished,
may have shifted the discursive landscape somewhat, especially regarding the potential of virtual
communication (Kreil, 2021).
Some additional limitations must be noted concerning specific findings. The percentage of
agreement with each individual argument and conclusion must be treated with caution, because it
may not be representative of the entire professorial faculty of ETH Zurich due to possible selfselection bias in the survey, and may differ further among non-professorial faculty, staff, and
students. Since each argument combines several basic statements and agreement was assessed
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using a binary scale for the entire argument, the agreement percentages provide only a rough
estimate of true agreement levels.
Regarding the different aspects of doing ‘good’ academic work, it should be noted that some (e.g.,
productivity, quality, excellence, and success) are heavily entangled in the studied data and
sometimes used interchangeably by discourse participants, introducing some uncertainty into my
interpretation. Additionally, some aspects were mentioned only rarely. For these reasons, I focus in
the following on interpreting the general patterns of assumptions. Even with these, the data do not
go into detail about the shape of the relationship postulated between each aspect of doing ‘good’
academic work and air travel; the lack of such detailed description should not be interpreted as
implying linear relationships by default.

6.6 Discussion
I have investigated which normative arguments researchers employ regarding whether or not
academic air travel should be reduced at a collective level in order to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. The diversity of arguments found at this collective level, excluding constraints and
justifications of travel at the individual level, show an ongoing discursive struggle in which individuals
often subscribe to at least one argument from each side of the debate. Arguments in favor of air
travel reduction are more popular in the studied sample than opposing arguments, but this finding is
difficult to interpret due to possible self-selection bias. As predicted, some arguments found in the
discourse at ETH Zurich (e.g., ‘Role models’, ‘Drop in the ocean’, ‘Special role of academia’; implicitly
‘Threat to science’) are familiar from the literature (Cohen et al., 2020, Eriksson et al., 2020,
Goodwin, 2020, Schrems and Upham, 2020), while others have not been described explicitly before
(e.g., ‘Reputation’, ‘Threat to freedom’, ‘No wriggle room’, ‘Sooner or later’, ‘Take it easy’; some
forms of ‘Threat to science’ and ‘Differentiation’).
I have further investigated which assumptions researchers make about the relationship between
academic air travel and ‘good’ academic work, by breaking the latter down into different aspects and
analyzing how each of these relates to air travel. The dominant narrative at ETH Zurich is that a
reduction of academic air travel would harm academic work, mirroring reports in the literature that
air travel is often assumed to be essential to such work (Cohen et al., 2020, Eriksson et al., 2020,
Schrems and Upham, 2020, Higham et al., 2019, Nursey-Bray et al., 2019). This narrative refers to the
need to physically attend conferences in order to deliver output, increase one’s visibility, and thereby
one’s chances at success; similarly it refers to the importance of international collaboration and
exchange, which allegedly require in-person interaction, for a variety of aspects of a successful
academic career, including such concrete achievements as obtaining funding.
These central tenets clearly echo the structural forces of internationalization and rising competition
in academia as outlined in Section 6.2, grounding the narrative in structural and material reality. This
underscores how the rules of access to opportunities and resources influence and constrain not only
‘individual’ travel decisions, but also how travel is justified and thought about, while hinting that
alternative systems of organizing the sector might produce alternative relationships between air
travel and doing ‘good’ academic work.
Indeed, one strategy suggested for dealing with the alleged harm induced by flying less is to redefine
central indicators of what ‘good’ academic work means, such as ‘success’, thus aligning the goals of
‘good’ academic work and air travel reduction, which in this understanding do not have to contradict
each other. Along the same line, some arguments which assume that reduced air travel can harm
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academic work (‘Differentiation’, ‘Threat to science’) are sometimes followed to the conclusion that
rather than attempting to reduce air travel within the current academic system, the system should
be altered to enable air travel reduction, mirroring calls for structural and institutional change found
in existing literature (Eriksson et al., 2020, Schrems and Upham, 2020, Higham et al., 2019, Hopkins
et al., 2016, Glover et al., 2017). Such a transformation would not only encompass new social norms,
but also changes to such tangible things as the requirements for receiving a grant or being hired.
The analysis revealed also two alternative narratives regarding the impact of reducing academic air
travel. One echoes the few “critical voices” reported by Schrems and Upham (2020, p. 7) in claiming
that the necessity of air travel is overstated. The other postulates that to some degree reducing air
travel can benefit ‘good’ academic work, and it does so partially by referring to values of
responsibility and consistency, which are not as clearly aligned with the framework of competition
and internationalization of academia. This suggests that a transformation of academia in order to
enable flying less might entail not only redefining what certain aspects of ‘good’ academic work
mean – as suggested by one of the studied arguments -, but also a partial redefinition of ‘good
academic work’ per se. Future research could contribute to the knowledge about academic air travel
by empirically testing the assumptions described here. Such work should consider that while the
present study has isolated a number of aspects and their alleged relationship with air travel, the true
relationship between air travel and any of these aspects may be non-linear, and the overall
relationship between air travel frequency and doing ‘good’ academic work is likely to be a function of
various mechanisms including, but perhaps not limited to, those discussed in this study.

6.7 Conclusions
This study has revealed a significant diversity of normative arguments about air travel reduction in
academia and of assumptions about how air travel reduction impacts academic work. Although
specific arguments and assumptions may vary over time and between institutions, it can be
concluded that discussions about air travel reduction entail considerable complexity. Intermediate
opinions exist beyond binary support for and opposition to reduction, the same opinion may result
from different arguments, and many people subscribe to at least one argument supporting each
position, reflecting an ongoing struggle. The contested relationships between different aspects of
academic work and air travel reduction reveal a significant knowledge gap for future empirical
research to fill. In the meantime, academics and institutions engaged in discussions or projects to do
with air travel reduction should acknowledge the various viewpoints within their own and their
opposition’s camp in order to avoid alienating groups of academics through exclusion or
misunderstanding and should work toward broadly supported norms and policies.
Although many academics are wary of air travel reduction, this study reveals considerable support
for it as well as openness to personal behavior changes and systemic changes, indicating a window of
opportunity. The COVID-19 pandemic may have pushed this window open even wider. However,
academics perceive air travel as intricately tied to doing their work ‘well’. Reducing it can therefore
be a radical challenge. Those seeking to address air travel in academia should not take this issue
lightly, and should equip their reduction projects with capacities to address such fundamental
concerns as they predictably emerge. If taken seriously, such discussions may even provide a fruitful
opportunity to reflect on the values underlying academic work within and beyond the framework of
internationalization and competition.
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Abstract
Various solutions have been suggested for the large climate impact of aviation, some of which would
have far-reaching consequences for tourism. This study analyzes the discourses of climate protesters
on this topic. Visual protest materials targeting aviation were photographed at three Swiss climate
demonstrations in 2019 and analyzed using the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse. The
protesters criticize air travel for its climate impact, assign responsibility to the travelling public, and
promote solutions involving reduced air travel demand. They omit offsetting and technological
solutions, thereby diverging from the discourses of the Swiss media and the aviation industry. The
tourism industry should prepare for possible changes in travel patterns which might occur if this
movement succeeds in promoting its views.
Keywords: air travel; aviation; Fridays for Future; discourse analysis; visual discourse; climate change

7.1 Introduction
Aviation is an important part of the tourism sector, accounting for 96% of touristic arrivals between
regions and the largest share of intra-regional international touristic arrivals out of all transport
modes outside Europe (World Tourism Organization and International Transport Forum, 2019). As
such, aviation contributes significantly to the 10.3% of the global gross domestic product accounted
for by tourism (World Travel & Tourism Council, 2020).
Aviation also has a large environmental footprint (IPCC, 1999). In 2005, it was responsible for 40% of
the tourism sector’s CO2 emissions (World Tourism Organization and United Nations Environment
Programme, 2008). In terms of actual impact on the global climate, its share is even larger due to the
emission of non-CO2 greenhouse gases, and because CO2 has a larger warming effect when emitted
at high altitudes (Lee et al., 2009). Since early 2018, aviation has received increased criticism in the
media and public discourse for its environmental footprint (Friedrich et al., 2020; Wolrath Söderberg
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& Wormbs, 2019), which in 2019 prompted the Director General and CEO of the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) to state that the ‘rise of anti-aviation sentiment over these last months’
and environmental sustainability were ‘the greatest challenge’ to the aviation industry (IATA, 2019).
Unsurprisingly given the proximity of aviation and tourism, this anti-aviation discourse frequently
touches on tourism (Wolrath Söderberg & Wormbs, 2019).
Various solutions have been proposed to address the unsustainability of aviation. The aviation
industry suggests technological solutions, such as alternative fuels or improved aircraft engines or
frames (Gössling & Peeters, 2007; Peeters, Higham, Kutzner, Cohen, & Gössling, 2016), as well as
carbon offsetting (IATA, 2018). A different approach promotes a change of travel patterns in which
consumers travel less or not at all by air, using other modes of transportation, traveling to less
distant destinations, staying longer at the destination, or traveling less in general. This could be
achieved through voluntary behavior change on the part of consumers (Flight Free World, 2021) or
through a wider range of policies and activism: opposition to infrastructure projects; bans on
lobbying, advertising, and state funding for aviation; divestment; regulations at the institutional,
national, and international level; taxation schemes; and support for alternative modes of
transportation (Haßler et al., 2019). Either way, such a profound change in travel patterns would
drastically affect the tourism sector, with some destinations, organizations, and modes of tourism
experiencing losses while others might benefit.
Research has repeatedly shown that travelers are unaware of the climate impact of aviation (Becken,
2007; Lassen, 2010), or reluctant to limit their air travel despite environmental awareness (Hanna &
Adams, 2017; Kroesen, 2013; McDonald, Oates, Thyne, Timmis, & Carlile, 2015), but this may be
changing in the light of the recent debate. For example, in a German study conducted in August
2019, 41% of all respondents said they were willing to reduce their holiday flights by 20% (Gössling,
Humpe, & Bausch, 2020). In another study conducted in September and October 2019, 12% of
respondents across the EU, 10% in the USA and 14% in China said they planned to fly less in the
future to fight climate change – in addition to those who claimed they already did so (European
Investment Bank, 2020). The annual statistic indeed showed a global slowdown in passenger growth
for 2019 (IATA, 2020). For the case of Germany, one study concludes that the ‘flight shame’
movement contributed to this (Friedrich et al., 2020), but the massive decline in air travel following
travel restrictions in the course of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 (Chen, Demir, García-Gómez, &
Zaremba, 2021) quickly eclipsed all other trends in the data, making this theory difficult to verify. This
obscuration is likely to continue until 2022 (Gudmundsson, Cattaneo, & Redondi, 2020).
It therefore remains speculative whether popular environmental concern will reduce air travel
demand in the future, but the tourism sector should watch this development carefully. Given that
decarbonization is in any case an important task facing the tourism sector (World Tourism
Organization and International Transport Forum, 2019), such a potential change doesn’t have to be
only an adversity for tourism, but might present a useful catalyst for a transformation toward
sustainable tourism. This study offers a look into where the contemporary climate movement stands
on the issue of aviation and climate change, which can help tourism professionals and scholars
anticipate not only the challenges raised by the environmentalists, but also possible synergies with
that group.
The global wave of large street protests in 2019 – prominently spearheaded by two sub-movements
that had begun in 2018, Fridays for Future (FFF) and Extinction Rebellion – provided a suitable
window into the views of the climate movement. Not only were the protests a particularly salient
manifestation of the movement during the studied period, they also allowed direct access to the
views held by individual movement participants, rather than the agendas of movement
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organizations. Taking advantage of this unique opportunity, in this paper I analyze visual protest
materials – such as placards or banners – displayed by protesters at large street demonstrations
organized by the Swiss branch of FFF in 2019. Applying the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to
Discourse (Keller, 2011) to these materials, I aim to answer the following initial research question:
(RQ1) What views on aviation and climate change do the protesters express?
This can be parsed into three sub-questions:
(RQ1a) How, if at all, do the protesters problematize aviation?
(RQ1b) Whom do they hold responsible for causing and for solving this problem?
(RQ1c) Which solutions do they promote?
During the research process, it became clear that solutions suggested by the protesters didn’t include
technological fixes and carbon offsetting. Given my impression that the Swiss public discourse on
aviation and climate change prominently includes these solution types, and the protesters are
therefore likely to know about them, this finding seemed to indicate that they were deliberately
omitting these solution types, perhaps in order to shift the public discourse. Thus I conducted a
content analysis of Swiss mainstream media articles discussing aviation and climate change, and
compared the solutions discussed therein to the solutions promoted in the protest discourse, in
order to answer the following additional research question:
(RQ2) Do the solutions suggested by the protesters diverge from those presented by Swiss
mainstream media?

7.2 The visual discourse of Swiss Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protesters on aviation
The above research questions are investigated in Switzerland, which is well suited for this purpose
because the country’s high average of 1.6 annual airborne trips per person (INTRAPLAN Consult
GmbH, 2018) make the climate impact of aviation a likely topic to occur in public discourse.
Furthermore, the prominent international discourses described above are being reproduced by
actors on the Swiss national scale, which provides some basis for extrapolation from Swiss discourses
back to international ones: The national flag carrier Swiss International Air Lines promotes
technological solutions and carbon offsetting, alongside efficient organization (SWISS, n.d.). The
campaign Flugstreik collected pledges from individuals not to fly in 2020, while also suggesting
political measures such as removing subsidies for aviation and opposing infrastructure projects
(Terran, 2021).
When the present study was conducted in 2019, the global, youth-run social movement organization
Fridays for Future (FFF) was a particularly visible manifestation of the climate movement, both in
Switzerland (by the name Klimastreik) and in many other countries. It developed out of a school
strike begun by the then 15-year-old Swedish activist Greta Thunberg on August 20th, 2018 (Fisher &
Nasrin, 2020). After three weeks of daily striking in front of the parliament, Thunberg limited her
strikes to Fridays, and groups of pupils and students across Sweden and in other countries began to
join in (Wetzel, 2019). Demonstrations took place worldwide, often in front of government buildings,
and often in the form of strikes (Moor, Uba, Wahlström, Wennerhag, & De Vydt, 2020). The COVID19 pandemic in 2020 has made this form of protest difficult, but the movement has moved much
protest action online (Fisher & Nasrin, 2020) and organized a global strike on September 25th 2020.
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FFF’s core demand is that states fulfill their commitments to the 2015 Paris Agreement to limit global
warming to 2 degrees Celsius (better 1.5 degrees) above pre-industrial levels (Sommer, Rucht,
Haunss, & Zajak, 2019). FFF demonstrators are well-educated, with females often outnumbering
males, although gender is balanced in Switzerland (Moor et al., 2020). The level of support for
Klimastreik/FFF in Switzerland has not been quantified, but in the neighboring country Germany,
more than half of the population supported the strikes at the time the present study was conducted
(Koos & Naumann, 2019). However, both Thunberg and the other protesters have also aroused
distrust, dismissal, and derogation, as has been analyzed specifically with regard to Thunberg’s highly
publicized refusal to travel by air (Mkono, Hughes, & Echentille, 2020).
Klimastreik/FFF provided a suitable context for this study because it received considerable media
attention in 2019, thereby potentially influencing the general public (Smidt, 2011). However, rather
than investigating a particular sub-movement, the focus of this study is on undercurrents within the
wider contemporary climate movement, at least in Switzerland. Indeed, the three demonstrations
where the data for this study were gathered attracted participants from beyond Klimastreik/FFF’s
core demographic of schoolchildren. All three occurred in the context of internationally coordinated
protest days, and were preceded by mobilization efforts targeting the general public. A survey
conducted by another research team at one of the demonstrations I studied reveals that the event
mobilized people of all age groups, with youth participants comprising only 25% (Moor et al., 2020).
52% of adults and 36% of students in the survey actively or financially support other environmental
organizations, illustrating their affiliation with the wider climate movement rather than
Klimastreik/FFF specifically.
Political protest can impact society in many ways, potentially affecting elections, retirement of
representatives, and voting behavior of representatives (Madestam, Shoag, Veuger, & YanagizawaDrott, 2013), public opinion (Banaszak & Ondercin, 2016), and attention paid to an issue by
policymakers (King, Bentele, & Soule, 2007). Although the precise role of visual protest in this process
is unknown, it can be assumed that these materials express the same ideas which also inform other
movement activities, and can therefore be interpreted as indicators for the main thrust of the
movement. Therefore, while the focus of this study is on characterizing the discourse put forth by
protesters rather than on the effects this may have on society, I speculate on potential effects in the
Conclusions section.

7.2.1 Visual protest materials at political demonstrations
Visual protest materials displayed at demonstrations were chosen as the primary data source for this
study because they were very salient at Swiss Klimastreik/FFF demonstrations – as well as in the
corresponding media coverage – and allow insights into the ordinary protesters’ discourse rather
than the more centralized communications of the organization Klimastreik/FFF.
I borrow the term visual protest material from Philipps (2012) and define it as any object displayed
by protesters in order to communicate at a protest event. This includes ‘signs, posters, banners,
flyers, stencils, graffiti, stickers, cartoons, comics, scrolls, road signs, petitions, photographs,
postcards, personal messages, post-it notes, prayers, artworks (including sculptures and installations,
children’s art, chalk drawings, etc.), t-shirts, board games, newspaper pages, maps, flags, toys (e.g.
toy umbrellas), jewelry [and] balloons’ (Lou & Jaworski, 2016, p. 6). Particularly common at FFF
demonstrations are placards, which are usually made of cardboard and held in the air, often attached
to a stick (Demarmels, 2016), though they can also be attached to objects or stand freely (Lou &
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Jaworski, 2016). Beyond being carried around physically, visual protest materials can be mobile in a
wider sense through reproduction and recontextualization, for example by being photographed and
uploaded to online spaces (Chun, 2014) and then ‘downloaded’ for use at a different offline site (Lou
& Jaworski, 2016). Reproduction in the media would be another example of such mobility.
Visual protest materials are a mode of communication that can employ verbal and visual elements in
a way similar to advertisements or political posters (Demarmels, 2016), and have been identified as
‘a form of Discourse’ (Kasanga, 2014, p. 23). They may address a global audience, for example
through international media (Kasanga, 2014; Martín Rojo, 2014), as well as local audiences or
governments (Barni & Bagna, 2016; Kasanga, 2014). Their discursive functions include making
demands, expressing feelings, and contesting the legitimacy of authorities (Kasanga, 2014);
communicating definitions of a problem as well as possible solutions (Daphi, Lê, & Ullrich, 2013);
presenting group identity (Seals, 2013); informing, and persuading (Demarmels, 2016). They can also
organize space, for example by regulating conduct or marking a space as belonging to a social
movement (Lou & Jaworski, 2016), blocking out undesired aspects of a space such as advertisement
(Martín Rojo, 2014), or even constructing a ‘parallel city’ (Lou & Jaworski, 2016; Martín Rojo, 2014).
In a Russian study (Alekseevsky, 2012), young working people with high education levels were the
most likely to carry placards, and most people with placards had never made one before. The vast
majority of placard-bearers had made their placards themselves, and no earlier than the evening
before. The ideas for the placards had come mostly from themselves but also from media, the
internet, or friends.
Visual protest materials can yield insights into the social movements that display them. Philipps
(2012) demonstrates the fruitfulness of analyzing visual protest materials by showing that their
characteristics (mostly spatial and stylistic aspects of text design) can differ between groups of
demonstrators with different demographic characteristics and agendas. Daphi et al. (2013) show the
same for image elements and image composition and go on to claim that visual protest materials
imply aspects of worldviews. In a similar spirit, Begum (2015) studies the ideology reflected in a
Pakistani sample of visual protest materials, and Said and Kasanga (2016) apply frame analysis to a
sample from the Arab Spring. This body of work shows that central ideas of social movements can be
inferred from analyses of materials displayed at their demonstrations.
Visual protest materials in the context of FFF have been studied only in one Swedish master thesis
(Meier, 2019). Meier analyzes photographs of the materials uploaded to official social media
accounts of German FFF groups, and identifies three frames in which the materials discuss climate
change: A) as a collection of individual issue fields (causes and solutions of climate change), B) as the
failure of adults and intergenerational justice, and C) as transnational in scope and in responsibility.
Transport is one of the three most prominent issues within Frame A (11 out of 68 materials within
this frame, out of a total 432 materials analyzed), but Meier reports only one slogan related to
aviation. Therefore no expectations for the present study could be drawn from Meier (2019).

7.2.2 Study methods
Research questions 1a, 1b, and 1c were investigated based on 93 visual protest materials that were
displayed at Swiss climate demonstrations in 2019. These materials were analyzed using the
Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse (Keller, 2011). Based on the results to research
question 1c, the additional research question 2 was defined, and was investigated using 31 media
pieces from Swiss mainstream media discussing aviation and climate change.
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7.2.2.1 Collection of visual protest materials (RQ1)
I collected 93 photographs of aviation-related visual protest materials displayed by protesters at
three large (10,000+ attendees according to the organizers) demonstrations organized by
Klimastreik/FFF in Switzerland in 2019. Two demonstrations, on May 24th and September 27th, took
place in Zurich and were advertised regionally throughout the canton Zurich, while other Swiss
cantons hosted their own events. The last demonstration, on September 28th, took place in Bern, the
de facto capital of Switzerland, and was advertised as a national event. Combined with the fact that
the Zurich demonstrations were held on Fridays while the Bern demonstration was held on a
Saturday, this explains the far larger turnout of 75,000 to 100,000 protesters reported in Bern (Moor
et al., 2020) compared to 10,000 at each Zurich demonstration (according to the organizers). Both
cities have airports, making aviation an equally likely topic for discussion.
Each demonstration consisted of a march followed by a closing rally. Following Philipps (2012), I
positioned myself at the head of the march before it began to move, and then systematically
photographed all aviation-related visual protest materials I could find while the crowd marched past
me, thus minimizing the likelihood of missing relevant materials. My focus was on placards and
banners, which are most visible at a distance, but I also photographed other materials when I
encountered them. At one demonstration (September 27th), an assistant took the photographs as
described above. I extended his dataset on the same day by adding 10 photographs from a
temporary public online archive, which had been set up by Klimastreik/FFF Zürich for protesters to
share their photographs of the event as press material. Where known, the photographers are
credited in the acknowledgements of this article. All photographs displayed in this article were taken
by me or my assistant.
As I cannot speak French, Italian, or Romansh, all official Swiss language, I didn’t look for materials in
those languages. The French signs were identified based on their visual or non-French content.
Therefore there may have been more materials about aviation in these languages which I did not
recognize, but since all studied demonstrations were located in German-speaking Switzerland, a large
share of materials in these languages was not expected.

7.2.2.2 Analysis of visual protest materials (RQ1)
No standard methodology has yet emerged for analyzing visual protest materials. Several approaches
have been suggested that draw on such varied traditions as art history (Daphi et al., 2013), discourse
analysis (Said & Kasanga, 2016), and quantitative cluster analysis (Philipps, 2012). The present study
adds to this diversity by employing the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse (Keller, 2011),
which is championed as complementary to existing social movement research (Ullrich & Keller, 2014)
and has several properties that make it well suited to the research questions at hand. First, it
explicitly includes visual discourses in its scope. Second, it offers theoretical tools for addressing
struggles between different discourses on the same contested topic, which it conceptualizes as a
discursive field. Third, it was developed through the study of waste discourses and has been applied
to a range of other environmental issues, demonstrating its suitability for their analysis in particular.
It defines discourses as ‘regulated, structured practices of sign usage in social arenas which
constitute smaller or larger realities’ and which ‘crystallise and constitute themes in a particular form
as social interpretation and action issues’ (Ullrich & Keller, 2014, p. 11). This particular form can be
made tangible and subjected to systematic analysis through the concept of the phenomenal
structure. A phenomenal structure consists of a number of dimensions along which a discourse
conceptualizes its theme. Frequently encountered dimensions are ‘the determination of the kind of
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problem or theme of a statement unit, the definition of characteristics, causal relations (causeeffect), and their link to responsibilities, problem dimensions, value implications, moral and aesthetic
judgments, consequences, [and] possible courses of action’ (Keller, 2011, p. 58). Keller goes on in the
same paragraph to include subject positions as yet another dimension of the phenomenal structure.
The subject positions included in a discourse, elsewhere described as identity offerings (Ullrich &
Keller, 2014), are the roles which the discourse makes available for people to identify with, or
identify others as—for example, ‘heroes, rescuers, problem cases, sensibly, (sic) and responsibly
acting individuals, villains and so on’ (Keller, 2011, p. 58).
In this study I employ the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse to analyze the phenomenal
structure of the aviation-related discourse conveyed in visual protest materials displayed at Swiss
climate demonstrations, particularly with respect to problem definitions, subject positions, and
suggested solutions. Each of these aspects sheds a light on how this discourse might affect tourism:
Which types of aviation does it target, which roles does it assign to different actors, such as tourists
or the aviation industry, and which solutions does it push for?
For the application of the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse to social movement
discourses, Ullrich and Keller (2014) suggest an iterative hermeneutic method that draws heavily on
qualitative methodology, particularly aspects of grounded theory. Following these suggestions, I first
coded all visual protest materials according to descriptive characteristics drawn from the literature:
Following Philipps (2012) I coded estimated size (larger/smaller than 30x40 cm), design
(printed/hand-painted), punctuation, and signs of organizations. Following Shiri (2015) I noted the
number of words and the language(s). Inspired by Alekseevsky (2012), I noted humor. I also noted
text color and the use of rhymes.
Second, I analyzed the semantic content of the verbal and visual elements of the protest materials.
Prior to analysis, I deliberately suspended my expectations to avoid bias. In several iterations of
examining the raw data, I first coded basic verbal content (e.g. ‘warming temperatures’) as well as
basic visual elements (e.g. ‘aircraft’). I then iteratively merged similar codes (e.g. ‘consequences of
climate change’) or distinguished them more clearly, and further differentiated particularly
interesting codes (e.g. ‘aircraft with Swiss flag’). Codes based on verbal and visual elements were
developed separately. Next, I applied higher-order theoretical concepts from the Sociology of
Knowledge Approach to Discourse (such as ‘subject position’) to the data in order to investigate the
phenomenal structure of the studied discourse. At this stage, some high-level categories were
created which encompassed verbal and visual elements (e.g. ‘emissions as antecedent to climate
change’). Finally, I generated interpretations and compared them against alternative interpretations.
Throughout all stages of coding, interpretation, and writing, I repeatedly referred to the raw data to
ensure validity. Analyses were performed using the qualitative analysis software NVivo 12.

7.2.2.3 Collection and analysis of Swiss media data (RQ2)
The observation that the studied protest discourse did not include technological innovation or
carbon offsetting as solutions to the climate impact of aviation raised the question whether these
solution types were included in the Swiss mainstream media, and therefore whether their absence
from the protest discourse indicated a meaningful divergence. To address this question, I composed
a sample of pertinent media pieces which had been published within a period of 30 days prior to
each demonstration, excluding the day of the demonstration itself. This time frame was chosen to
prevent direct influence of the demonstrations on the media articles. Because the second and third
demonstration took place on consecutive days, only two time periods resulted.
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The media analysis is limited to German-speaking Switzerland. I selected media outlets with high
consumption levels in the general population, particularly among young people, while striving for a
diversity of publication types. The publications had to be accessible and searchable online. These
criteria led to the selection of 20 Minuten (the most read free daily newspaper), Tages-Anzeiger (the
most read mainstream newspaper), and the TV and radio channels of SRF (the most popular
broadcasting company).
I searched each outlet for four key terms related to aviation, within both time periods, before moving
on to the next. I screened the titles and short descriptions of all identified articles and discarded
those which did not seem to discuss climate change. In a second round, I checked the full texts/files
and discarded those which did not sufficiently discuss both aviation and climate change. The final
corpus contains five articles and three video files from the first time period and 15 articles, four video
and four audio files from the second time period. Note that the larger number of media pieces during
the second time period should not be interpreted as reflecting an increase in problem awareness,
because news media coverage critically depends on individual events, such as in this case a sailing
trip by Greta Thunberg across the Atlantic.
Again using NVivo 12, I conducted a deductive quantitative content analysis of the media data, using
the solution types observed in the protest materials as a coding framework. I read, watched, or
listened to each media piece twice, noting if any of these solution types were mentioned. When a
solution was suggested which had not appeared in the protest materials, I created a new category. I
then compared the visual protest materials and the media data.

7.3. Results and discussion
This section presents and discusses the findings of this study. Subsection 7.3.1 describes visual
characteristics of the collected visual protest materials, in order to provide background for the
interpretation of the protest discourse and a basis for comparison with future studies. Subsequent
subsections cover findings related to research questions 1a (subsection 7.3.2), 1b (subsection 7.3.3),
1c (subsection 7.3.4), and research question 2 (subsection 7.3.5).

7.3.1 Characteristics of the collected visual protest materials
Table 7-1 summarizes descriptive features of the collected visual protest materials. Note that two
materials appeared at more than one demonstration. In the three cases where a material has two
distinct sides related to aviation, both sides are counted separately throughout this paper. In
addition to the stand-alone stickers listed in Table 7-1, more stickers were attached to placards which
themselves related to aviation; this compound protest material was then counted as a placard.
‘Image elements’, in Table 7-1 as well as throughout this article, refers to shapes and symbols which I
clearly recognized as denoting something.
Among those materials featuring verbal text, the average number of words is 5.12, similar to that
found by Shiri (2015), with a range of 1 to 18 words. ‘Zug’/‘Flug’ (German for ‘train’/‘plane’) is the
most common rhyme.
Most materials are hand-painted, indicating an unorganized, non-professional pattern of production
(Philipps, 2012), which may in part be due to Klimastreik/FFF’s policy that other organizations are not
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allowed to display their logos or names at Klimastreik/FFF demonstrations (Wetzel, 2019). Indeed,
the only organizations referenced recurrently and directly on the materials—usually through
stickers—are Klimastreik itself and the related campaign Flugstreik.
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Descriptive feature
Total
Place and time of collection
Zürich, May 24th 2019
Zürich, September 27th 2019
Bern, September 28th 2019
Type of material
Sculpture
Banner
Stand-alone sticker
Placard
Sign/name/implication of an organization
Flugstreik
Klimastreik
Verkehrs-Club der Schweiz
Other
Estimated size (only banners and placards)
Large (more than 30x40 cm)
Small (less than 30x40 cm)
Production method (only banners and placards)
Hand-painted
Printed
Hybrid
Image elements (identical stickers counted only once)
Verbal elements (identical stickers counted only once)

Visual protest materials
93
21
25
50
3
4
6
80
21
11
7
4
4
75
7
80
2
2
65
83

Stylistic device (identical stickers counted only once)
Text in more than two colors
Rhyme
Humor

18
21
23

Capitalization (identical stickers counted only once)
All capital letters
Standard capitalization
Capital letters for emphasis
Capitalization according to other rules
No capital letters

40
23
11
7
2

Language (identical stickers counted only once)
Standard German
English
Swiss German
Bilingual (English & German/French)
French
Punctuation (identical stickers counted only once)
Exclamation mark
Question mark
Comma
Period

54
17
9
3
1
23
16
3
3
2

Table 7-1. Descriptive features of the collected visual protest materials.
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7.3.2 Problem definitions in the visual protest materials (RQ1a)
While most of the studied materials exclusively target aviation, a large minority (39) set it within a
larger problem frame through verbal or visual means. Most frequently, this includes other
transportation modes dependent on fossil fuels but can also extend to fossil fuel use more widely,
greenhouse gas emitting practices, or environmental degradation in general. This contextualization is
unsurprising as the materials were collected at demonstrations protesting climate change.
Almost all verbal explanations for why aviation is a problem relate to climate change: Some materials
reference consequences of climate change (Figure 7-1, bottom left) or emissions as an antecedent of
climate change (Figure 7-1, bottom right). Only CO2 emissions are explicitly named, and are therefore
used synonymously with ‘emissions’ throughout the following interpretation. Other materials more
vaguely mention general damage to Earth or to the climate as the problem (Figure 7-1, top right). It
seems that some common knowledge about the causal chain from aircraft operation to CO2
emissions, from CO2 to climate change, and from climate change to specific manifestations is
presupposed, as each material typically only addresses one link in the chain. One material mentions
pollution; whether this also refers to greenhouse gas emissions is unclear. Alternative
problematization strategies that appear in other discourses on aviation, such as negative effects of
air travel on health, unpleasant aspects of the air travel experience, or a social critique of air travel
practices as unjust, are not employed.
Visually, aviation is problematized through the depiction of aircraft crossed out in red (Figure 7-1, top
left; see also Meier, 2019) and contained within prohibition signs, trailing visible emissions (Figure 71, top left, top right), or cracked open with a tree growing from the wreckage (the logo of the antiaviation organization Flugstreik, present on stickers and imitated in sculptures). Aircraft are also
presented as part of dystopic scenes juxtaposed with aircraft-free utopias. Together, these visual
strategies of problem-framing are quite common, comprising 33 of 51 aircraft depictions. They define
aviation as a problem at first glance. Notably, no humans are shown flying in or boarding aircraft; the
aircraft itself symbolizes the criticized practice of air travel, as Meier (2019) has also observed for
various vehicle types. In two cases, aircraft are even anthropomorphized with unhappy facial
expressions.
Which types and aspects of aviation are problematic and why is mostly specified verbally. 11
materials oppose short-distance flights (all with a popular slogan translating to ‘Short distance flights
only for insects’), followed by international/long-haul flights (3), leisure travel (2), and military
aircraft (1). In addition to the two explicit mentions of leisure travel, one material visually depicts a
car moving towards a stretch of sand with palm trees, which seems to symbolize a holiday
destination. As there is no mention of air freight, while travel is addressed, the protest appears to be
on air travel rather than aviation per se. Similarly, as leisure travel is the only travel purpose that is
explicitly mentioned, it can be assumed that this is the primary type of travel which the protesters
bearing the visual protest materials had in mind. The protest discourse is therefore interpreted in the
following as pertaining predominantly to leisure travel.
Notably, eight materials feature the Swiss flag painted on aircraft, most often on the tail fin in the
style of Swiss International Air Lines, which may reflect a perceived responsibility on the part of
Switzerland or its flag carrier (Figure 7-1, bottom left).
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7.3.3 Subject positions in the visual protest materials (RQ1b)
The studied materials rarely contain explicit mentions of responsibility or blame. They don’t mention
justice themes, which frequently appear in some other discourses on aviation and climate change
(such as uneven distribution of air travel in correlation with wealth; private jet use; unequal CO2
emissions attributed to first-class, business, and economy seats; varying necessity of different travel
purposes). Implicitly, however, some responsibility is assigned through the positioning of subjects.
Fewer than half of all materials with verbal elements reference any subject. The majority is phrased
impersonally (e.g., ‘Trains not planes’), and some position the act of flying as the subject (e.g. ‘Flying
destroys our planet’), both of which avoids the placing of responsibility.
However, subjects appear in 32 materials in the form of a) personal (‘we’) and possessive pronouns
(‘our’); b) imperatives without pronouns (‘Stop flying); and c) explicit naming (‘Mother Earth’). They
can be classified into three subject positions: victim, problem causer, and potential problem solver.
Figure 7-1 displays examples and shows how intimately these three positions are interwoven. The
latter two overlap especially heavily (Table 7-2) because the suggested way in which one can become
a problem-solver often equates to discontinuing a currently exhibited problem-causing behavior (e.g.
‘Stop flying’). Indeed, the audience is predominantly addressed through appeals to reposition
themselves from being problem causers to being problem solvers.
The problem solver position is only ever presented as potential; existing ‘environmentally friendly’
behavior (such as having pledged not to travel by air) is never mentioned, foregoing any
‘heroine/hero’ position. Not even Greta Thunberg’s refusal to fly is mentioned.
Self-positioning occurs across all subject positions. The victim position is never assigned to the
audience, only to the self and third parties. The discourse speaks mostly about the demonstrators
and viewers, not governments or other societal groups.
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Figure 7-1. Examples of aviation-related visual protest materials.
Caption translations: Top left = ‘Stay on the ground’. Top right = ‘Flying destroys our planet’.
Bottom left = ‘Fly even more then there will be no snow’. Bottom right = ‘For our grandchildren &
children – Stop CO2—No SUV—No [aircraft]’. The materials displayed here illustrate the subject
positions potential problem solver (top left, bottom right), problem causer (top left, bottom left,
bottom right), and victim (top right, bottom right). They further illustrate the problem definitions
general damage to Earth (top right), emissions as antecedent to climate change (bottom right, visual
evidence in top left and right), and specific consequences of climate change (bottom left, visual
evidence in bottom right).
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Subject position

Total protest
materials

Victim
(subtotal=7)

Problem
causer
(subtotal=21)

Potential problem solver
(subtotal=21)

1st person
singular

1

1

2nd person
singular

4

4

3

3rd person
singular

1

1

1st person
plural

9

6

4

3

2nd person
plural

3

1

2

3rd person
plural

2

Undefined
imperative

14

1

1
10

13

Table 7-2. Aviation-related visual protest materials implying subject positions (total=32).
Note: Rows need not add up to the column subtotal because some materials include more than one
mention of subjects.
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7.3.4 Proposed ‘solutions’ in the visual protest materials (RQ1c)
Many materials (38) discuss (usually verbally) ‘solutions’; the term is hereafter placed in quotation
marks to underscore my abstention from evaluating the suggestions. The suggestions are
summarized in Table 7-3, along with corresponding suggestions in the media (see section 7.3.5).
Notably, only one material rejects an undesired ‘solution’, while the rest promote desired ones. The
most promoted ‘solution’ is the substitution of air travel with train travel (Figure 7-1, top left), closely
followed by monetary measures and individual behavior change. There is some overlap between
these categories.
Interestingly, a range of ‘solutions’ from other discourses on air travel and climate change are
missing from the visual protest materials. State regulation of travel is not explicitly mentioned, but
the visual representation of aircraft within prohibition signs may be intended as an allusion to
regulation. Definitely missing are the possibility of limiting advertising for air travel, carbon
offsetting, virtual communication, and technological means to improve the carbon efficiency of
aircraft. One material (Translation: ‘Only witches fly CO2 neutral’) explicitly denies the possibility of
carbon-neutral aviation, but apart from this single instance, it is unclear from the protest materials
alone whether the omission of some types of ‘solutions’ is due to ignorance, deliberate rejection, or
yet another reason.

7.3.5 Proposed ‘solutions’ in Swiss mainstream media (RQ2)
To investigate this absence of some solution types from the visual protest materials, I conducted a
content analysis of the ‘solutions’ proposed in Swiss mainstream media, using as a coding framework
the categories which had emerged from the analysis of the protest materials, with additional
categories allowed to emerge. I compared the ‘solutions’ suggested in both datasets to identify
commonalities and differences (research question 2). This approach is based on the assumption that
the Swiss public, including protesters at the studied demonstrations, would likely know about the
existence of any ‘solutions’ discussed by popular Swiss mainstream media. Therefore, if a ‘solution’
type is discussed in the media but not the protest materials, its omission likely reflects a lack of faith
of the protesters in this ‘solution’, rather than ignorance.
While the protest materials almost exclusively promote desired ‘solutions’, media discussions of
many ‘solutions’ include both supportive and critical voices. Of the 29 media pieces that discuss
potential ‘solutions’, about half mention substituting air travel with train travel (Table 7-3). This
category includes the same ‘solutions’ as in the protest dataset (cheaper trains, individual choice,
more night trains) but also the expansion of existing train options as well as the development of
more sustainable train engines. Unlike the protest materials, the media discuss a specific measure for
making train travel cheaper: the removal or decrease of value-added tax on train tickets. An equal
number of media pieces discuss monetary measures. This category encompasses the same ‘solutions’
as in the protest dataset.
Fewer media pieces discuss individual behavior change. As in the protest materials, this category
includes eliminating air travel, staying close to home, and substituting air travel with train travel or
other alternative modes of transport. Additionally, the media discuss staying longer at destinations
and name a larger palette of alternative transport options, including sailboat, bus, car, and ship.
Reducing air travel rather than eliminating it is not explicitly mentioned, but the difference between
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both may have been more difficult to tell in the media articles than in the more straightforward
visual protest materials.
As evidenced by the above paragraphs, media and demonstration discourses match in regard to
some ‘solution’ types. However, there are also differences. Opposition to airport expansion, as
suggested in one visual protest material, is missing from the media discourse, and the media
discourse includes carbon offsetting, technological ‘solutions’ (including electrification, biofuels, and
the development of more fuel-efficient or even emissions-free aircraft), and abstention of the state
from purchasing new military aircraft, none of which appear in the protest materials. Regulations at
the institutional and national level are also discussed by the media, while their implication in the
protest materials is uncertain.
Opposition to airport expansion and the non-purchase of military aircraft, both of which are only
suggested once across both datasets, are negligible for the comparison of the two discourses. The
uncertain status of regulations as a promoted ‘solution’ in the protest materials also prevents a
comparison regarding regulations. However, it seems that the protesters chose not to promote
technological ‘solutions’ or carbon offsetting, even though many likely possessed some knowledge of
these ‘solution’ types from the mainstream media.
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‘Solution’ type

Protest materials

News media

Totala

38

29

Substitution with train travel

19 (50%)

13 (45%)

Cheaper trains

x

x

Choosing train over plane

x

x

More night trains

x

x

Expansion of (international) train options

x

More sustainable train engines

x

Monetary measures

16 (42%)

14 (48%)

Cheaper trains

x

x

Opposing cheap flights

x

x

Taxing aviation

x

x

Individual behavior change

14 (37%)

9 (31%)

Choosing train over plane

x

x

Eliminating air travel

x

x

Reducing air travel

x

Other alternative transport (e.g., biking)

x

x

Staying close to home

x

x

Staying longer

x

Offsetting

0

5 (17%)

Technological ‘solutions’

0

5 (17%)

Electrification

x

Biofuels

x

More fuel-efficient aircraft

x

Regulations

0

4 (14%)

National level

x

Institutional level

x

No new military aircraft

0

1 (3%)

Opposing airport expansion

1 (3%)

0

Table 7-3. Frequencies of ‘solution’ types in aviation-related visual protest materials from
Klimastreik/FFF demonstrations and Swiss mainstream news media.
a

Total = number of data pieces in the respective dataset featuring ‘solutions’

Main categories are listed in bold font, sub-categories are listed in normal font to further define the
main category. Sub-categories are marked with an x if they are present in the respective dataset;
otherwise they were not mentioned.
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7.4. General discussion
Table 7-4 summarizes key findings regarding the phenomenal structure of the visual protest
discourse on aviation and climate change, as expressed by protesters at Swiss Klimastreik/FFF
demonstrations. In the following, I interpret these different dimensions more generally and in
relation to each other as well as to the media discourse.
The protest discourse refrains from identifying any particular individuals or groups as responsible for
the climate impact of aviation or for solving this problem. Thus everybody’s air travel is painted as
equally bad, which glosses over questions of unequal distribution of consumption (who travels more;
which travel is more damaging, or more justified) and power (who is free not to travel; how is travel
demand created; who can initiate change). The discourse even erases human agency from the story
it tells by using impersonal grammatical structures (observed to the same effect by Meier, 2019),
depicting aircraft exclusively without pilots or passengers, and visually villainizing and even
anthropomorphizing them. Where responsibility is assigned at all, often implicitly through verbs and
pronouns that construct subject positions, it is generalized to the travelling public, under which the
demonstrators subsume themselves as well as their viewers. Travelers are considered responsible
both for causing the environmental impacts related to air travel and for reducing them.
Correspondingly, the most promoted ‘solutions‘ (substitution of air travel with train travel, monetary
measures, and individual behavior change) in the protest discourse rely on decreased air travel
demand across the board, which is to be realized largely through better choices on the part of the
public, although aided by monetary interventions or improved infrastructure. Governments appear in
this phenomenal structure only as the implicit addressees of calls for such monetary interventions
and improved infrastructure.
Technological ‘solutions’ such as electrification, biofuels, and efficiency gains in aircraft are not
promoted at Klimastreik/FFF demonstrations. They are, however, discussed in popular Swiss
mainstream media and therefore likely known to the protesters. The omission of these ‘solution’
types from the Klimastreik/FFF protests therefore appears as a silent rejection, or at the very least a
discounting of these ‘solution’ types relative to ‘solutions’ which focus on reducing air travel demand
(for air freight, which is not discussed in the protest materials, the case may be different).
Interestingly, this matches the discourse of the international environmental group Stay Grounded,
which explicitly rejects offsetting and technological ‘solutions’ (Haßler et al., 2019).
If the omission of these ‘solution’ types from the observed protest discourse is indeed intended
similarly, this raises three interesting points. First, it is worth noting that both offsetting and
technological ‘solutions’ are heavily promoted by the aviation industry (Gössling & Peeters, 2007;
Peeters et al., 2016). The protesters therefore seem to be consciously or unknowingly resisting the
industry’s claims that it can become sustainable through innovation.
Second, people who are aware of the environmental impact of air travel are more likely to report
considering, or having actually purchased, carbon offsets (Oswald & Ernst, 2020). Since the
Klimastreik/FFF protesters clearly demonstrate such awareness, their rejection of offsetting contrasts
with this finding. But perhaps both observations can be reconciled: Oswald and Ernst (2020) find that
the association of awareness of the impact of air travel and engagement with offsetting is mediated
by the experience of a dilemma between one’s travel and one’s environmental attitudes. Perhaps
environmentally aware people purchase offsets privately in response to this dilemma, but feel
ambivalent about the practice and thus aren’t willing to stand up in a crowd of demonstrators to
defend it, especially if the social norms within environmentally aware social circles are indeed
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transitioning away from air travel. This ambivalence would be interesting to explore for research on
offsetting, but also from a methodological point of view, because it might give insight into the
discursive rules that govern which opinions are expressed on visual protest materials.
Third, Brand and Fischer claim that in environmental discourses, a technosceptic position is often
pitted against a technophilic position that promotes technological solutions over social change. Since
technological fixes and offsetting share a reliance on technology, rejecting these ‘solution’ types in
favor of the demand- and behavior-based ‘solutions’ promoted in the protest materials would place
the Klimastreik/FFF protesters in the technosceptic camp (Brand & Fischer, 2012). On the other hand,
the aviation industry would seem to occupy the technophilic side of the debate. Brand and Fischer
(2012) criticize such bipolarity as ineffective and argue for a more holistic view of technological and
social change as intricately connected and equally necessary for the shift to a sustainable society.
This line of argument would call for the an integrated perspective on ‘solutions’ for the climate
impact of air travel, for example as put forth by the UK’s Climate Change Committee (2020).
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Dimension
Problem definition

Subject positions

Suggested ‘solutions’

Key aspects
Focus on leisure travel and short-distance flights
Causal chain, knowledge presupposed:
 Aircraft emit CO2
 CO2 causes climate change
 Climate change has negative consequences
Victim
Problem causer
Potential problem solver
Substitution with train travel
Monetary measures
Individual behaviour change

Table 7-4. Phenomenal structure of the visual protest discourse of aviation.
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7.5 Limitations
This study is limited in several ways by the relative novelty of using visual protest materials as a
primary data source. Visual protest materials have a limited capacity to accommodate complexity
and tend to focus on isolated, straightforward aspects of an issue. It is therefore likely that their
analysis cannot reveal all the dimensions of a movement’s studied discourse, but rather shines a
spotlight on the most salient aspects. My focus in this study on more easily interpretable verbal and
symbolic content, rather than, for example, a more hermeneutic interpretation of image composition
or word choice, further limits the range of insights that can be drawn from the study.
Further, comparing the ‘solutions’ suggested in the visual protest materials to those discussed in
media articles involves the assumption that on principle, all types of potential ‘solutions’ can be
featured, and would be equally likely to appear, in both mediums. Whether this is true is currently
unknown.
Another type of limitation concerns the generalizability of the findings. First, if certain groups of
protesters are more likely than others to carry visual protest materials, as observed by Alekseevsky
(2012), then the collected data may over-represent the point of view of these groups. In
Alekseevsky’s (2012) study, visual protest materials were most likely to be carried by young, working
people with high education levels. It is possible that the data analyzed below are biased toward this
demographic, although the studied context is quite different from that studied by Alekseevsky (2012)
and may therefore have produced a different, unknown bias favoring another subgroup.
Second, I examined demonstrations organized by a specific social movement organization in a small
European country. Based on the survey by Moor et al. (2020), which shows that the attendees of one
of the studied demonstrations had a range of affiliations with other environmental organizations,
and came from various age groups, I argue that the findings can be generalized to the contemporary
climate movement in Switzerland. Because the discourses of other Swiss national agents on aviation
closely mirror those on an international level, it is not unlikely that the global climate movement’s
discourse might resemble that of its Swiss counterpart. However, these generalizations are
speculative and would require additional data to confirm.
Third, the COVID-19 pandemic has drastically reduced tourism in 2020 (World Tourism Organization,
2020) and changed the conditions for FFF, whose primary format has historically been street protest.
It remains to be seen whether FFF will continue to exist after the pandemic, whether tourism –
including air travel – will return to its former levels, and in which ways the pandemic will impact
popular opinion on climate change, air travel, and the junction of the two. At the very least, as air
travel demand is already rising again in many markets and is expected to rebound to previous levels
by 2022 (Gudmundsson et al., 2020), the question of how to intervene against the climate impact of
aviation will remain relevant, and although the discourse as analyzed in the present study may have
shifted somewhat, a complete change concerning which ‘solutions’ are considered appropriate is
unlikely.
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7.6. Conclusions
I have analyzed the discourse of protesters at Swiss climate demonstrations regarding aviation by
applying the Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse to the visual protest materials displayed
at these demonstrations. This analysis has revealed that the protesters problematize aviation as
contributing to climate change through emitting greenhouse gases. They focus on air travel as
opposed to air freight, particularly leisure travel and short-distance flights. The discourse primarily
offers audiences the positions of problem causer or potential problem solver to identify with, subtly
assigning responsibility for the climate impact of aviation to the travelling public. Substitution of air
travel with train travel, monetary measures, and behavior change are commonly suggested as
‘solutions’ for this impact, unlike technological innovation and offsetting. In the following, I point out
implications of these findings, first from a methodological and then from a practical perspective.
Despite its limitations, this study provides another example of the fruitfulness of visual protest
materials as windows into the views held by members of a social movement, and shows that the
Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse is a suitable tool to analyze such materials, if the
research interest lies on the content and structure of the protest discourse. However, it does not in
itself contain tools for a detailed analysis of the design and visual composition of visual protest
materials, for which the methodology proposed by Philipps (2012) is better suited. The Sociology of
Knowledge Approach to Discourse can be applied to any event where visual protest materials are
displayed, and with the multidimensional theoretical tool of the phenomenal structure provides the
flexibility to examine basic message content (such as the suggested ‘solutions’ in this study) as well
as more implicit meanings (such as the subject positions in this study).
The usefulness of visual protest materials as data could be improved further with more detailed
knowledge about typical and atypical features of protest materials, as well as the discursive functions
of each feature. Therefore future studies based on visual protest materials should by default report
at least some basic features of the sampled materials, for example along the dimensions described
by Philipps (2012) or in this article. Other methodological challenges currently limiting conclusions
based on visual protest materials should also be addressed, for example by investigating whether the
views of particular subgroups are systematically over-represented in visual protest materials, and
whether certain types of ‘solutions’ are less likely to be discussed in protest materials than in other
genres.
In line with observations that air travel is developing from a blind spot of environmentally aware
consumers to an area of active reflection (Wolrath Söderberg & Wormbs, 2019), this study shows
that aviation is an important topic to Swiss climate protesters, as evidenced by the absolute number
of 93 protest materials collected. Although Meier (2019) reports only one aviation related slogan
among 432 visual protest materials drawn from German FFF demonstrations, at the demonstrations I
observed such slogans were easy to find. This divergence may be due to the different methodologies
employed, as Meier’s sample was drawn from social media accounts of official FFF groups, which
may not have been representative for the demonstrations.
The key finding of this study from a practical perspective is that environmentalists have taken up the
topic of air travel and are resisting the aviation industry’s discourse of sustainable aviation involving
technological innovation and carbon offsetting. Instead, they insist on reduced air travel demand,
brought about by individual choice aided by monetary intervention and better infrastructure.
Whether this discourse, or deeper anti-aviation currents within the climate movement of which the
observed discourse may be indicative, will succeed in affecting public opinion, travel patterns, or
transport policy is uncertain, and invites future research. However, given the potential impact of
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protest on society (Madestam et al., 2013; King, Bentele, & Soule, 2007; Banaszak & Ondercin, 2016),
such an influence is certainly possible. The aviation and tourism industries should prepare for this
possibility in planning their recovery after the COVID-19 pandemic. While reduced air travel demand
could entail heavy losses for the aviation industry, as well as other tourism subsectors and
destinations, some subsectors, such as rail services and European travel destinations, could stand to
benefit from such a change. These players could seek synergies with the climate movement in order
to advance the transition toward sustainable tourism that takes into account not only environmental
behavior at the destination, but also the mode of transportation.
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8. Conclusions and outlook
Institutional policies limiting air travel, and promoting instead forms of sustainable travel or travelfree communication, are one possibility for contributing to a sustainability transition in the aviation
sector. Because very little data and best practice reports are available for this type of policy, this
dissertation analyzed the pioneering practices of a group of universities in Western Europe and the
US which aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with business air travel by their
members. Two questions form the basis of this investigation, spanning all the contributions within
this dissertation:



How can universities try to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with their staff and
students’ air travel?
What is the social potential of such institutional approaches to reducing business air travel?

This section aims not to repeat the findings of each individual contribution, as included above, but
rather to point out connections between the contributions, in particular as they relate to these two
guiding research questions. Additionally, the dissertation as a whole is discussed in terms of its
limitations, the avenues for future research that it suggests, and its overall contribution to science
and to practice.

8.1 Important findings
8.1.1 How to reduce air travel emissions in universities
With regard to the first guiding research question, “How can universities try to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions associated with their staff and students’ air travel?”, Contribution I (top-down action)
in particular delivers several important findings. The catalogue of potential measures on which this
contribution is based combines a great variety of policy ideas from the academic and grey literature
as well as real-world policy-making. Many of these ideas are in fact being implemented, or have
already successfully been implemented at universities, – success in this case meaning that they have
passed the implementation stage. Whether they will be maintained, taken up by university members,
or be effective are as of yet three unanswered questions, which beg further research.
Specifically the critical issue of how effective individual policy measures are at reducing air travel
related emissions remains under-researched for several reasons that inhibit empirical investigation.
First, policy measures are usually not employed individually, but in a mix, which can only be
evaluated collectively. For example, a recent report from ETH Zurich (Medhaug, 2021) shows that the
policy mix employed there, in combination with the bottom-up process employed to design the
policy mix, seems to have effectively reduced emissions from air travel, but it isn’t possible based on
those data to determine which measures were most effective. Second, the COVID-19 pandemic
interrupted opportunities for evaluation, since most projects began only few years before the onset
of the pandemic, and did not have a chance to evaluate before. After the pandemic, travel patterns
will likely remain altered due to its long-term effects, and therefore a new baseline would be needed
to evaluate the effect of an air travel reduction project.
For these reasons, not much can be said at this time regarding the effectiveness of specific policy
measures, except that, as pointed out above, the decentralized process followed by ETH Zurich
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appears to have been successful and can be used as guidance (as in fact it is being used by other
universities, see Contribution I). Also, data from ETH Zurich (Medhaug, 2021), Imperial College
London (N. Grant et al., 2019) and the University of Basel
(https://www.unibas.ch/en/University/Administration-Services/GeneralSecretariat/Sustainability/Campus/Air-Travel.html) suggests that short-distance flights, which can
often be replaced by train travel, make up only 15-20% of a university’s air travel related emissions.
This indicates that measures which aim to replace air travel with train travel are not the most
effective. Regarding substitution of air travel with virtual communication, some studies exist that
quantify the carbon savings of virtual conferences as compared to in-person ones (Achten et al.,
2013; Burtscher et al., 2020; Jäckle, 2021). These studies clearly indicate that virtual conferencing is
an important contribution to sustainable academia, which should be continuously improved through
interwoven research and design. It’s important to note here that not only technology, but also
meeting practices likely need to change in order to enable seamless, effective, and satisfying virtual
conferencing.
Apart from the specific policy measures to be implemented, Contribution I (top-down action) offers
more guidance for universities seeking to reduce their air travel related emissions: First, it shows that
air travel projects can be initiated successfully by a range of stakeholders, including students. This is
encouraging to bottom-up initiatives seeking to influence policymakers in a particular institution.
Second, it shows which challenges air travel reduction projects face in universities, including a lack of
resources directed toward them. Third, air travel reduction projects can take into account the best
practice recommendations offered by participants in Contribution I (top-down action), including
communication with a wide range of stakeholders within the institution.

8.1.2 Potential of institutional approaches to reducing business air travel
Contributions II-IV provide answers to the second overarching research question, “What is the social
potential of such institutional approaches to reducing business air travel?”:
Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) shows that university air travel projects can be received quite
positively within the institution, at least when bottom-up elements of decision-making are included,
as evidenced by the many academics willing to change their behavior and expressing support for the
ETH Zurich air travel project “Stay grounded, keep connected”. This is encouraging for the
implementation of similar projects in other institutions, and suggests potential for implementing
many more.
It must be noted, however, that professors are far more likely to report that the project has had an
influence on their own business travel behavior, or at least on the way they think about their own
business travel, than other academics. On the other hand, professors are on average less supportive
of the project than non-professorial faculty, and this trend appears to continue further down the
career ladder. Seuront et al. (2021) observe a similar effect of seniority on the willingness of
researchers to consider non-air travel transport options for conference trips.
The reasons for this observed seniority effect are unclear at this time, and deserve further empirical
and theoretical investigation. It may be that among the more junior academics included in
Contribution II (bottom-up reaction), many do not plan to remain in academia long-term, and are
therefore more positive about plans to reduce academic air travel because it does not cost them
personally. Alternatively, they may not yet have realized the importance of mobility, while their
seniors have. On the other hand, junior academics who are not yet accustomed to particular ways of
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“doing science”, and have not yet constructed their own research interests, networks, and practices
on the back of readily available long-distance travel and thus are not locked in by them (C. Grant,
2018), may be more easily able to imagine alternative practices, and/or more willing to experiment
with them. Academics in higher positions may be more disillusioned about the possibilities of virtual
communication on the grounds of past experiences, or they may be under more intense performance
pressures due to increased scarcity of career advancement opportunities the closer one gets to the
top of the pyramid. The list of possible explanations could be extended endlessly; empirical
investigations are needed to bring clarity.
Contribution III (diving deeper), while it shows challenges faced by air travel (emissions) reduction
projects in universities, also highlights the potential of discussions about the legitimacy of air travel in
the face of ecological crisis: From such discussions can spring valuable deliberation about the role of
science in the modern world. This potential is not only limited to ecological issues: If the discourse on
academic air travel is harnessed into a productive discussion, it might even offer a window into a
renegotiation of other problematic aspects of contemporary academia, such as the pressures of
competition tied up with globalization, and the meaning of ethical scholarship in the Anthropocene.
Contribution IV (widening the focus) begins to chart the “resonance chamber” for the idea of
institutional air travel policy in wider society. On the one hand, it finds that this idea can connect to
ideas held by environmental protesters and expressed in the mainstream media: Both of these
discourses present demand reduction through individual behavior as a central solution to the
problem of aviation’s climate impact. This is encouraging for universities setting up air travel
projects, as it suggests that they can receive positive media attention and positive feedback from
society for those efforts. On the other hand, both of the studied discourses barely ever touch on
business air travel; instead they focus on private, individual choices, often holiday travel. While it is
possible that people would have had something to say about business air travel if asked about it, and
“holiday travel” is simply front of mind when people debate about air travel in general, it may be that
institutional efforts to reduce air travel related greenhouse gas emissions, especially if they receive
the media attention mentioned above, have the potential to bring to public attention an issue which
is not currently front of mind, thus enriching the public debate.

8.2 Practical implications
The practical implications of this dissertation unfold over several different levels: ETH Zurich can
draw on some of the results for the further development of its air travel project as well as future
change processes. Other universities, or other institutions, seeking to reduce their air travel related
emissions can also obtain information for the development of their own initiatives. A third strand of
practical implications concerns the transformation of academia toward sustainable mobility, and can
be relevant to a variety of actors and stakeholders. This section will sketch out some of the
implications of this dissertation on these three levels.

8.2.1 Implications for ETH Zurich
At the time of writing this dissertation, the participative ETH Zurich air travel project “Stay grounded,
keep connected” is undergoing organizational change following the departure of its project lead. It is
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therefore difficult to make recommendations, and any recommendations made are contingent on
particular development paths the project might take.
First, this dissertation stresses the influence that the ETH Zurich air travel project has had both
internally and externally. Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) shows that the project was able to
attain high levels of support from ETH Zurich members, particularly non-professorial scientific staff,
and that the project successfully changed the way many professors at ETH Zurich think about their
business travel, in addition to their actual travel choices. A separate report (Medhaug, 2021) has
shown that these choices have had a measurable impact on the air travel related carbon footprint of
ETH Zurich as soon as one year after the end of the project baseline, with reductions of 14.4% of air
travel related carbon equivalents per full-time equivalent. These results encourage a continued effort
to maintain and deepen these achievements.
In line with these successes, the ETH Zurich air travel project has become one out of two central
influences on the international community of universities seeking to reduce air travel emissions
(Contribution I). This influence is likely to grow following the release of the recent report (Medhaug
2021) that shows the achieved emission reductions, which is not only a testament to the viability of
the ETH Zurich approach, but also one of very few sources of data regarding the effectiveness of
initiatives to reduce air travel emissions. A look at the practices of other universities aiming to reduce
air travel related emissions (Contribution I) shows that ETH Zurich not only has more policies
implemented than almost any other institution (although, due to the department-based approach of
ETH Zurich, policy measures are mostly not implemented throughout the university). It is also a step
ahead of what other institutions are doing: All of the policy measures identified as “trends”, which
are currently under implementation or being planned in at least 10 institutions, have already been
implemented at least in one department of ETH Zurich.
Given its current leading position in this community, the reputation of ETH Zurich certainly stands to
benefit from continued work on reducing air travel emissions. As one of the earliest rigorous efforts
to reduce academic air travel emissions, with a strong emphasis on bottom-up participation, the ETH
Zurich project is in a unique position to continue providing useful practical information to other
institutions, thus making an impact on sustainable academic mobility that extends far beyond its own
emissions. Fulfilling this role will require ongoing documentation and analysis of the activities
undertaken by the project team, as well as their effects. The project lead will have to network with
other institutions within the community and share information publicly as well as during community
events.
The perspectives of environmental protesters as well as mainstream media in Switzerland on the
issue of air travel and climate change, as analyzed in Contribution IV (widening the focus), show that
problematizing the climate impact of air travel is aligned with public opinion, as are suggestions
focused on reducing demand for air travel. These observations suggest that the ETH Zurich air travel
project is well positioned to draw positive media attention and be evaluated positively by the Swiss
public. However, since business travel as a source of emissions, and virtual communication as a
potential solution, are not present in either protest or media discourses on the topic of aviation,
coverage of the ETH Zurich air travel project – along with, for example, the Zurich municipality, which
is also reducing business air travel for sustainability reasons – could place these aspects on the public
agenda, allowing ETH Zurich to appear as a frontrunner.
In terms of concrete recommendations to the ETH Zurich air travel project, Contribution II (bottomup reaction) contains some suggestions. It points out the need for improved and ongoing
communication about the project, especially to persons joining the university, and to its more junior
members. Some of this communication should be organized centrally to avoid dependence on
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individual contact persons in the departments. Integration into on-boarding materials and events
comes to mind, along with the continued usage of internal news channels like the Future blog, ETH
Globe, posters and info screens, and the ETH Zurich website.
The observation that some policy measures are evaluated quite differently across departments
(Contribution II) affirms that ETH Zurich’s approach of having each department and organizational
unit set up its own reduction target and measures for reaching it in a bottom-up process is
appropriate and useful in this policy area. It’s also notable that non-professorial scientific staff
members expressed support for more ambitious reduction targets than have already been declared
by their departments, according to Contribution II (bottom-up reaction). Several departments have in
fact already adjusted their original targets to become more ambitious, which resonates with this
observation. Similar adjustments may be encouraged in more departments as the project progresses,
especially if, as suggested by Medhaug (2021), several departments will have reached their targets
already by the mid-term evaluation.
The report preceding Contribution II (Kreil, 2020), which was mostly subsumed in Contribution II and
is therefore not included in this dissertation, included further recommendations to the ETH Zurich air
travel project based on critical comments made by survey participants. Among these was the need to
continue emphasizing the high share of emissions caused by air travel, as this number, while perhaps
considered old news to those more closely involved with the project, is not yet common knowledge
among ETH Zurich’s members. Positive examples of researchers who manage to combine a high
scientific profile with reductions in air travel emissions should be emphasized even more, in order to
counter the prejudice that the project supports, and is supported by, mediocre academics who do
not want to fly anyway. Similarly, the reductions which ETH members have already made to
emissions both from air travel and other sources should be acknowledged and appreciated; this
includes efforts predating the air travel project, but also applies to achievements made during the
project, if emissions are envisioned to continue sinking in coming years. The travel emissions of
Executive Board members should continue to be monitored, reported, and reduced alongside other
members’ emissions, in order to signal the importance of this topic to ETH Zurich and the sincerity of
its approach.
Contribution III (diving deeper) shows which arguments for and against flying less are employed at
ETH Zurich, and how popular each of them is. The university can directly apply this knowledge in its
communication: It can emphasize the argument that at least some of ETH Zurich’s air travel
emissions can be reduced without any harm done, which is compelling to many and can provide
motivation at least up to a point when most easily replaced travel has been replaced. Another
popular argument is the obligation of ETH Zurich to deliver reductions in line with the global fight to
reduce emissions and limit climate change. This argument can perhaps be used to encourage more
ambitious reductions once low-hanging fruits have been achieved. Those professors who agree or
mostly agree with it have the highest likelihood to be willing to reduce their own air travel in the
future (91%), followed by those who believe that flying a lot is bad for the reputation of ETH Zurich
(90%). While this observation is correlational, not causal, it may be that these arguments are
particularly motivating and thus worth communicating.
ETH Zurich can also continue to acknowledge that reduction is not equally difficult for all persons,
groups, or departments, which is a widely held view. However, this acknowledgement can be
followed up with the explicit dual recommendation that each person, group or department on the
one hand should do what seems achievable for them, but on the other hand should also strive to
slowly change the systems that keep them from being able to reduce air travel emissions. Groups,
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disciplines etc. that do make it possible for their members to fly less can serve as role models for this
process of re-designing academic subsystems.
The COVID-19 pandemic has shifted the conditions for the ETH Zurich air travel project “Stay
grounded, keep connected”. It has temporarily placed a strain on available resources, but has also
facilitated the widespread adoption of virtual communication technologies for meetings and
conferencing, as well as day-to-day office interactions that would normally have occurred on campus.
As Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) shows, academics have reacted to this shift with different,
even opposing conclusions about the feasibility of a far more virtualized academic workstyle.
However, polls indicate a clear willingness in the academic community overall to move towards more
virtual events (Remmel, 2021).
ETH Zurich might bridge the rift between supporters and opponents of virtualization by
communicating to its members that the situation during the pandemic is not an accurate preview of
what a virtualized academic workstyle could look like: In a post-pandemic future, day-to-day office
interactions will again take place on campus at least in large part (if supplemented more strongly by
working from home arrangements). This will alleviate some of the mental strain and fatigue
associated with very frequent or even exclusive virtual communication. Technological and process
innovations in how virtual meetings and conferences are conducted can also be expected to improve
the cost-benefit analysis for virtual communication. ETH Zurich can actively contribute to this process
by facilitating best-practice exchange on virtual communication for a variety of purposes in
academia, and by continuing to invest in virtual communication infrastructure and/or the
development thereof, as recommended in Contribution I (top-down action).
A final line of recommendations to ETH Zurich concerns the suitability of a change management
process similar to the one employed in the air travel project “Stay grounded, keep connected” for
other organizational changes in the future. I draw here on unpublished information from interviews
with prominent stakeholders in different departments, summarized anonymously in an internal
document for future use by ETH Zurich.
First, although the fact that each department defined its own reduction goals and measures shows
that bottom-up participation was a central tenet of the project, the interviews indicate that the
process by which these decisions were made within the departments often involved only limited
participation. In some departments, a single person developed the reduction target and/or policy
measures, and then obtained confirmation from the department conference or professorial
conference. In other departments, working groups were set up instead; these involved professors as
well as non-professorial scientific staff, and sometimes students and/or technical and administrative
staff, but never more than a handful of people. To my knowledge, only one department attempted a
broader participatory process in the form of a survey among the department’s professors.
Further, most members of ETH Zurich who are not professors did not even have the opportunity to
contribute: Initial communication with the departments occurred through contact persons who
already held positions of power within their departments. The individuals in these positions either
took on the responsibility to coordinate their department’s response to the project, or asked another
person to step in, likely through an informal process. Internal communication then appears to have
occurred mostly via departmental and professorial conferences, and working groups appear to have
been created either at the departmental conference, or “ad hoc” based on social contacts of the
person who took on the core responsibility. Anyone attending a professorial/departmental
conferences is either a professor or elected to represent another group within the university,
meaning that the person must be actively involved in one of the political self-governing bodies of ETH
Zurich. Taken together, this means that most of the non-professorial members of ETH Zurich did not
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even hear about the air travel project before all targets and measures had been decided upon. Even
in 2020, when the surveys of Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) were carried out, non-professorial
staff and students were much more likely than professors to not know about the project’s existence.
Based on these observations, I recommend that if participation in the form of a bottom-up approach
is again the goal of a future change process at ETH Zurich, communication should target more
individuals, ideally from more groups within the university, from the beginning. A more
encompassing participative process would likely require additional resources and an active
empowerment of prospective participants.
I also note that some of the materials provided to the departments were not used very much. Data
about flights, a list of possible policy measures, and information materials were the most commonly
used and considered useful by the departments. Some other suggestions, especially on how the
departments could make their decisions – which involved a specific method for weighing different
values and outcomes against each other – were largely ignored. Some interviewees said these
suggestions were “too complicated”; others had simply forgotten or never registered them. Instead
the departments used a variety of processes that were more intuitive and practical for them:
Sometimes the process was a simple heuristic. In some cases more or less elaborate empirical
analyses were conducted using data about the flight activity of the department, a small group of
professors, or even just the research group of the person who had taken on the main responsibility.
The departments also used information about each other’s plans – obtained mostly through the
exchange process organized by the central project lead – to adjust or initially design their own.
Future change processes at ETH Zurich can use this knowledge about the de-facto decision making
processes employed in the departments as a starting point for developing new recommendations.

8.2.2 Implications for other universities
The policy mix and the decentralized policymaking process followed by ETH Zurich appear to have
been effective in reducing air travel emissions (Medhaug, 2021), in generating support and
willingness to change behavior on the part of ETH members (Contribution II – bottom-up reaction),
and in stimulating constructive debate (Contribution III – diving deeper). It is well documented
publicly (www.ethz.ch/air-travel), and can therefore be used as a starting point by universities
wishing to develop a sustainable travel policy. Contribution I (top-down action) shows that several
universities have indeed already used it in this way.
Because the mobility needs and available resources of each university are different, appropriate
policy solutions will likely differ between universities. One empirical reflection of this is the
considerably different evaluation of some policy measures by the 16 departments of ETH Zurich
(Contribution II – bottom-up reaction). Between institutions, countries, or regions, even larger
differences must be expected. This section therefore aims not to give general recommendations to
universities, but rather outlines how universities can use the tools developed in this dissertation in
order to identify the best way for them to tackle air travel related emissions. The resources provided
by this dissertation can be useful both to universities that are just beginning to consider tackling air
travel related emissions, and to institutions seeking to further develop their existing air travel
projects.
A person or group interested in initiating an air travel project at their university can begin by
considering the list of 79 policy measures to reduce air travel related emissions included in
Contribution I (top-down action). Starting with this list provides a good overview of possible angles of
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intervention, including different types of measures with varying costs, levels of coerciveness, and
mechanisms of change. Beginning a project with this diversity of possibilities in mind may lead to
more creative and holistic outcomes.
Contribution I (top-down action) further provides an impression of the current state of practice
among universities already active on this issue, which can help choose policy measures that have
already been tried and tested. For a subset of policy measures, Contribution II (bottom-up reaction)
additionally quantifies their popularity across several departments at ETH Zurich, which can be
informative although differences in culture, funding, location etc. must be taken into account before
transferring these evaluations to a different institution. Based on this combined information
regarding policy measures, interested persons or groups can identify measures that suit their context
and the level of top-down and bottom-up support as well as labor and funding available to them, in
order to take these measures forward into discussion with their peers or superiors. The list – or a
subset of it, adapted and supplemented according to the context at hand – can also form the basis of
a participatory process of opinion formation, such as a survey akin to that carried out in Contribution
II (bottom-up reaction).
For institutions that already have their own initiatives in place for reducing air travel related
emissions, the overview provided by Contribution I (top-down action) of measures employed and
planned in other universities can help to identify policy categories that may have been overlooked in
an institution’s current policy mix (e.g., measures aiming to avoid air travel, rather than substitute it)
and perhaps supplement existing initiatives. It also provides information about peer universities’
practices and upcoming trends, enabling universities to stay on top of current developments in this
policy area and to counteract negative developments. An example of this is investment in tools for
virtual communication: Contribution I (top-down action) shows that while this has been a prominent
policy measure in the last years, very likely in part due to COVID-19, less investment is planned for
the future. Universities aiming to reduce their air travel emissions should be careful not to remain at
the level of currently available technology, but rather conceive of investment in virtual
communication tools and support as an ongoing process, so that new technological developments
can unfold their potential.
The challenges facing initiatives to reduce air travel emissions in universities, as described by
Contribution I (top-down action), as well as the beneficial external resources and internal strategies
on which such projects can draw, can help initiators of air travel projects avoid common pitfalls (such
as underfunding or understaffing projects, or underestimating the complexity of data acquisition
regarding business flights), enabling more realistic and resilient project designs. Initiatives in later
stages of development may find it useful to evaluate in how far the struggles described by other
universities in Contribution I (top-down action) apply to their context as well; the availability of
anonymized data regarding common struggles of university air travel projects may also better enable
them to approach university management with requests for more support.
A person or group just beginning to initiate an air travel project can use the World Map of Academic
Air Travel Reduction and Offsetting Projects (Kreil, 2019a) to learn about existing projects and
identify relevant peers for benchmarking and exchange. The map can moreover be useful to convince
peers and leaders that air travel emission reduction is indeed a timely issue which other universities,
including high-ranked institutions, are already acting on and which should therefore be taken
seriously not only as a sustainability contribution, but also as a way to polish or maintain the
institution’s profile. For more developed air travel initiatives, the map – if consistently updated by
myself or, if I should leave the field of academic air travel, taken over by someone else – can be a tool
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for staying up to date with developments in the community, including its geographic diversification
(or lack thereof).
The arguments discussed in Contribution III (diving deeper) can similarly be of use in initiating
discussions about an institutional effort to reduce air travel, both with leadership and with peers.
They should not be seen only as a resource to develop convincing argumentations for air travel
reduction, but also as an opportunity to understand and learn to recognize counterarguments, thus
enabling more productive discussions in which each side’s views are taken seriously and addressed
fully. Such deliberation may lead to fairer, more effective and accepted policies. If an air travel
project is initiated, knowing to expect these arguments may also help the project avoid being
delayed by misunderstandings and unnecessary friction.
Finally, the deep implications of reduced air travel for academic work as discussed in Contribution III
(diving deeper) suggests that air travel projects in universities should dedicate time and energy to
engaging in a constructive discussion about what constitutes good and ethical scientific practice in
the Anthropocene. Debates around these issues can be expected to break out surrounding any
institutional effort to reduce academic air travel: At this point in time, at least in Western Europe and
North America, it is likely that they are already present to some degree in most academic institutions,
and will come to the forefront if an institution develops a project to address air travel emissions
directly. By proactively preparing to engage with such discussions in an inclusive, reflexive, and openended way, project designers can prevent them from disrupting a planned change process, and can
instead facilitate productive discussions with possible benefits for all of academia.

8.2.3 Implications for the sustainability transformation in academic mobility
This deep entanglement of notions of good academic work with expectations of mobility is a
challenge that ultimately must be engaged with at a systems level, considering all parts of
contemporary academia. This includes higher education, knowledge creation, dissemination and
reception of findings, exchange and collaboration with peers, career building, salaries and project
funding. It is crucial that reducing air travel (emissions) in academia does not remain within the
“going green” discourse (Moloney & Strengers, 2014), in which emission reductions are envisioned to
be achieved purely by changing small habits or technologies without daring to fundamentally
challenge the way things are done.
For example, frustration with virtual communication as observed in Contribution II (bottom-up
reaction) may be partially due to an inappropriate expectation that virtual tools should be able to
accommodate the exact same meeting formats that have been developed for in-person events.
Albeit important, it may be necessary to move beyond recommending smaller groups and time zone
management in guidelines for organizing virtual conferences (Rubinger, Khanduja, Gazendam, &
Bhandari, 2020), and consider whether annual three- or four-day conferences per se remain the best
way to facilitate academic exchange given new ways of virtual meeting and networking. To give just
two examples, perhaps several smaller and shorter events spread out over the year could be more
useful. Or perhaps a virtual conference need not fulfil all the same functions that the old on-site
conference did, because some functions can be better fulfilled by other, separate formats.
With such an open mindset, it will be necessary to approach each necessary aspect of academic
work, and to develop, practice, and value solutions that enable academics to perform that aspect
without exceeding a maximum sustainable budget of carbon emissions. This will require difficult
discussions to be had not only within, but across institutions, in academic societies, and in scientific
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journals. It will require the willingness of academics to depart from the known into unknown ways of
working together, a willingness to try out new ideas and risk frustration or embarrassment when
envisioned solutions don’t work as planned, and a willingness to persist until functioning solutions
are found.
In order to imagine these alternative ways of working, I suggest starting with the acknowledgement
that academic practice has always been evolving, and that while it has often entailed a certain
amount of mobility (Parker & Weik, 2014), the dependence of scholarship on frequent long-distance
travel is a product of the very recent availability of cheap aviation. This is evidenced, for example, by
the observation that scientific collaboration between researchers on two ends of an airline route
increases when a low-cost carrier starts offering that route (Catalini, Fons-Rosen, & Gaulé, 2020).
Had opportunities to travel so far so quickly not been as abundant, academia would have developed
differently. It may be worth imagining how such an alternative academic sector would have looked,
and which of the positive characteristics that it could have had we might still be able to develop
going forward from the present. More specifically, I suggest starting with the list of concerns related
to reduced air travel that participants in Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) provided, and looking
for alternative ways to satisfy each of the needs expressed therein.
The framework outlined in Chapter 2 emphasizes the important role that non-university
organizations, such as ranking agencies, funding bodies, and associations of universities, have to play
in the effort to transform mobility patterns in academia toward sustainability. All of the organizations
mentioned above have the power to affect the conditions under which academics and universities
operate, and can constrain or expand the space for institutional as well as individual efforts to reduce
air travel related emissions. Based on the field experience I gathered during this doctorate project, I
conclude that this area of action is not currently being explored much, and that it deserves much
more attention.
In order to amend this shortcoming, I organized an online workshop together with Siôn Pickering,
entitled “Roundtable of Sustainable Academic Travel: Actions Beyond the University”, in January
2021. At this event, researchers brainstormed ideas on how conference organizers, ranking agencies,
and funding agencies could contribute to a transition towards sustainable mobility practices in
academia, and how they could be brought into the community aiming to reduce academic air travel
emissions. The results of this webinar were compiled into a PDF in collaboration, which is publicly
available at https://businesstravelroundtable.ac/sites/default/files/202102/Roundtable%20Workshop%20Output%20-%20Feb%202021.pdf. However, it is important to note
that the ideas therein arose from group activities during the webinar, and are therefore not owned
by me. For that reason, they are not included directly in this dissertation.
In order to transform academia toward sustainable mobility, it will be necessary to question two
assumptions which are maintained even by much of the current discussion surrounding efforts to
reduce air travel in academia. I emphasize these here not because of their centrality to this
dissertation, but because of their centrality to the challenge at hand and their current marginality.
One of these issues is the international recruitment of students and academic staff by universities.
This recruitment is a strategic priority of universities (Glover et al., 2017; Hopkins et al., 2016), and is
also taken into account by university rankings (e.g. Times Higher Education World University
Rankings). Student mobility engendered by these recruitment practices makes up a relevant share of
universities’ carbon footprint (Shields, 2019), and it can be assumed that the same is true for
international staff. The strategic recruitment of international staff and students is valued on the
grounds of benefits for education, intercultural exchange and understanding, which can in turn be
connected to such values as sustainability, peace, and global equality (Shields, 2019). It is also argued
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that international movement – in this form – is necessary so that the best and brightest gain access
to the means of knowledge production, and for the stimulation of excellent scientific ideas. While
there is certainly some truth to the claim that international exchange benefits knowledge generation,
a more detailed and analytical look must be taken at which kinds of mobility (from where to where,
by whom, for how long, for which purposes, in what form) are really central for which functions of
academia, which functions are central to academia, and – as described above – whether there might
be less carbon-intensive ways of fulfilling these functions to a satisfactory degree.
The other issue is the position of early career researchers. At ETH Zurich as well as in other
universities, propositions of reduced academic mobility are often rebuked on the grounds of being
unfair to academics who are only at the beginning of their careers and must yet develop their
networks. The argument is that these academics should be given the same opportunities for
networking as their seniors have had. While the issue of justice is very important and pressing, and
must be given serious attention in air travel and sustainability policies as well as any other change
process, the issue at hand here is more complex. Opportunities for young researchers in Europe and
North America to continue the unsustainable mobility patterns of their seniors come, at this point in
time, at the expense of (other) (young) people who will suffer the consequences of climate change.
Also, continuing these mobility patterns may not even be the academic future that early career
researchers prefer. Contribution II (bottom-up reaction) illustrates that early career researchers at
ETH Zurich are in fact more supportive of the air travel project “Stay grounded, keep connected”
than their seniors. A recent study at ETH Zurich (Wenger, 2021) has further shown that the majority
(85%) of the 66 students (including undergraduate and PhD students) who participated in the survey,
and who stated that they would like to work in academia in the future, would prefer to work for a
university that aims to reduce emissions from business air travel. These findings suggest that, rather
than assuming that the interests of early career researchers are akin to the interests that their
seniors pursued at a comparable career stage, early career researchers must be included in
discussions about the future of academic mobility and allowed to speak for themselves. Rhetoric
about protecting the opportunities of early career researchers, in the absence of actual engagement
with their self-proclaimed interests, appears as nothing more than a defense mechanism to protect
the status quo, which indeed may not be what early career researchers want.

8.3 Limitations
The contributions forming this dissertation have each targeted an aspect of the ecological
problematization of air travel which had not yet been studied. As such they offer qualitatively new
insights and raise new points for discussion, but their findings must not be overgeneralized to
different institutional, temporal, geographic, and political contexts. Additional research centering
other cases will be needed to make more general statements about the dynamics of air travel
emission reduction in universities, and particularly beyond; starting points for such research will be
outlined in the next section. This section will reflect on the generalizability of the findings of this
dissertation from the Swiss context to other countries, from universities to other organizations, and
from the Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protests and news media to public opinion. Methodological
limitations of each individual contribution are covered in the contributions themselves, and are not
repeated here as they cannot be synthesized meaningfully across the contributions.
As described in section 1.5, ETH Zurich is a well-funded federal polytechnic university that is highly
regarded both internationally and nationally. It is situated in the center of Europe, with excellent
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conditions for train travel and other ground bound travel domestically and within Europe. These are
some of the characteristics on which other institutions may differ, and which may drastically alter the
attractiveness and feasibility of some policy measures for those institutions, as well as give the
debate around air travel a different flavor. Beyond such ‘hard facts’, different research cultures and
norms regarding CV optimization must be taken into account when transferring arguments about the
necessity of travel to other countries. For these reasons, as stated in section 8.2.2, no ‘one size fits
all’ solutions for academic air travel can be proposed, and each institution is encouraged to apply the
insights offered by this dissertation with consideration of their unique constraints and resources.
Beyond this practical implication, the limited geographic distribution of the universities discussed in
this dissertation to Europe and North America excludes the perspective of academics in other
continents. It is of course possible, and likely, that the samples used in Contributions I and II contain
some academics who are from, or have worked in, the Global South before; but with no way to
determine this based on the anonymized data, I could not specifically analyze their positions.
The same shortcoming applies to all or most of the debate surrounding the unsustainability of
academic mobility patterns and potential solutions for it. The inequality between the Global North
and South in both opportunities for academic participation and affectedness by the consequences of
climate change is sometimes brought up in European and US-American discussions of whether
academic air travel should be reduced for sustainability reasons (Grant, 2018). However, the voices
of those who are affected in the Global South are usually not included in this conversation. The
challenge posed by remoteness from perceived centers of academic activity, which many scholars in
the Global South face, has been articulated by academics in Australia (Glover et al., 2019; C. Grant,
2018) and New Zealand (Hopkins et al., 2016), which adds a valuable perspective to the international
debate. However, these struggles are only partially comparable to those facing, for example,
researchers in African or South American countries, as Australia and New Zealand are wealthy
countries that do not fall into the Global South, and researchers residing there may therefore have
access to other strategies for dealing with geographic remoteness.
It is possible that academic air travel and the associated climate impact is simply not on the agenda
in Africa, South America, and Asia, but this assumption has not been investigated and does not justify
the exclusion of the perspective of academics working on these continents. The community of
academics and institutions aiming to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with academic
mobility should therefore make a greater effort to enable a truly inclusive debate. As a starting point,
Grant (2018) suggests considering the existing inequality in access to scholarly communication that
researchers in the Global South face under current conferencing models, and to think about how
inclusion, rather than flying for its own sake, can be facilitated for this group. Roelofs (2019) similarly
points out that reducing academic air travel overall does not have to mean disadvantaging Global
South researchers, as their ability to travel could be prioritized, and money saved could be dedicated
to improving virtual communication infrastructure in places where it is lacking.
Regarding the transferability of the insights derived from the study of universities to non-academic
institutions like NGOs or for-profit companies, the lack of publicly available information on the
practices of businesses around reducing air travel emissions means that my assessment must rely on
common sense and informal conversations with persons in the business sector. Arguably, companies
should find it easier to implement relatively coercive policy measures from the top down if desired
by management, as the question of internal acceptance might be less crucial than for universities due
to stronger hierarchies. The flip side of this is that it is more difficult for regular employees to initiate
air travel reduction projects than in universities (Contribution I – top-down action). However,
employees can still address the unsustainability of business air travel with their managers. Depending
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on the organization’s profile and resources, opportunities to save time and/or money by reducing air
travel may appeal to management. Alternatively, they may be concerned about the image of their
organization in the eyes of clients – somewhat analogous to the argument made at ETH Zurich that
flying a lot has become a liability for the university’s reputation – or prospective candidates for
employment. In this last aspect, the student survey conducted by Wenger (2021) provides a valuable
argument, as it shows that many young people who want to work in the business sector in the future
would prefer an employer that addresses the climate impact of business air travel.
Although their costs and benefits may differ from application in academic institutions, many of the
policy measures listed in Contribution I (top-down action) are in principle applicable to businesses
and NGOs. The catalogue of potential measures (Contribution I – top down action) therefore forms a
useful basis for further deliberation on travel policies in a business, as outlined in section 8.2.2 for
the university setting. The discourse surrounding the perceived clash of flying less with doing good
academic work, or being a good academic, as analyzed in Contribution III (diving deeper), is clearly
specific to academia. However, it is likely that similarly deep conflicts would arise in different sectors
if institutional efforts to reduce air travel in those sectors were made, and Contribution III (diving
deeper) gives an example of how such conflicts can be analyzed and understood, which may help
other sectors engage with these deep implications.
This dissertation has emphasized the importance of understanding the social context in which
institutional efforts to reduce air travel related emissions take place, but only two public discourses
on air travel and climate change have been studied. Although both the Klimastreik/Fridays for Future
protests and the media were likely important influences on public opinion regarding sustainability in
Switzerland in 2019, they do not represent the Swiss public itself. The historic uniqueness of the
Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protests, and their notable impact on public discourse in Switzerland in
2019, made them a salient feature of the public discourse landscape to study within the framework
of this dissertation, but other institutional air travel reduction projects may be better contextualized
through surveys or larger-scale media analyses instead.
Moreover, the Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protests have lost much of their influence since
Contribution IV (widening the focus) was conducted, and may be less indicative of the current public
opinion in Switzerland than they were at the time. Public opinion has also likely been affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. While the findings regarding the social context of the ETH Zurich air travel
project are therefore likely specific to Switzerland, and may already be somewhat outdated at the
time of writing, universities as well as other institutions aiming to reduce their air travel related
emissions should take into account local and current public discourses surrounding air travel and
climate change. This will help them identify potential chambers of resonance, sources of support as
well as resistance, and potential allies within the public.

8.4 Scientific implications
Beyond their practical application, the contributions combined in this dissertation also have
implications for scientific theory, methodology, and inquiry.
Altogether, this dissertation expands the small but growing body of critical psychological work on
climate change (Adams, 2021) or critical environmental psychology (Räthzel & Uzzell, 2019). While
not all of its contributions are psychological to the same degree – Contribution I (top-down action),
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for example, adopts a policy focus instead – when taken together, the contributions within this
dissertation exemplify how a concrete research project in this nascent field can look.
Two guiding principles in particular served to develop this dissertation in a way that resonates with
critical psychologies of climate change, while maintaining theoretical and methodological flexibility
that made it possible to adapt the research to practitioner needs and to constraints of the real-world
context, as well as to connect it to relevant literature across disciplines. One of these principles is a
holistic and integrated view of the various ways in which individual people are influenced by, and in
turn influence, their social, political, and material environment, and the many roles they can
therefore play in a social transformation toward sustainability (section 2.1). A second is the
prioritization of the knowledge needs of practitioners actively engaged in attempts to change not
only individual behavior, but – to varying degrees – also the social and political context in which this
behavior occurs (sections 2.2, 3.1).
Contribution IV (widening the focus) contributes to the body of knowledge about visual protest
materials. At the surface, it documents how the Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protesters
communicated in a particular place and at a particular point in time, which may be of interest in
retrospect to scholars seeking to characterize this social movement and locate it in history. It also
shows that SKAD is a useful framework with which to analyze the content and structure of protest
discourses expressed in such materials. While it does not go deeply into the graphic elements
employed in the materials, the article illustrates a way to integrate analysis of graphic elements into
a primarily language-based discourse analysis in order to deepen the understanding of underlying
ideas and triangulate interpretations. The article further offers a quantitative description of a sample
of visual protest materials on several relevant characteristics, contributing to the very small body of
empirical data regarding the characteristics of such materials, which provides a reference point to
future studies against which to identify specific features of a sample.
To SKAD itself, Contribution III (diving deeper) contributes a methodology to identifying arguments
employed in a discourse, by first analyzing extant and researcher-elicited case study data, and then
validating the identified arguments, as well as eliciting additional statements not yet identified,
through an online survey. This methodology combines two advantages: On the one hand, it allows
the researcher to observe a discourse for a long time with minimal interference. On the other hand,
the survey toward the end of the research project makes the analysis more robust, and offers the
possibility to counteract an overrepresentation of some groups in the extant materials analyzed in
the first phase. By offering discourse participants a chance to state their views more directly and
consciously toward the end, this methodology is also a good fit for research frameworks that value
empowering discourse participants to take part in the research process, and not be spoken over by
researchers.
Also, Contribution III (diving deeper) introduces an alternative definition of a “dominant” narrative or
discourse: In the study, a particular narrative was identified as dominant because speakers who
voiced this narrative did not usually present it in contrast to another narrative, or even acknowledge
the existence of another narrative, while speakers who voiced the “alternative” narrative often did
present this in contrast to the “dominant” narrative. This notion has not been employed in previous
SKAD studies to my knowledge. There is a discussion within the SKAD research community regarding
the notion of dominance, which is sometimes used with semi-quantitative undertones that
contradict the qualitative approach of many SKAD scholars. The framing suggested here may provide
a fruitful alternative lens through which to view dominance in a discourse context.
Another contribution to scientific theory is, of course, knowledge regarding the recent emergence of
initiatives to reduce air travel emissions in universities, which is not only a practical challenge but
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also an interesting phenomenon of morals-driven organizational change. It raises questions about
the responsibility of universities, academia, and higher education toward civic society; about the
relevance – or lack thereof – of delivering education for sustainability in a sustainable fashion; about
the exceptionalism – or lack thereof – of research and education as an economic sector among many;
about the nature of the mobility of ideas; and what it means to be a “good academic” in the present
and future. Contribution III (diving deeper), in particular, deepens scholarly understandings of the
connection between mobility patterns in academia, their climate impact, and their production
through the very real pressures of globalization and competition. It also offers a more detailed
analytic lens of the ways in which air travel is perceived to be associated with good academic work,
by extracting which aspects of “good academic work” exactly are thought to be associated with
travel, and how reduced air travel is thought to affect each of them. This understanding, beyond
contributing to a more differentiated intellectual consideration of the underpinnings of modern
academia, makes the alleged connections between travel and good academic practice
operationalizable, so that they can be tested empirically in later studies.
Because this doctorate project was conducted during a time when efforts to reduce air travel
emissions in universities are rapidly developing, and when historic events like the COVID-19
pandemic and the Fridays for Future protests are in motion – not to mention climate change and the
larger-scale efforts to mitigate it – the dissertation will also provide a valuable window through which
to view, from a later point in time, the social processes unfolding during this time. An interesting
point to note here is, for example, the two-fold response to the COVID-19 pandemic as expressed by
participants in Contribution II (bottom-up reaction): While the pandemic convinced some academics
that virtual communication is a powerful substitute for travel, and academic air travel can therefore
be reduced, a substantial minority reported the opposite learning effect. Future discussions of or
references to the pandemic’s effects on virtual communication should not lose sight of this
ambiguity.

8.5 Avenues for further research
Each of the contributions goes some way to closing knowledge gaps in theory and practice regarding
the current reframing of air travel as a climate problem, and resulting policies. However, important
gaps remain that invite future research.
A central question for universities aiming to reduce their air travel related emissions is the
effectiveness of different policy measures, or combinations thereof, for achieving this goal. This
information is difficult to obtain for many reasons. One large problem lies in the fact that universities
usually don’t implement only one policy measure, but rather a bundle of measures, which makes it
impossible to evaluate the effect of each measure separately. Even empirical evaluation of
combinations of measures has become complicated by the COVID-19 pandemic, which greatly
reduced international travel, and in particular air travel, in 2020, with lasting effects even in 2021.
Since most projects aiming to reduce air travel emissions at universities are only a few years old, and
evaluating their effectiveness requires longitudinal studies lasting for at least some years, the
pandemic sets every ongoing evaluation effort back by several years. The policy mix employed at ETH
Zurich appears to have been effective in reducing air travel related emissions in 2019 (Medhaug,
2021), but this does not permit conclusions about any specific policy measure. Any quantification of
the effect of individual measures, perhaps using a quasi-experimental research design, would be very
useful to universities seeking to implement effective air travel policies.
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For this reason, as well as to provide information regarding other aspects of institutional efforts to
reduce air travel emissions, practical initiatives aiming to reduce air travel emissions should,
whenever possible, be accompanied by research that documents and analyzes not only the
consequences of policies on the technical and the social level, but also the antecedents of and the
developments within the projects. Air travel projects in universities are especially convenient sites for
conducting “living lab” type concomitant research. Interdisciplinary research projects in particular
should be encouraged. This dissertation has taken a discourse analytical perspective as well as a
policy perspective; however, psychological, sociological, pedagogical, and management oriented
questions are also pertinent with regard to reducing air travel emissions in institutions.
Non-university organizations, such as conference organizers, ranking agencies, and funding bodies,
are critical agents in the transformation toward sustainable academic mobility, as they hold power
over the conditions under which researchers and universities operate. Alongside practical efforts to
bring these organizations into an alliance dedicated to reducing the emissions associated with
academic mobility, conceptual contributions focusing on these actors are needed. Such work could
discuss the roles that these organizations play in maintaining mobility obligations in academia, and
the leverage they could provide for a sustainability-oriented transformation of the sector. It could
also offer an enhanced understanding of how knowledge creation in modern academia is structured
and constrained by institutions beyond the university. This would be a valuable addition to science
and technology studies and to the sociology of knowledge tradition, and would provide guidance to
practitioners who are beginning to engage with these organizations with the purpose of reducing air
travel emissions in academia.
Similarly, avenues for future research arise from aspects described above in the sections focusing on
the limitations of this dissertation and its practical implications. The successful transfer of insights
regarding institutional air travel policies requires studies of how such policies can be implemented in
non-academic institutions, including businesses, NGOs, and municipalities. The perspectives of early
career scientists – as well as undergraduates aiming for an academic career – and of scholars working
in the Global South, which have been largely excluded from debates about the unsustainability of
academic air travel and possible solutions, should be highlighted.
An important question regarding early career researchers, for example, might be whether they, like
the students surveyed at ETH Zurich (Wenger, 2021), would prefer to work for employers that aim
for sustainable travel practices. It is also important to ask how many potentially brilliant scientists
academia is in fact missing out on by insisting on practices that exclude people who are not mobile
due to care obligations, disability, visa restrictions, financial constraints, or simply because they are
not willing to perform the level of mobility required by modern academia due to personal or political
reasons (such as strong ecological values). This then touches on the issue of what kinds and degrees
of international mobility are truly necessary for academic knowledge production and higher
education to flourish.
This dissertation has analytically differentiated various aspects of “good academic work” which are
often implied in the common assumption that air travel is necessary in order to be a “good
academic”. This analysis could be built on in two ways: First, the true correlation between air travel
and each aspect identified could be tested empirically in order to confirm or disprove the
assumptions of academics. Second, similar analyses could be conducted for different sectors and
areas in which physical mobility is considered essential, in order to challenge oversimplified and
confounded notions regarding the role of mobility and to support a sustainability transition. Taking a
third approach, conceptual and/or empirical research could identify strategies used by academics
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who manage to have successful careers – or to successfully complete certain career steps – without
intense mobility.
The tendency of more senior academics to be less supportive of the ETH Zurich air travel project
(Contribution II – bottom up reaction) is another fruitful starting point for future studies. If it can be
replicated in other datasets – ideally larger than that used in this dissertation, to enable group
comparisons between more than two career stages – it will be interesting to investigate the causal
factors behind this difference. Understanding them will contribute to an inclusive debate in which
the different needs and wishes of academics at different career stages are represented
appropriately. Some possible explanations for the observed difference, which could be used as
starting hypotheses in future research, are found in section 8.1.2.
Finally, the bottom-up elements of the ETH Zurich air travel project may be in part responsible for
the internal support with which the project is largely met. As similar acceptance studies are carried
out in other universities with differently structured air travel projects, the role of bottom-up design
elements in generating support should be examined.

8.6 Concluding remarks
Overall, this dissertation shows that the climate impact of air travel is being broadly problematized in
Switzerland. The Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protesters assign responsibility for solving it to the
travelling public, suggesting solutions that rely on demand reduction, which is in line with
assessments of scholars regarding how to bring the aviation sector in line with climate targets.
Mainstream news media likewise pick up the debate about the climate impact of air travel and
suggest similar solutions, in addition to solutions more in line with the aviation industry’s own
suggestions of technological innovation and carbon offsetting. In the midst of this, Swiss universities
are developing initiatives to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions associated with their members’
professional air travel, in community with other academic institutions throughout Europe and North
America.
This approach to include air travel emissions in university sustainability efforts is for the most part a
recent phenomenon, but gaining salience. The number of institutions with initiatives in place to
reduce air travel emissions has grown quickly in the last four years, up until the COVID-19 pandemic.
The group includes several very high-profile universities, which puts it in a good position to exert
normative social influence on the academic landscape. The case of ETH Zurich suggests that the
universities’ efforts to reduce air travel related emissions – which include bottom-up elements of
decision-making – are met with positive reactions from within the institutions. Their ability to
connect to salient public discourses regarding aviation is likely to attract positive public and media
attention.
All of these observations are encouraging to universities wanting to set up their own air travel
(emission) reduction projects. To those institutions which have not yet begun addressing the carbon
footprint of their members’ mobility, they suggest engaging with this topic, as public opinion and
social influence exerted by some high-profile institutions may demand such engagement in the
future. A recent survey among students points in a similar direction, showing that students may
expect engagement with this issue from future employers (Wenger, 2021).
With regard to rolling out institutional efforts to reduce business air travel to a wider array of
academic and non-academic institutions, two major questions remain: What are the most effective
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individual policy measures? And: How do the needs and options of non-academic institutions differ
with regard to reducing air travel emissions? These questions require further research to answer.
However, in principle, the case of the universities shows that institutional policy can be a promising
way to address demand reductions in aviation demand.
This dissertation provides a collection of tools and resources that can be useful for policymakers
aiming to set up an institutional air travel project. It also offers insights into the discussion
surrounding academic air travel, and points out blind spots that will need to be given more attention
in order to achieve a just transition toward sustainable academic mobility. This concerns particularly
the perspectives of early career researchers and researchers in the Global South, and the air travel
engendered by strategic efforts of universities to recruit international staff and students, which is
currently considered out of scope of almost all air travel projects in universities. Furthermore this
dissertation contributes to scholarly knowledge about visual protest materials, the
Klimastreik/Fridays for Future protests, the ecological problematization of air travel in Europe and
North America, and the entanglement of mobility with academic knowledge production in the early
twenty-first century.
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